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HONORARY SECRETARY’S REPORT FOR 1973
Committee Meetings. Four meetings were held during the year, all in Dun Laoghaire.
The good average attendance, 65%, included as usual a high proportion of members from
Belfast and Cork.
Annual General Meeting. This was held on Friday 30th March in the R. St. George Y.C.
whose committee had kindly provided facilities. The 32 members present afterwards
enjoyed an informal supper. At the meeting the Commodore referred to the retirement of
Neil Watson from the position of Hon. Treasurer which he had filled for ten years and
expressed the warm thanks of the members for the work he had done for them.
Annual Dinner. This was held on Saturday 24th November at the Great Southern Hotel,
Killarney, and appears to have been greatly enjoyed by the 57 members who attended
together with about 90 guests. An excellent meal was served in very comfortable surroundings
and the Cork committee-members are to be congratulated on their choice of venue. The
principal guests, all of whom spoke after dinner, were Robert Ballantine, President of the
Cruising Association, Jimmy Peters, Commodore of the Clyde Cruising Club and Johnny
Walker, President of the Irish Yachting Association.
Local Meetings. A meeting was held in Cork on 31 st October and Belfast committeemembers also arranged a meeting there but it was not considered necessary to hold a local
Dublin meeting this season.
Club Rally. This was held at Holyhead on Saturday 22nd September and the
following yachts attended.
Ainmara
Anasu 1I
Asgard
Bandersnatch

Bonnet Rouge
Gailey Bay
Helen of Howth
Malaise
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Sharavoge
Verve
Whirlaway
Wishbone

The two yachts from Strangford Lough met some heavy weather on the way whereas
those crossing from the Dublin area did so in easier conditions. An elaborate competition
programme for the Rockabill Trophy had been prepared by the Commodore assisted by
Michael d’Alton and was to have been held in Cemaes bay east of Carmel head on the north
coast; on Saturday morning there was a fresh north-easterly with the north cone hoisted
so it was decided to cancel the competition, which of course caused disappointment. In the
afternoon a champagne party was held afloat off Clipera point on the east side of Holyhead
harbour, presided over by the Rear Commodore. In the evening a dinner was held at
Trearrdur Bay. On Sunday it was a very pleasant reach home in sunshine with a moderate
southerly.
Whitsun Race. For the first time this East Coast event was organised jointly with
the R. Alfred Y.C. and was run from Howth to Port St. Mary. The main organisation was
in the hands of Hal Sisk who in the middle of the night timed in Helen of Howth the first
yacht to finish and the overall winner.
Cruising Trophies. These are the subject of a report, following this, by Dr. Raymond
Fielding who was appointed by the Committee to adjudicate. Apart from the three
circumnavigators the entry was disappointing but there is no doubt that all the winners
thoroughly deserved their Cups.
Membership. It is with very great regret that we record the deaths during the year of
the following members.
C. P. Austin
T. Crosbie

P.A. Lappin
B.C. O’Reilly

R.M. Rothwell

The following nineteen new members were elected.
R. G. M. Barr
Dr. W. K. Beckett
Wing Cdr. J. H. Bowring
Mrs. M. Brown
J. A. Dempsey
E. K. Devenney
R. M. Eves

John Gore-Grimes
M. J. Reddy
D. M. Irwin
T. Roberts
D. J. Keily
A. Robinson
T. Kennedy
David F. Ryan
Mrs. B. Kennedy
H. B. Sisk
James McMahon
S. A. Orr
Council of Yacht Cruising Clubs. This body, consisting initially of Clubs producing
Sailing Directions and concerned with the coordination of this activity, was formed at a
meeting in London in February and held a second meeting in December. Paul Campbell
represented the Club at both meetings.
The Annual. Before closing my report I must record our indebtedness to Paul
Campbell for his work in producing this Annual. I am in a better position than most
members to appreciate the time he devotes to trying to keep its quality up and its cost
down. He has asked me to express the thanks of the Club to the members whose
contributions make up this year’s Annual and to say how much the high standard of
presentation of these is appreciated.
A. Dunn

CHALLENGE CUP AWARDS - 1973
by Raymond J. Fielding
I am privileged to be asked to adjudicate on the logs for competition for these trophies.
My task is made a little easier in that only six logs were submitted. I am aware of several
other fine cruises by members who, had they been entrants, would undoubtedly have ranked
high for honours. The logs submitted featured cruises from the Faeroes to Benodet, with
three circumnavigations, all north about and starting from the Dublin area. The main
features of the season appear to have been light winds accompanied by poor visibility with
thankfully few gales. Now to the awards.
Alan Leonard drove Wishbone hard and fast from Strangford Lough to the Faeroes
and back to Oban in 15 days averaging 6¼ knots which is high in a 24 ft. W.L. yacht. His
was the only track chart included. He did not experience over F.6 in the open sea
apparently and they enjoyed Faeroese hospitality. Kim Holman her designer once told me
that her scantilings were above his average from the North Sea 24’s which must have been
reassuring for her crew in the rougher patches. They wondered what they could put on her
pulpit for getting south of Ardnamurchan. I have no hesitation in prescribing the Faulkner
Cup and congratulate Alan for his preparation, seamanship and execution of a fine cruise.
The log and passage notes confirm this. I am sure he will return and spend more time in the
Faeroes.
John Beckett did a good cruise in Dara - 4 tons, in 26 days to the Brittany coast and
back, just failing to make the Glenan Isles, doing some 819 miles, almost half of it under
power due to light airs. He apparently had no problems other than a runner giving up at
sea and dragging anchor in the lie de Sein, both for obvious reasons. With only one other
crew member throughout he was quite shorthanded. The Strangford Cup is awarded to
John Beckett.
Three yachts went around Ireland. Jonathan Virden took his much travelled Folkboat
Sharavoge rather flawlessly around in 35 days, visiting 25 ports and used his engine just
over half of the time. Principally he had just a crew of one but was alone from Bantry Bay
homewards. His must be one of the few yachts to carry mousetraps in the inventory - I
understand for use ashore. It was just the sort of cruise that one would expect from this
very competent small-boat seaman. His account should be of great help to club members
contemplating similar.
Robert Mollard in Maid of Malin, his 8 ton 24 ft. W.L. Brittany went around doing
777 miles in 3 weeks. They only experienced strong winds on the northern west coast
the remainder being rather light and foggy. The pertinent narrative and the detailed
appended tables require some abstraction to get the full picture of the cruise. He saw a lot
of the Irish Coast during the season and that with a small engine. He certainly organised
his big crew pool well, varying from 4 to 2 at different stages. Notwithstanding the much
light weather he only used his engine one fifth of the total time underway. A very
competent cruise.
John Gore-Grimes, his wife and another did a superb non-stop "Around Ireland",
except perhaps for a brief interlude with salmon nets off Broadhaven, in Shandara, just
over 26 ft. O.A. in almost 8 days. They logged 836 miles and used the engine for a little
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over one-third of the total time - 190 hrs. - average 4Y2 knots. They were well prepared and
victualled apparently, executed the cruise as planned and were lucky to meet no heavy
weather during their chosen week, at the end of July. He rightly emphasises the importance
of carrying a good knife and makes a plea for a radio-beacon on the Blaskets, to which I
would again add on Aran Islands - Galway Bay. Unlit and unmarked salmon nets, just
below the surface, are becoming a big hazard in summer, especially on the West Coast. Their
route took them outside the offlying islands of Ireland. They also appear to have sighted
killer whales which are being increasingly reported off our coast. This cruise was very
different from the usual one of 3 to 4 weeks, with visits to 15 to 20 ports. It may well be the
first non-stop circumnavigation by a member of the club. The Round Ireland Cup is for
the "best circumnavigation of Ireland" which I consider was done by John Gore-Grimes. He
joins a worthy band of members who have won this trophy, which, to me, signifies a lot that
this Club stands for. A pity that the splendid cruises of Sharavoge and Maid of Malin have to
go unrewarded.
Michael Tomlinson, his wife and crew did an excellent two weeks cruise in Pellegrina
from’ North Wales to South Cornwall and the Scillies, sampling with delight the upper reaches
of the Fal estuary. They met some heavy weather on their way south and were fortunate
to have sun in the Scillies which few of us seem to experience. I award the Fortnight Cup to
Michael Tomlinson for his Garden Cruise, bearing in mind that Wishbone 3 15 day cruise has
already been awarded the premier trophy.
I would like to conclude by asking members who are entering their logs for the Club
Trophies, to read, for the benefit of future judges, the Secretary’s October circular about
requirements for entry for same and to comply with them. I have much enjoyed my
preview and perusal of these logs and hope that a majority of members will agree with my
decisions.
To summarise:1.
2.
3.
4.

Faulkner Cup
Strangford Cup
Round Ireland Cup
Fortnight Cup

Alan Leonard
John Beckett
John Gore-Grimes
Michael Tomlinson

vi

Wishbone
Dara
Shandara
Pellegrina

Above. Wishbone, in which Alan Leonard visited the Faroes and won the Faulkner
Cup. Photo. Miss A. Hughes. Below. Dara, to whose owner John Beckett the
Strangford Cup was awarded for his Brittany cruise.

Meermin. LOA 48 ft. LWL 37 ft. Beam 11½ ft. Draught 7½ ft. 23 tons T.M. Built of
steel in Antwerpin 1951. Photo.

A letter from the Commodore, Dr. R. H. O’Hanlon
MEERMIN REBORN

Meermin, a 48 ft. steel ketch was built in Belgium in 1951 and while in German
ownership came to Ireland in 1967. Her owner, who keeps a much larger vessel in Portugal
had Meermin laid up at Crosshaven. After five years in a shed it was my fate and hers to be
united. A major refit was required and is still in progress, scheduled to be completed by the
spring of 1974.
Meermin is not everybody’s cup of tea but I am old enough to understand her and I
trust young enough to enjoy her. She is a gaff ketch, very traditional, very spacious and
beautifully built. She was built for the Oceans of the World but alas this right has been
largely denied her. Who knows her future!
Meermin has wandered far this year. Her first effort, the traditional run to Vigo and
back. It was early in the year and the north-easters were not yet fully established, giving us
a long beat dead to windward and to be repeated on the way home. This part of north-west
Spain is well renowned for its beauty and its tranquility and it has no difficulty in estabLishing
in one the urge to return again and again. Twenty days is rather a short time to go so far and
yet one is amply repaid. However, one cannot deny that at least five to six days on the wind
is tiresome thus leaving me with a firm conviction that it was right to have yet another week’s
holiday at a later stage. I spent this week in Scotland with my old shipmate, R. D. Heard,
he too reborn again with a new hip and on for anything. Meermin and I were getting closer
every day and I felt a desire to stay together. On the more that is to come I will pass you
over to Peter Mullins. He has youth on his side and also his great energy, which he so very
kindly gave to Meermin, thus making her wanderings possible.
Postscript by Peter MuUins
I spent some considerable time during the winter in Meermin’s bilge and we too had
found a rather strange relationship, bonded mainly by rust primer and paint. I was unable
to join the Commodore for his cruise to Spain but on his return we took a long week-end
and visited Glasson dock on the River Loone. This was a fascinating experience; it is only
possible to enter the dock two hours before high water and with a rise and fall of about
28 ft. and streams running at 3V2 knots it made an interesting exercise in pilotage. It is in
fact possible to land in the city of Lancaster.
In order to shorten the winter we took Meermin on an autumn cruise to West Cork. I
took her as far as Dunmore East the previous week-end in company with Ruffian which was
being delivered to the South Coast of England (and there lies another tale)! The following
week-end the Commodore, Simon Callan and I had a long windward beat in winds F.5 to 6
from Dunmore East to Crosshaven. The big disadvantage of the Meermin’s gaff rig is her
inabiLity to point to windward but with the aid of her new Parsons Barricuda 108 h.p. motor
we made easy work of this, the first leg of our cruise.
The weather was extremely kind to us and for seven days we enjoyed glorious sunshine
and fair winds. With a crew of only three we also enjoyed great comfort and at no stage did
we ever feel we were undermanned. Meermin’s performance off the wind is impressive and
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in winds in excess of F.6 is quite startling. In what was really all too short a time we visited
Baltimore and Sherkin Islands, Castletownshend and Kinsale.
Meermin’s task for next season is now in the making and I look forward to many years
of happy cruising in her.

THE WRONG WAY ROUND
Circumnavigation of Ireland in Sharavoge, June/July 1973
by Jonathan Virden
Readers of the I.C.C. Annual for the past five years will already know that Sharavoge
is a clinker folkboat with masthead rig and a Volvo-Penta MD 1 engine. A simple self-steering
gear is also used, though it seems to be less useful as years go by. She was built by Cyril White
at Brightlingsea in 1963, and every year she surpasses herself in seaworthiness no matter what
the sailors on board may do.
For 1973 I had decided to sail round Ireland, and to go anti-clockwise from Howth
which is our home port. It seemed best to aim to spend as much of the time as conveniently
possible in Donegal, Sligo, Mayo, and Galway because both Northern Ireland and the Cork
and Kerry cruising grounds could quite easily be reached in the future when time might not
be so available. The statistics for wind direction are so nearly equivocal about which way to
go that the decision was swayed by the convenience of being able to leave Sharavoge in Cork
at the end of the cruise, if time was short. As it turned out there was no time limit as I left
my job at the beginning of the cruise, with no intention of seeking work for a few months.
On the other hand, the weather was most contrarily contrary for the most important part of
the cruise, and not positively favourable for more than about five days in the five weeks of
the circumnavigation ... hence the title of this account ... and this length of time was plenty
for this sort of cruise.
A piece of good fortune was that Mervyn Taylor was able to come as crew for the first
25 days. He started without much experience and rapidly acquired the basic arts of crewing.
Being a medical man, he was given the task of victualling ship and he took over the galley
with such good effect that his own weight increased by 5% and mine remained the same,
which is very unusual while cruising. I was greatly entertained by his chuckles and guffaws
as he sat in the cockpit reading The Doctor’s Dilemma while we rounded the Bloody
Foreland in rapidly worsening weather. When Mervyn had left, the ship was joined by Mary
Crichton who brought some better weather, but she was not resistant to the effect of mal-demer and was unlucky in that the two passages she made were rather bouncy.
A day-by-day account of a five week long coastal cruise quickly becomes unreadable
and the rest of this account consists of some of the incidents which seem to be most worth
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recording; the bare daily details are given in the table at the end.
The passage to Donegal was done as quickly as we could, in very little wind with perfect
visibility; we stopped for a few hours at Ardglass and BaUintoy and reached Mulroy Bay in
the late afternoon of 5th June. We had reached Rathlin Sound at exactly slack low water on
a glassy calm evening, at a point ½ mile south of Rue Point. The next two hours were very
interesting as we motored through the sound; the sea was basically quite calm, but there were
patches of ripple and swirls although none were alarming until we had nearly reached Sheep
Island. Approaching this our progress over the ground ceased suddenly and we had to go
quite close to the island to get out of the first fast flush of tide that we met. By using full
throttle and much prayer we were just able to creep round the rocks at the north-west end
of the island against the earliest part of the full flow of tide. Much adrenaline is the price of
underpower in a cruising yacht!
Leaving Mulroy Bay we met thick fog and returned to anchor at Melmore Head. Next
afternoon we motored through the fog round the rocks to Sheephaven over a glassy sea with
some swell to reveal the conspicuous dangers. It was quite eerie going through the fog with
Mervyn standing by the mast ... wondering whether we were heading into a cul-de-sac in the
rocks when they appeared outside us and ahead of us. At Downings we had our first baths
of the cruise; this is the best of any cruise.
When we rounded the Bloody Foreland, on 8th June, the visibility closed down to
about ¼ mile, and after being at sea out of sight of land for half an hour we found the little
anchorage at the eastern end of Inishsirrer. This is an excellent place, well protected from all
but northerly swells and free from tide, with good holding in 12 feet LWS. The island is
uninhabited and we found a colony of common gulls nesting. We had a bright rough sail
through Gola Sound and Owey Sound to Aranmore. On 10th June we had the first good
free sailing Wind to go to Killybegs; the wind decreased as we came through past Rathlin
O’Birne and we were able to sail gently along the bottom of Slieve League which was
splendid and spectacular. In Killybegs we found the first really quiet anchorage of the cruise,
but the water was filthy and it was very difficult to persuade the oil company to sell us
diesel fuel. However, Mary turned up and spent the night on board which was a welcome
surprise.
On 11 June we had a rough slow stopping sail to Ardboline Island and then a
magnificent broad reach into Ballysodare Bay as the sky cleared and we had an unforgettable
sight of the mountains in the evening sun. Inside the entrance we bumped the bottom as we
felt our way to the pool in the southern branch of the channels in the bay. We found the
pool, which has very sharply defined boundaries, by sailing to and fro across it like a tennis
ball in a box; then we went ashore to meet Jan Prinz who had been watching us nervously as
the tide was falling, not rising as I had expected. We stayed for three nights in Ballysodare
Bay and spent much of the time on the Prinz’s farm; they were most hospitable.
From here we sailed easily to Killala bay where the weather turned very nasty and I had
to sail Sharavoge along the north cliffs of Mayo because the self-steering could not control
her in the irregular sea and the gusts from the cliffs. The scenery was magnificent, but we
were glad to reach Broadhaven after a very hard stretch.
From Broadhaven we went inside all the islands to Blacksod quay, being becalmed for
an hour between Eagle Island and Frenchport. Our first day at Blacksod quay was spent in
our bunks with howling S.S.W. wind outside, and the second day was spent scrubbing and
reantifouling before going to Inishkea South for the night. On this island we collected some
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mice for zoological research purposes and preserved them in alcohol for their return to
Dublin. Although it was blowing from S.W. quite hard, we set off to go to Clare Island at
midday on the 18th, but as soon as we were clear of the anchorage it was obvious that to
go on would be very uncomfortable, and it was immediately decided to stay at Inishkea.
We spent the extra day in exploring Inishkea North which is much bleaker, and we ate the
excellent horse mushrooms which Mervyn had found in the morning.
Next day we had a good close reach to Inishbofin, taking six hours, and went through
the sound between Inishbofin and Inishshark. The approach to this sound was alarming
because there was a big swell at its N.W. end; we had to go well in before we could see that
the rocks in the middle were in relatively calm water. Inishbofin was delightful, and it was
with many regrets that we had to go on quickly, missing Killary and Ballinakill Bays. The
passage to Roundstone was one of the highlights of the cruise; there was full sun and
wonderful clarity all day and a gentle west wind until the evening when it died. The
mountains and rocks of Connemara were like a picture-postcard, and the offlying rocks were
clear too, which let us see how terrible they could be in thick rough weather. The entrance
to Roundstone was much obstructed by salmon nets, but we were able to avoid most of
them.
In Roundstone we obtained provisions and the weather became drizzly, but we beat
down Big Sound and through Macdara Sound, then to have a good reach to Golam Harbour.
This is a most pleasant place, and very easy to enter in all but the most vigorous southwesterly conditions, and is very well sheltered. In the evening we sailed through thick fog to
Portmurvey on Inishmore (Aran Islands), arriving exactly .in the bay, which is very pleasing.
The next day was warm and sunny so we spent it visiting the stone-age fort at Dun Aengus,
and were duly most impressed. Later that day we ate some mussels (found by Mervyn) and
visited an unexpectedly dull pub.
On the following day we went to Brandon on the north of the Dingle peninsula, mostly
motoring because there was only a light wind, if any, for all the day. In the village I was able
to buy some new potatoes from Michael O’Shea, whose pub I have known for many years.
24 June was Mervyn’s last day and we hoped to visit the Blasket Islands, but lack of wind
and some trouble with the fuel supply to the engine, which was discovered to be nearly
blocked at a valve, both slowed our progress so much that we lost the four hours we might
have spent on Great Blasket and had to motor hard through the sound against the first of
the flood.
Dingle is not a good place for yachtsmen because it is too much concerned with fishing
and tourists. It is good for changing crews and excellent for getting diesel fuel, but the
anchorage is awkward (the dredging may still not allow a yacht to anchor near the town)
and I could not get a bath for love or money. Also it rained.
Maxy joined on 26 June and we sailed to Port Magee next morning. This day was the
most magnificent for cruising of the whole five weeks; there was good clear sun and F.4
northerly wind. After lunch at Port Magee we sailed out to see the gannet colony on Little
Skellig - were there really so many great white birds in so small a piece of sky? - and on
to the landing place and lighthouse of Great Skellig, regretting that we could not go ashore
because of lack of crew. From this wonderful place we sailed easily to Derrynane and
reached the anchorage just as a gusty wind started to blow from the mountain. The next
day was spent ashore, looking for botanical specimens, and Mary was delighted to find some
of the rare Kerry lily; a lovely warm day. The next day was misty and wet and blowing from
the south-west so our passage to Castletownbere was uncomfortable. We beat to Dursey
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Sound which we found sheltered and the tide fight to go through, but at the southern end it
was rough, particularly where the tides meet off Crow Head; here the south-westerly swell
was adding to the confusion and we spent half an hour in the roughest water I have ever met;
probably we were lucky not to be thrown off more than two waves and no damage was done.
The run to Castletown was quite a relief, though the harbour was very uncomfortable in the
swell. Next day it rained heavily and we walked over the mountains to see a friend in
Allihies.
On Sunday 1 July Mary left and was given a lift to Glengariff. When she had gone I
was rather lonely but also glad to have a few days sailing alone; I immediately set off to go
to Crookhaven. There was very little wind and I motored gently across Bantry Bay so as to
reach Mizen Head at the turn of the tide; there was some fairly rough water off Three Castles
Head but off the Mizen there was near calm, and I was enormously relieved to pass this
potential hazard and turning point in the cruise with so little trouble. From Crookhaven I
sailed with a light southerly wind up Long Island Sound, into and out of Schull, and then
into Baltimore by the passage north of Sherkin Island without using the engine, helped at
critical moments by a good flood tide. Baltimore seemed very dull, perhaps because their
season had not yet started. From Baltimore I was lucky to reach Crosshaven in a single day
of light wind, but the tide must have given much assistance; a mooring off the R.C.Y.C.
was free which was pleasant, and the club was most hospitable as usual; I spent all of 4 July
there in blazing sunshine. In the evening I was invited to join Raymond Fielding and his wife
for dinner and we discussed the psychology of single-handed sailing; it was very interesting
and, for me, curiously hard to recall the state of mind I had had during the long trips I had
done alone.
I came from Crosshaven to Howth in three days. To Helvic on 5 July with very little
wind and a quiet sea. To Arklow through SaRee Sound with very frustrating wind to
Greenore Point, and no wind at all from there to Arklow where we arrived at 0115 on the
7th having motored hard for 10 hours, the first six of them against the tide. Finally to
Howth with a good wind for only the first and last half-hours; the sea was very calm indeed
and I was listening to Wimbledon finals, Henley and all other sports than sailing as we
came past the familiar marks on a softly sunny day. At 1715 on 7 July Sharavoge was
alongside Sule Skerry, I.C.C., for tea, just thirty-four days and twenty-four ports after
leaving Howth.
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SUMMARY

hr.-m.

Head
Engine Wind
hr.-m, hr.-m,

Free
Wind
hr.-m,

No
Wind
hr.-m.

12-45
17-25
15-00
1-15
2-00
7-45
3-45
11-00
7-45
12-55
8-45
1-50
7-35
7-50
6-30
14-15
9-10
9-10
6-30

5-30
14-00
6-40
-30
2-00
5-15
3-45
1.45
6-15
7.00
3-30
-20
1-15
-30
10-15
6-00
2-30
4-30

3-00
8-50
-45
6-40
3-45
1-30
6-00
6-55
5-00
3-20
2.00
3-10
4-30

7-45
5.00
3.00
-30
1.00
9-30
1-45
6-00
2-45
1-50
7-35
6-35
3-10
4-15
2-00
9-10
2.00

5-00
9-25
3-10
2-00
1-00
1-15
8-00
4-00
-

perfect
perfect
perfect
fog
thick fog
good / fog
poor / fair
good
fair / excellent
good / fair
good / poor
good
good
perfect
poor / fog
good
good
excellent
poor / fair

6-00
4-15
12.00
9-45
18-55
6-45

4-15
-45
7-20
3-50
10-25
5-45

1.00
2-00
6-00
-

2.00
3-15
8-00
5-00
6-10
1.00

4-00
4.00
2-45
9-50
5-45

good
good
good
excellent
excellent
excellent

Time
To

n.m.

June
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
14
15
17
19
2O
21
23
24
27
29

ilallysodare Bay
Broadhaven
Biacksod Quay
Inishkea South
Inishbof’m
Roundstone
Portmurvey
ikandon
Dingle
Derrynane
Castletownbere

53
79
60
5
8
25
11
43
31
60
28
8
34
26
21
59
30
42
27

July
1
2
3
5
6
7

Crookhaven
Baltimore
Crosshaven
Helvic
Addow
Howth

20
18
53
38
92
38

35 days

24 Ports

A~dgl~
Ballintoy
Mulroy Bay
Mdmore Head
Downings
lnishsirrer
Aranmore

Killybegs

909 miles

Visibility

221 hours under way average speed = 4.5 knots
114 hours under engine = 51.5% of total time.
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NON-STOP AROUND IRELAND
by John Gore Grimes
We sat around a small back room table in a tavern in Howth on a wet Sunday evening in
February waiting for tile pints to do their work. After a time they did, and we committed
ourselves to a non-stop sail around Ireland. I went home and thought no more about, it and
on the following Friday evening I was surprised to see one of the Sunday drinkers on my
doorstep clutching an enormous bundle of Admiralty charts. For the next few weeks we
made lists of drinks, gear, food, tides and courses, and in the next few months we crossed
out the lists and stocked up.
We set out from Howth Harbour at 1400 on Friday 27 July 1973. The crew included my
wife Jan, Michael Harrison and myself. The boat, Shardana, was a Van der Stadt Offshore 8,
23% ft. W.L., 26¼ ft. O.A. and 8 ft. beam. We had stripped her down to the bare necessities
for the trip, and we had left provision for two berths only. The entire of the fore cabin was
available for the stowage of huge quantities of tinned beer and foods of all sorts, dried
vegetables, potatoes, groceries and smoked and dried meats. It srnelt like a delicatessen and
put us well down on our waterline. We had sadly overestimated both our appetites and our
thirst.
We passed outside Ireland’s Eye and Lambay under engine and proceeded on 040° with
the main set, but doing no work. The wind was very light and against us; the sea was quite
fiat but the flood tide pushed us along well so that by 2030 we were almost abeam of
Carlingford Loch, where we saw John Guinness’s Sule Skerry passing well inside us, on a
course for Howth.
By 2315 a light breeze had got up from the north-west and we set the genoa. At 0100
on 28 July St. John’s Point was abeam and we picked up the loom of the South Rock L.V.
At 0415 the light was perfectly clear about two miles ahead. Three minutes later it was
extinguished by fog, so we took a D. F. bearing, which nearly blew the ears off the navigator,
and proceeded on 356° arriving at the lightship at 0540. We heard the fog horn, but each
blast appeared to come from a different direction. We estimated that we were within one
cable of it when we finally saw the light.
The wind had dropped away and we proceeded under engine until at 0630 the
helmsman advised, with some excitement, that there were rocks ahead. The visibility was
extremely poor and we altered course sharply to the east to avoid Burial Island, thinking
what an appropriate place it would have been to end a non-stop trip around Ireland.
By 0900 we had sighted Mew Island in the haze ahead. The fog had cleared and the
wind came north F.3. We fixed up the self steering vane and got to work on a huge
breakfast, heading towards Carrickfergus, where by 1115 we were mixed up in a yacht race.
We tacked out under Black Head and continued to beat up to the Maidens with a
strong ebb tide under us off Muck Island. At 1400, 24 hours out, we were abeam of the
Northern Cluster of the Maidens, in light winds and a swirling ebb tide which set us past
the rocks in minutes. We had made good 100 miles and logged 127 miles.
Later that afternoon the wind freshened. We reefed and tacked north into a fog bank.
By 1600 nothing was to be seen but we took a D.F. bearing on Altaearry Head (Rathlin),
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which came in loud and clear every two minutes.
Conditions were poor and the wind lightened again. The fog was damp and we shook
out the reefs and combatted depression with numerous cans of ale, relying, all the time, on
the self steering vane to do the work. By nightfall we were completely in the hands of the
Hasler vane and the D.F. equipment, neither of which consumed any ale and both of which
were consequently able to look after us better than we ourselves could have done.
At 0040 on 29 July Altacarry Head was abeam by D.F., we did not know how far off,
but we decided to tack and found ourselves steering 230°, presumably along the north shore
of Rathlin. By 0200 the fog was so thick that we were unable to see the navigation lights on
the bow. There was barely any wind, and the sea was quite fiat. The Hasler (now known as
Blondie) was, even in these conditions, able to steer. We tacked and steered 330°. We gave
periodic blasts on the fog horn while we waited for some visibility and for a merciful
recovery from the effects of the previous day’s excess of ale. There was no real dawn.
Eventually black fog became grey fog and it was not until 0800 that we sailed, quite
suddenly, out of the fog and saw Inishtrahull ahead. During the morning the wind had gone
E.N.E. and Blondie had adjusted accordingly, without our paying too much attention.
We started the motor and struck the genoa on the way to Inishtrahull with no wind
and a flat sea. The sky was overcast but it was a warm day. At 1200 the cans started to pop,
and being a Sunday we appointed Michael as Chaplain; he postponed his service until the
evening. At 1228 we passed outside Tor Beg Rock, north of Inishtrahull.
By 1400 we had made good 170 miles but the distance sailed was 208 miles. We saw a
rock ahead and could not identify it. It seemed close, but as time passed it turned into an
island and a D.F. bearing confirmed that it was Tory. The wind came north F.3 and we
switched off the engine and set both genoa and Blondie.
We passed outside Tory Lighthouse at 2035 and soon afterwards set off against a light
south-westerly. It started to drizzle but visibility was fair and we tacked towards Rinrawros
light on Aran Island with the powerful Tory light astern.
By 0300 on 30 July we fe~t that the Aran light was safely abeam and we tacked in
towards Dunmore Head, reviving our spirits in the morning with snuff and Lapsang Suchong.
We tacked to and fro and by 1130 the wind had increased from the south-west to F.4. By
1225 the angle of heel started to slow the boat and we rolled in five reefs, and regained a
steady four knots.
During the afternoon we steered well down into Sligo Bay, and with the occasional lift
we were fortunate in making Downpatrick Head where we sighted four large dolphins. Jan
said that they were killer whales but she had been reading Survive the Savage Sea and this
may have had something to do with it.
We stood out until we could fetch the Stags of Broadhaven when we tacked again. By
2300 we could see Eagle Island’s light and at 2315, with Jan on watch, Michael and 1 jumped
out of our bunks and collided in a heap on the cabin floor. The entire cabin was illuminated.
Jan told us that there was a boat flashing a spotlight at us. Michael, who had fished off
this part of the coast for some years, explained that they were salmon fishermen. We
accepted everything Michael. said, because he had identified Downpatrick Head as Killala.
We proceeded.
At 2400 I was below filling in the log and noting, with satisfaction, that the B. & G.
showed five knots. At 0003 on 31 July the B. & G. read 0 knots, and started to buzz. We
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were abeam of the Stags and caught in a salmon net. Within minutes, the fishing boat with
the spotlight was almost alongside, and the crew were hauling in the nets, Shardana and all.
We struck the genoa and, just as we were about to be hauled aboard the fishing boat
stem first, we disconnected and dismantled the steering vane.
We expected a hostile reception from the salmon men, but there was none. We asked
them not to pull us aboard, but we could not hear each other. Their engine drowned our
pleas.
I went over the side and worked the net free of the keel with my feet. The net was
now lodged between the keel and the rudder and it appeared to be badly fouled around the
propelior. I came back aboard still expecting the salmon men to tell us and our sailing boat
where to go. They slowed their engine and offered to tie us alongside and tow us into
Broadhaven. We declined politely and sought permission to cut the net which they readily
gave.
I went into the water again with Michael’s Bowie knife which effectively cut through
the top rope and some of the netting so that it slid down the rudder under my feet.
The propellor was still fouled with rope and net but as soon as the rudder was free the
boat caught the wind and sailed off at speed to the north, on a run. Happily, Michael was
quick to pull me out of the water.
We brought the boat around to a nor’ westerly, heading to steer outside the nets. We
set the genoa and sailed for 20 minutes at 6.5 knots when we hit another net and came to
a sickening stop. Michael lowered the genoa immediately and in the confusion nobody was
left on the helm. Jan searched furiously for the Bowie knife. In minutes, the boat headed
north-east and miraculously freed herself, leaving me standing in the cockpit in my underpants, ready for a further plunge, and swearing at Jan for failing to locate the Bowie and at
Michael for reasons which readily came to mind.
We sailed W.N.W. until 0200 by which time the wind had increased from F.4 to F.5.
We roiled in three more reefs and spent the night close hauled with too much canvas
for’ard of the mast. It started to rain and the wind was about S.W. by S. The 0630 forecast
for Shannon was south-west F.6 to 7. We struck the genoa and, even as we did so, the wind
seemed to increase. We took out the working jib but eventually settled for the No. 1 storm
jib. During this time - at least 15 minutes - Blondie kept the boat sailing under main alone,
without once bringing her head to wind.
The wind remained a steady F.5 in the morning. Everything became wet and the rain
rattled on the hoods of our oilskins.
At 1100 we tacked out to the west to clear Black Rock which was a mile south of us.
At 1400 we had made good 318 miles in four days and the log read 390 miles.
The wind increased in the afternoon to F.6 and the rain continued. Visibility was
poor and the cabin was awash. Everything was soaked and we favoured a diet of Bovril drinks
and cream crackers with Bovril. The seas increased but they were by no means extraordinary
by Atlantic standards. Blondie kept us going at a steady four knots and pointed a consistent
mean of 35° on the B. & G. which, on that boat, is higher than any helmsman could
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maintain over an extended period.
At 1700 we tacked and came around to 170°. We tried a medicinal brandy but it was
less than successful and so, we took turns to keep an eye on the compass and to pile into
the sodden bunks which afforded little opportunity of sleep. The rain continued and the
wind blew south-west F.6.
At 0120 on 1 August Michael identified Slyne Head light. We seemed to be fairly
close but we continued on 170° until 0200 when we tacked and found our best course was
260°. The seas, closer to the land, were very much shorter and hindered progress.
During the morning the wind moderated and by 0800 we shook out all reefs and
set the genoa once again. Our course was 270° and the wind south-west F.3. The rain
persisted.
We tested the propeller by putting the engine into neutral but found that it would not
turn, and so we concluded that there was still a bit of net wrapped around it.
At 1200 we tacked, the rain ceased and visibility improved. Blondie continued the
good work while we adjourned below and ate well. We spent the afternoon smoking and
drinking and all the while the wind went to the south so that Blondie was well able to put
some much needed south into the course. We argued about free will and concluded that,
with a steering vane aboard, there was, after all, no such thing.
It started to rain again and quite suddenly it became dark. We emerged from the cabin
and started to keep a watch again. At 2350 Michael sighted Inish Tearaght light, estimated
as twelve miles ahead. We did not arrive there until 0830 on 2 August having travelled
31 miles.
Loop Head light was seen at 0100 and at 0400 we had lost the Inish Tearaght light so
we steered further west in case we were inside its beam and heading towards land. Jan urged
us not to go west and suggested that it was the Lighthouse Keeper’s birthday and that
before retiring to bed he had blown out all the candies. It rained heavily.
At the Blaskets we ran out of wind and the B. & G. started its no knots protest. I went
over the side with the knife but was able to clear the propellor with my feet. We started the
motor and set off for the Skelligs: lowering the genoa and a large breakfast on the way. At
mid-day the Great Skellig was abeam and the wind favoured us from the north-west F.2 to 3.
We set the spinnaker and headed for Bull Rock.
By 1400 we had been six days at sea and had made good 470 miles. The log reading
was 581 miles.
The sun shone and we put everything on deck to dry. The buzz arrived promptly in
the afternoon and at 1515 we rounded the Bull Rock.
By 1800 we passed Bantry Bay and at 1900 the Universe Ireland passed just ahead of
us. Very shortly afterwards we drank to Mizen abeam with lethal Irish Coffees prepared
by Jan. We found the tide was with us and passed outside the Fastnet at 2110. Jan took the
helm while Michael and I retired below to drink whiskey. This resulted in some erratic
steering during the night, nevertheless we passed the old Head of Kinsale at 0700 with
spinnaker set doing six knots. At 0845 the Daunt light vessel was abeam and we were
surging at up to eight knots with a westerly F.4 to 5 behind us. We lightened ship by
emptying fifteen gallons of water over the side.
By 1400 on the seventh day, we had made good 590 miles and the log read 711 miles.
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The wind slackened in the afternoon and we did not reach the Coningbeg till 2000. We
altered course to 075° and broached severely. We struck the spinnaker and set the genoa.
The tide favoured us and we passed outside the Tuskar at 2300. The wind had freshened
again to north-west F.5. We set Blondie and took in six rolls and proceeded on a close reach
to Wicklow Head. By dawn at 05 l0 on 4 August we were abeam of Arklow and pushing a
strong ebb tide. We started the engine and reached Wicklow Head by 0755. The wind went
to the west and we shook out the reefs and proceeded to Howth arriving at our moorings
at 1225.
Notes
1. The total distance logged on the trip was 836 miles. The actual distance, outside all
islands, was 704 miles. We used the engine for a total of 75 hours and the total time
at sea was 190 hours and 25 minutes (7 days, 22 hours, 25 minutes).
2.

The boat was equipped to J.O.G. safety specification. We carried window boards
because of the long and vulnerable main cabin windows. We were anxious about
rudder damage and, with the strain put on the rudder by the nets at Broadhaven, we
regretted not carrying some type of auxiliary steering gear. Each had inflatable oil
skins with safety harness attached. Except in fine weather we spent most of the time
(even in the cockpit) attached to the life lines. As a result of the experience with the
salmon nets, we regret not having taken at least one separate life jacket and harness
which would have made the cutting operation very much safer. No one is inclined to
sacrifice relatively dry oil skin jackets for going over the side. In our view the average
knife carried by a yachtsman is not sufficiently sharp. The Bowie knife proved to be
a most useful piece of equipment.

3.

We over-estimated our consumption of beer by 100% exactly. We are not spirit drinkers
and when we tried, on the approaches to Galley Head, we became disorientated.

4.

We only used six gallons of water for soups, bovrils, tea, coffee, vegetables, spaghetti,
etc. We returned with 60 of the 72 cans of food together with a host of other items.
The smoked Westphalian ham was particularly good and lasted very well.

5.

The next D.F. Station after Eagle Island, going South, is Loop Head but our course
took us outside its range of 30 miles. If there was a 100 mile range D.F. transmitter on
Inish Tearaght, it would greatly facilitate future generations of round Ireland sailors.

6.

On checking, since our return, we find that the fish which we saw off Downpatrick
Head, must have been killer whales, Orcinus Orca, as the description tallies closely with
the estimates of size which we made of between 20 and 28 feet, with the f’m at least
3 feet high and the colouring distinctively black and white, with a white patch above and
behind the eye.

7.

Our watch system seemed to work extremely well for three people. It was as follows:
2400 to 0200 (A). 0200 to 0400 (B). 0400 to 0600 (C). 0600 to 0900 (A). 0900 to
1200 (B). 1200 to 1300 (C). 1300 to 1400 (A). 1400 to 1500 (B). 1500 to 1800 (C).
1800 to 2100 (A). 2100 to 2400 (B).
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A QUIET CRUISE IN WEST CORK
by Patrick Fryer
La Bretonne is a Vertue O.D. built by Newmans of Poole in 1952 and a sister ship of
Vertue XXXV in which Humphrey Barton and Kevin O’Riordan sailed across the North
Atlantic in 1950. Her measurements are very different from today’s yachts of similar length:
LOA 25’3", LWL 21 ’6", Beam 7’2", Draught 4’6", Keel 4,400 lbs., T.M. 5 tons, Displacement
4.6 tons. Her engine is a 14 h.p. Watermota Italian diesel which at cruising speed runs for
4Yz hours on a gallon of fuel.
Two years ago my wife and I decided to spend a two week holiday on a cruise to and
around Baltimore. After leaving our home port, Dun Laoghaire, however, we made the
mistake of putting in to too many harbours on the way down - Dunmore East, Helvic,
Ballycotton, Crosshaven, Oysterhaven, Kinsale, Glandore and Castletownshend. Setting out
on the last lap to Baltimore we reached The Stags after a three hour beat in rapidly
deteriorating conditions, decided we’d had enough and ran back to Castletownshend where
we were weatherbound for the next two days. All hopes of reaching Baltimore were
abandoned and we returned to Crosshaven where we left La Bretonne, to sail her back to
Dun Laoghaire some weeks later.
This year it was decided that I should sail non-stop to Baltimore and Michael McGrath
and his son Brian agreed to come as crew for the trip down. We planned to leave after a joint
family dinner at the Royal St. George Y.C. on Thursday evening, 21 st June and I promised
to be in Baltimore on Sunday 24th to enable the McGraths to return to Dublin in time for
Brian to sit the last examination of his Leaving Certificate on Monday morning. My wife,
Arleen, would join me in Baltimore on Sunday evening to spend the next two weeks gently
cruising around the area. I plotted my ETA at various points assuming that we would not
have to contend with any really heavy weather and intending to use the engine whenever
necessary. I was surprised how accurately they worked out :ETA
Tuskar
Coningbeg Lt. V.
Old Head of Kinsale
Kedge Island
Baltimore

1800/22
2300/22
1800/23
0200/24
0300/24

Actual
1435/22
2030/22
1530/23
0000/24
0130/24

3.25 hrs. ahead
2.30 ....
2.30 ....
2.00 ....
1.30 ....

We slipped our moorings in Dun Laoghaire at 21.45 on Thursday evening in a very light
south-easterly, with the one thought of getting to Baltimore by Sunday morning. McMullen
says somewhere in Down Channel that there is the world of difference between being
outward bound for pleasure and homeward bound of necessity. We were reversing this and
the necessign of reaching Baltimore on time added an unwelcome note of anxiety.
For the first 17 hours we motor-sailed, taking the passage inside the banks and the
Tuskar. It was a fiat calm and the night-sky bright with the Northern Light giving the
impression that the sun, for a change, had set in the north.
As we reached the Tuskar we found a light breeze from the south and setting the genoa
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were able to dispense with the engine for a few hours. But the breeze soon headed us and
then fell away. We had been advised to take the passage between the Saltees but on a direct
course from Camsore Point to the Old Head of Kinsale there seemed no advantage in this
and so we headed for the Coningbeg.
The night was chilly but a strong breeze from the north-west as we reached the lightship
gave us the best sailing of the passage. Although the wind eased into a gentle breeze we
continued under working canvas and were able to cover the 76 odd miles to the Old Head
at an average of 4 knots. Here the wind again dropped and we had to motor-sail the remaining
distance to Baltimore in order to make our ETA.
The night, unlike the previous two, was pitch black and we had some difficulty in
deciding which of several lights was Barrack Point fixed light - how much easier had it been
flashing or occulting. We felt our way past the unlit Loo buoy which marks the rock in the
centre of the entrance and dropped our hook off the Baltimore House Hotel at 0130 - just
one and a half hours before our ETA. We were lucky!
Aileen arrived and joined the ship on Sunday evening and for the next two weeks we
cruised gently around - first through Gascanane Sound to Schull where we met a young
Belgian couple who had sailed from Belgium in a pretty little sloop Ondine with two stops at Salcombe and Scilly. In North Harbour, Clear Island, we fell in with Adrian and Fifi
O’Donovan from the Royal Cork in Carina - Adrian busy preparing a gourmet meal of fried
chicken cooked in orange and white wine. Then to a noisy evening in Bourke’s where
attention was drawn to the recently installed luxury "Loo" - the result according to Adrian
- of a visit to the Island by the Bishop who, in asking the P.P. where he could find the "1oo"
was told "anywhere between here and Schull".
Next day we had a lively beat to Crookhaven where we dined ashore at StokeS’ and
then were harbour bound for a couple of days with heavy rain and very poor visibility.
During our stay Jonathan Virden arrived in Sharavoge, apparently single-handed. From
Crookhaven we had a good day’s sailing to Bantry Bay and up to Glengariff. After another
day of "pour’ weather we had a pleasant beat down the bay to Berehaven. There we discovered
that the battery had not been charging because the alternator belt had been slipping due to a
fractured bolt. The morning was spent carrying out repairs and in the afternoon we left for
the sail back to Baltimore. In the evening Harold Cudmore arrived in Namhara and we spent
a pleasant evening visiting each other’s yachts.
Aileen left the ship in Baltimore to spend the third week of her holiday ashore in the
Baltimore House Hotel. I was then joined by Denis Aldridge and we revisited Schull going the
long way round Cape Clear instead of through the Sound. It was quite a long beat against a
stiff south-westerly to Bream Point with quite a popple off the headland but then a fast run
down to Schull. There crab meat and salmon steaks from the Carbery Fishing Co-op formed
the basis of our dinner.
From Schull we sailed the few miles to Crookhaven against a moderate headwind and
anchored off the pier. We were just having our after-dinner coffee when a voice from an
approaching punt greeted us with "’your wife is flourishing". It was Eric Sutton who had
arrived from Baltimore where he had met Aileen in the Hotel. He, his wife and Charlie Howett
came aboard and then we returned the visit. This nearly turned into a disastrous evening
when it was learned that the following day, 12th July, was my 63rd birthday (my mother,
a Grogan from Mayo decided Patrick was more appropriate than William - and thus was I
christened). This discovery resulted in Eric insisting that we remain on board until after
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midnight to drink in the event, appropriately, - in Irish mist.
From Crookhaven we spent the day sailing eastwards to Castletownshend where
birthday celebrations were continued - starting with a lobster and strawberry supper at
Mary Ann’s and finishing with Dennis and myself upsetting the punt and sitting up to
our necks in water in our best going ashore gear - much to the amusement of a large group
of children on the quay.
Finally we spent a pleasant day beating back to Baltimore where we left La Bretonne
in the care of Mr. Skinner - to await a further two days cruising during the August bank
holiday weekend.
On the whole we had good weather and fair winds but were surprised at how few yachts
were about. We only met half a dozen in the three weeks.

SINLO0 D’ARCACHON
An attempt to realise a dream
by Henry Horsman
Tuesday, 31st July 1973, Arcachon, 0745, Baro 1021 mb. is the first entry in the log.
It was not the beginning of the cruise and it was the next day I had to decide not to sail for
Gibraltar.
Sinloo D’Arcachon is a 33’ x 25’ x 10’4" Bdn. sloop designed by Yves Mareschal and
built in GRP by Arcoa Jouet at Arcachon near Bordeaux. In June my aunt and sailing partner
to the Med. in 1949/50, and to Scandinavia in 1955/56/57/58 flew to Bordeaux and
christened Sinloo in the presence of guests from Ireland and sailing friends of the older
Sinloos from Bergen (Norway) and East Anglia together with the designer and a yard director.
We all went on board for sailing trials; my wife Inge and I stayed to live on board and sail for
a few days before leaving Sintoo in commission and on loan to Jean Claude Carpentier, a
director of the yard.
Yves Mareschal had the "’plug", the Fandango from which the mould was made and the
very capable manner in which he sailed his boat inspired me with confidence in this Sinloo.
Inge and our children Michael and Anne aged 15Y2, Peter rising 13 and John 6, myself
and Yves’ eldest daughter "range-roved" our way via Rosslare and Le Havre to Arcachon,
arriving on July 25th. My cousin Richard, his wife, Ann, and children David and Nicola 13
and 14 years old joined on 27th July. The eight berths on Sinloo were augmented by the use
of the stern cabin on Yves’ Fantasia. The plan:- Inge and Ann left with the youngest children,
Peter and John, to drive in the Pyrennees whilst the six remaining of us sailed round the
Iberian peninsula to Malaga. Life raft etc., were badly held up by the Bordeaux customs and
our departure date had to be delayed. This left time short and with untried crew and a
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skipper untested for 15 years Richard suggested the prudent decision should be to call off
leaving for Cascais. We so decided and sailed for some eight days in the Arcachon basin,
only venturing once into Biscay, and only on one occasion coming near to going on a
sandbank with which the basin is infested.
On the 9th my cousin departed with his family and Sinloo was plucked from the
water, put on a lorry to be seen next by us at the most ghastly marina named St. Cyprian
on the morning of the 11 th. Very capably lorried there by a man who had done it all ten
times before, this port had the sole merit of being the cheapest on the Med. for transport
from Arcachon. That afternoon our mast was to be stepped using a crane dated 1901 ; the
agent sent a man to do the job and after 10 worrying minutes it became evident that he
had not got a clue. 1 suspect it was some two hours later that the mast was in, and that it
was undamaged is entirely due to Sinloo’s crew.
The next day at 1230 we sailed south following the coast; the trailed log read 9V2 when
Cap Bear 42° 32’N 3° 9’ E. was due west and at 1730 we sailed into the Spanish Puerta
de la Selva 22 miles logged; we picked up moorings opposite the Yacht Club.
Trying to round Cabo Creus the next day we ran into a bank of fog and, in companion
with Guy, Maxis, Lionel (seven years) and baby Fabian sailing a Folie Douch of some 22"
waterline, we anchored in a small inlet two cables north-west of the light, itself shrouded in
a very local fog bank. Up anchor at 1830 and tack through a narrow passage under the
Cabo Creus lighthouse reaching 4 miles down the south-west side of the Cape and dropping
in a charming anchorage, Port Llilgat, followed by our friend who anchored beside us and
we tied together for the night. A short trip but our motor had remained unused all day.
Next morning we beat the three miles to Cadaques and dropped in 4-5 meters due
south of the main town at 1330. The wind blowing straight into the bay freshened and it
was quite difficult to get into our rubber dinghy when leaving the very pretty town. As the
anchorage was so exposed we sailed back to Llilgat anchoring with only 3 or 4 feet of water
under the keel in a now crowded anchorage.
The 14th we motored back to Puertu Selva and the Yacht Club using its pool and
showers. We had a very good meal ashore; it was hard to believe how cheap everything was
but a good Spanish meal is the exception and a bad French one very rare.
Still sailing with our French friends we left in light winds with their camera for Port
Bon dropping in calm at 1415, 5 metre depth; our children rowed ashore for a f’mal look at
Spain. We left at 1600 and motored to St. Cyprian not having exposed any film due to lack
of wind; we moored for the night at 1830.
August 16th. Inge left with the rangerover for Marseilles, the kids and I for Cap d’Agde;
in my eagerness to leave St. Cyprian and to do 48 miles in daylight, when motoring from the
quay 1 whipped the Walker log off the quarter. Michael, my very capable bosun, helmsman
and senior crew had secured it by its line and he repaired it within 24 hours. A reach with
on-shore winds of F.4 plus; during the day we had to bring on the dinghy and Anne suffered
maldemar; John, our chief concern, perked up as it got rough and sang Clancy Brother songs,
the further from Ireland, the more Irish he became. We made Cap d’Agde at last light and
ate ashore within 5 boatlengths of Sinloo, 10 minutes after tying up. This is a very new and
pleasant half-empty harbour, no officials called on us; the usual charge we found to be about
24 francs for one night and with water laid on and shops near at hand was good value in
most marinas.
At 12 o’c. the following day I was able to stream the log again and sail north off Sete
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and off any chart I could buy, for the ports tended to only stock the very local chart. We
sailed a true course for a pencil mark on the Cap de Creus - Cap Martin chart but found
not our destination, instead a very shallow harbour some 6 miles west of La Grand Motte,
which port we made at last light, some 30 miles logged in light winds. Anne had the fmh
Peter had caught on the way cooked as we entered the harbour and we ate on board. We
used Guy’s mooring in this very new and imaginative marina, meeting another yachtsman who
had left his wallet with money and Identity Card in our car at St. Cyprian.
From Port Camargue 4 miles east it is 60 miles to shelter across the Debouchement de la
Rhone; much talk of the Mistral had me scared, so we sailed at 0950 intending to motorsail as
fast as possible, there having been a Mistral alert the night before but none actually forecast.
Main and genoa, moderate on-shore wind and Volvo M.D.2 at 1800 revs; log streamed
reading 73.3; 1405, log 100, we were 3.8 kin. off Beauduc light according to Michael’s
sextant reading and slide-rule. At 1725, log 122, the first port is now available, it was the
last port on our chart. We decided to go for Marseilles and so 13 miles on and for the third
night running we entered our port at dusk. The old port of Marseilles, in itself beautiful, was
spectacular in that light; we tied up on the pontoon of the Societe Nautique at 2000 having
averaged 6½ knots or a little better.
We felt we had earned that meal we had ashore and after our return to Sinloo were met
by Inge with our host M. Maurice Pomme now married to our Norwegian friend Ragny (who
was Sigval Bergesen’s widow, old Stavanger sailing friends). Ragny’s daughter, Hilde and her
husband Egeld were with them; they laughed to hear that our only chart with Marseilles on
it included portions of Spain and Italy! For my aunt and I were introduced to the
Bergesens in Stavanger as having come into Quetvaer anchorage in the mouth of Sogue Fiord
on a chart including the Shetlands! Of course Marseilles is better marked and with easier
approaches, we were but 10 hours out from port. That Norwegian anchorage was some five
days out from Inverness. Our new-found friend explained that in Raguy’s absence he was to
help us all he could; charts in large quantities, a quite excellent course finder, a ship’s clock
and a splendid 13th birthday party for Peter, the fisherman among us, for none of which
could I pay.
The next log reading was on 21st August. At 1330 we were away under the main.
Motoring to avoid a ferry, we beat around Chateaux d’If and into the harbour of Isle
Pomequon just to go about. We sailed under the high cliffs of the coast south and east of
Marseilles, we motored into two fiords west of Cassis and anchored in the third fiord, Port
Mior, tying stern onto a rock, some twelve miles east of Marseilles.
In the morning early, we motored the odd mile to Cassis finding it very crowded, so
drift about in the harbour whilst the youngsters go ashore for croissant and baguette (the
latter we bought first thing in almost every port, French bread is beautiful when fresh but
lasts not 24 hours). Anne proved very capable at shopping in France and preparing meals on
board. We were on the wind when sailing under the very impressive cliffs east of Cassis and
lost the dinghy off La Ciotat, Anne’s knots are not reliable; we picked it up again, sailed to
Bale de Sanary, and anchored off Isles des Embies at 1500 for swimming. A great day as
John fell in with his life-jacket on of course; it was his first time and thereafter he swam
every day with the others though always in a life jacket. That evening we put into Port St.
Pierre, not spectacular but my hero Professor Bombard lives her~; Inge wanted me to look
him up, I like to think 1 am her hero of course! 17 miles on.
Sailing at 1130 we rounded the unpleasant Cap Sicie and anchored in a bay of Isle de
Porquerolle at 1430 near a British yacht sailed single-handed by a member of the Royal
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Southern Y.C.; he had "snapped" our identical dinghy in Marseilles. After swimming we
went into Porquerolle harbour at 1900. M. Pomme had lent us his mooring there. In 1950
we had sailed to PorqueroUe from Spain and there was no harbour then. I recall my friend
and I swimming ashore to make our first landing in France and not having to launch the
heavy dinghy until the morning.
Porquerolle has a square of character, Australian trees and French architecture. We
idle the day away at anchor, teaching John to swim. You no longer have to go to Isle de
Levant to see topless or bottomless swimming now, it seems quite the done thing to bathe
nude on this coast.
August 25th. At 1000 we sailed to round Cap Camaret beating, in quite a lop; Isle de
Levant and the nudist colony was handily placed for lunch, Ive said you can see nudes
everywhere now on this coast and no nudes whet my appetite for lunch, some really put
me off; Inge still thinks I made that anchorage by design! At lO00 we made St. Maxime
and met our lone English friend again. I telephoned the Skinners that night, at whose farm
in Co. Wicklow Inge and I had first met in the Harvest of 1954.
Our plan to anchor off their house next day was spoilt by a F.4 onshore wind. Before
leaving St. Maxime’s harbour I motored Sinloo to say au revoir to our English friend (a
Nicholson 32 drawing 5 ft. 3 inches). We ran aground before reaching his mooring, a
Fandango draws 5 ft. 7 inches. We anchored for lunch off St. Tropez, itself situated at the
south-west entrance to this bay; we motored round the harbour and found it very crowded.
After anchoring, for swimming, further into the bay we entered a new marina Coquillan
and on to a lee reception quay per instruction, astern of a dismasted yacht; her stowed
boom stuck out to port. I left the quay in a squall on being waved away by the Harbour
Master and failed to clear the boom; for once I was happy to be mistaken for an Italian. Our
Irish flag was not once recognised and no marina had a courtesy one to fly. No damage to
him, my first time ever to ram another boat. How fortunate to have a wife to excuse me
so well, for one of Inge’s jobs wherever we travel is linguist. However, she was unable to do
so in Italian and it was over a drop of Irish I was forgiven in a mixture of French and
English.
Port Coqufllan and Port Grimaud bang next door are both very interesting marinas, the
latter we heard described as an "instant St. Tropez" and we felt we could live there. It gives
the appearance of being built on canals. We anchored off St. Maxime and the Skinners’ house
for baths and tea, we entered St. Maxime for the night.
The next day at 1200 we sailed south and west for Isle d’Hyeres again, beating into a
freshening wind from the west. We sailed into a big sandy bay, dropped the sails to tow in a
16-footer with a broken mast and stood by a catamaran on its side; the wind was strong and
blowing off-shore. We anchored off the beach for lunch and at 1630 sailed with the second
reef tied in and a No.2 jib. There was a strong north-west wind and big seas off the capes so
we headed into the Baie de Cavalaire tying up in an uncompleted marina, Port Cavalier at
1830. At 2000 there was a vicious wind well above gale force, not a mistral, just orage. The
lightning was frightening at midnight but the wind was going down; I put out chains from
the masts and shrouds to the water and backstays to the water; Inge sensed my concern.
That wind was well over 50 knots in my reckoning and I thanked God we were not at sea
in it.
August 29th. Sunny and still. At 1130 we sailed S. by W. for Isle de Port Cros but the
wind ahead freshened so we tacked at Isle de Levant and anchored off the mainland at Rare
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de Bormes for lunch. At 1630 we lifted the anchor and sailed for Porquerolles.
At 1030 the next day we sailed in light airs east again for Port Cros despite a bad forecast. We picked up a mooring at 1300. Walk ashore terminated in rising wind and rowed back
with difficulty; at 1530 we left the mooring as the fairlead was being damaged by the
mooring chain in a strong wind and big sea. We anchored in a small island west of Port Cros
tied in the 2nd reef, put on the No.2 jib and at 1815 pulled up the anchor and motorsailed
hard on the wind to Porquerolle where we arrived just after dark. We lay there all next day
in a full mistral.
September tst. At 1020 we left in a calm under motor the second reef tied in the main
the No. 1 jib up and No.2 jib ready. Forecast north F.6 or 7. At 1300 off Cap Sicie very bad
sea, moderate wind against us and the current Y2 to 1 knot with us. We passed a Dufour 35
both motor-sailing. At 1530 28 miles on we anchored at Port Mior again, the fiord by Cassis,
Fandango No.45 came in later that evening (Sinloo is No.48).
The next morning we had an interesting time with the Chenevards and their two sons,
16 years and 12 years. He and his elder boy had done a fine passage from La Grande Motte
to Marseilles in a Mistral. The vent d’est is the bad wind on this coast blowing from the gulf
of Genoa at sometimes gale force and above, it brings bad visibility. The Mistral can be a good
sailing wind when on the coast of France and not beating into it. We left at 1545 on the 2nd
and tied up after a passage in very light winds alongside the Societe Nautique’s floating
clubhouse at 2000.
After washing sails the next day we sailed at 1200 to dry out but fog closed in so we
anchored off two small islands, two cables from the shore. The fog stayed down so I decided
to try a 2 mile echo-sounding bit of navigation. A very frightening passage got us into the
main port’s south entrance from where I had not written up courses to our mooring; visibility
was barely twice our length and I made the mistake of both steering and reading the chart;
thanks to the boys on the foredeck and Anne at the echo sounder, we made our mooring.
The next day, we dried our gear and stowed the boat, my back had been bad for a few
days and almost all the work had to be done by my family. We left Sinloo anchored to the
Societe Pontoon in the middle of the old port of Marseilles under the care of M. and Mine.
Pomme hoping they would make some use of her.
Fandango is a fine 25-footer, fast and easy to sail, but 11 tons T.M. is very small for
six people for six weeks and for Inge it was a holiday from which she needed a holiday.
For the children it was terrific, for me it was a sixteen year-old dream coming true.
The dream to sail with family to and through the Greek Islands over three seasons could
be realised without additional crew only if the children were to prove active and able themselves. The cruise is in itself unspectacular except that it was accomplished by a farmer 14
years away from deep sea sailing, who never cruised before w~thout a navigator and his wife
who, splendid soul that she is, sails to please him, together with their children.
Particular acknowledgements to Paul Lopez of Service Nautique, Ship Chandler extraordinary, Yves Mareschal, J.C. Carpentier and yachting France, the yard that built Sinloo,
all at Arcachon. In Marseilles to M. and Mme. Pomme, and his club Societe Nautique; for
Norwegian style hospitality; in fact the French hospitality to us was generally of a very high
standard.
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Statistics
Arcachon Marina and 6 anchorages.
Mediterranean 24 days on 260 miles of coast.
3 Spanish Ports and 2 anchorages.
12 French ports for at least one visit.
3 French Ports investigated and about 15 anchorages.
Longest run 67 miles; it was also the longest period at sea 10 hours.

A SLOW CRUISE FROM CHICHESTER TO CUIDADELA
by Major C. S. Bassett
This summer my wife, son and myself started the first leg of an extended Mediterranean
"swan", by sailing our boat down to Minorca.
Gioconda is a 9 ton Jolina, designed by C. A. Nicholson and built by Clare Lallow in
1958. She carries 525 ft. of working sail and has a Volvo Penta M.D.2 auxiliary. Designed as
an ocean racer she certainly goes very well, but her accommodation in hot weather leaves a
great deal to be desired.
We day-sailed down the Channel from Chichester to Plymouth where we were delayed,
and ’_’t was not until 30 June that we were able to get away. During our enforced stay in
Millbay Docks, we were extremely grateful to everyone at the Royal Western Y.C. for their
kindness, and were most appreciative of being allowed the facilities of this famous club.
After all the delayswe were impatient to be off, in spite of a falling glass and strong west
wind, and we sailed at 1700 on the 30th.
A long and wearisome beat down channel in F.6 - 7 followed. Gioconda is a "beating
boat" - but we are not a beating crew, so 24 hours later we hove-to for the night in an
uncomfortable sea. As can be imagined, we kept an anxious lookout for shipping and were
relieved when daylight came. The wind had moderated but the sea was still very confused,
however we made sail again at 0700 and had Ushant light abeam that evening.
Across the Bay we had light variable winds and made slow progress until the night of
4/5 July when we found some wind and were able to improve our average speed by a run of
152 miles in 24 hours.
At 1700 on 5 July we identified our landfall as Ria de Vivero. The navigator was
suitably surprised because this was the place he had been aiming at! At 2300 we were
alongside in the small fishing port of Cillera, and here we stayed for several days.
On 8 July we sailed to El Ferrol and with good winds we did the 57 miles in 10 hours.
A couple of nights in this quite pleasant port and we set off again for Corme. Gioconda has
a big drifter which we found extremely useful and we were doing up to 7 knots in F.5.
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However, we hung on to it a bit too long and when the wind started to get up it was a
struggle to hand it. We replaced it with a very small jib (from the sublime to the ridiculous)
and found ourselves surfing at 10 knots according to the Sumlog while the annemometer
read F.9. We were glad to get in! For three nights we were weatherbound in this pleasant
little fishing village while the wind howled down the valley above the bay.
Finally on Friday the 13th we were able to get away to El Grave. C. Finisterre was
abeam at 1600 and we entered the busy little fishing port at 2130. Kindly fishermen directed
us to a suitable anchorage and in following their instructions very carefully we hit a large
submerged rock in the harbour - well, obviously something had to happen on such a day.
We left the following morning and sailed to Vigo in heavy rain and poor visibility. Vigo
we thought to be not very suitable for yachts. The yacht basin is very small and if
alongside the outer wall, the wash from the ferries makes it uncomfortable. Accordingly
the next afternoon, 15 July, we moved down to Bayona.
Bayona we liked very much indeed. We anchored off the Monte Real Y.C. and
enjoyed "the pleasures of the land after the terrors of the deep", indeed I am ashamed to
say that we enjoyed them for five days, for by now the sun was out and it was warm enough
for the elderly skipper to bathe!
We tore ourselves away at 0600 on the 20th and arrived at 1800 at Leixoes where we
lay alongside a fishing boat in the yacht harbour. No one took any interest in our Q flag, so
we went ashore and had showers and drinks in the rather dull Y.C. The drinks we thought
were rather expensive, particularly after Spain.
The following morning we filled up with water and diesel for which we had to pay
2.40 Escudos a litre (not cheap), and set sail for Aveiro. We had a pleasant sail at 6 knots
under the drifter only, reaching Aveiro at 1800. For reasons of rather false economy, we
were working on a passage chart and Aveiro consequently was not even marked. We had,
however, acquired some "gen" on it, but definitely not enough. There appears to be a
shallow bar, and with wind against tide it looked very unattractive indeed. We lined up
carefully and tried three times to get in, but each time I funked it, so eventually we bore
away for Cascais, 140 miles on. We made good progress under the drifter with the engine
ticking over. However during the night my son, who was on watch, came below to get a
cigarette and was disconcerted to find the cabin sole awash. All hands mustered and pumped
her dry. Water was pouring in through the stern gland, which had given us trouble before,
and it needed 100 strokes an hour to keep her dry.
As we arrived at Cascais at 1700 on 22 July a sudden fierce north wind got up. Some
people never learn and again we had difficulty handing the drifter. We went in close to the
weather shore and veered 25 fms. of cable. We had run 166 miles in 29~A hours, which was
quite good.
We lay at Cascais for three nights waiting for the wind to drop - according to the Navy
gusts of F. 10 were recorded. It is a pleasant place but rather expensive. I whiled away the
time playing with the stern gland and acquiring a Portuguese Green Card. This in itself was
half a day’s work, and a complete waste of time, as no one even asked to look at it.
On 25 July the wind had died down. I went ashore and got a good weather forecast
from the Navy so we sailed at 1030. We had a pleasant placid sail and anchored for the night
in Sines bay, an attractive place, much used by fishing boats as an anchorage. Next day we
rounded Cape St. Vincent and had a splendid sail to Lagos. Our Sumlog was "on the blink"
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due, we subsequently found out, to a broken cable. All efforts to replace it have failed but
we seem to manage quite well without it. Lagos is a nice tittle town but the small port was
too shallow for us and we had to tie outside - an uncomfortable business as there appeared
to be a permanent heavy swell.
We sailed again at 2100 on the 27th and after a rather miserable night off Cape
Trafalgar we got into Gibraltar at 1100 on Sunday, 29 July and tied up in the marina, 29
days out of Plymouth - surely this must be a record slow passage!
We didn’t care much for Gibraltar. There are more formalities than anywhere else and
no one seemed to be particularly helpful or even efficient. We stayed three days, occupied
with various repairs, taking on stores and acquiring more "duty free". On 1 st August we
moved into the Mediterranean, and in typical weather - hot sun, blue sea, no wind - we
motored to Estepona, where we anchored for the night. The following day we had a good
sail to Puerto Jose Banus, a very lush marina, beautifully developed and with all mod cons
- 200 pesetas per day. We felt small and shabby amongst the gleaming gin-palaces and were
not sorry to leave and go on to Marbella. As we approached this small, expensive, and not
very nice harbour, three small red mooring buoys appeared near the entrance. We attempted
to leave these to port and paid the penalty, running hard aground on a sand bank. Apparently
they must be left to starboard! We kedged off eventually and followed a local boat in. An
official promptly arrived and charged 160 pesetas for a berth. No wonder the harbour was
empty. We pushed on to Malaga next morning and moored bows first (as we always do)
alongside the floating dock. Malaga was quite pleasant and has a most excellent market.
Motril was our next port - a big artificial harbour, with plenty of water alongside and
almost completely deserted. There are a few shops and a nice tittle Club Nautico. Spain is
full of these clubs which appear to be more social than sailing.
Next morning when motoring out of the harbour, expensive noises were coming from
the shaft. We returned and spent a hot uncomfortable day hanging upside down through a
ridiculously small hatch in the cockpit, while we repacked the stern gland and tightened up
the engine on its mountings. This made some improvement but the noise remained and we
were only able to use half throttle until, 600 miles later, the universal coupling collapsed.
We anchored in Adra the following evening - a dull little port - and went on to
Almeria the next day. This is a pleasant city, and we were able to tie alongside at the deep
water quay. We stayed overnight and left at 2130 next day for Garrucha. For two hours
we made splendid progress, but about midnight a strong northerly got up and for the next
twelve hours we slogged slowly and miserably up wind under a small jib and four rolls in
the main. We finally got in to Garrucha about 1700 and berthed alongside in the qttite
spacious and empty harbour.
We sailed again at 1500 on 13 August, anchored for the night in Aguilas, and arrived
at Cartagena in the evening of the 14th. The moorings at the Club Nautico were fu¶ but we
were able to find a snug little berth in the N.E. comer of the harbour where we lay
alongside near the fishing fleet. There was nothing to detain us in Cartagena, so we sailed
early the following morning and made a pleasant slow passage to Toreviega, a little harbour
with a good marina and Y.C. Two nights in here and then to Alicante, a pleasan~ town but
very crowded. The floodlit castle on the hill behind is very spectacular, but our berth,
jammed between large immobile power boats, was dirty and unpleasant.
The next day we had a F.7 on the nose and a wearisome beat to Altea, which was very
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congested. We anchored in the bay for the night and left next morning for Javea, which we
reached at 1700 after an enjoyable sail along a most attractive coast. Javea is a very pleasant
place with a good Y.C. and a marina, although you can if you wish, anchor in the harbour.
We stayed for three days and enjoyed every moment.
On 22 August we left at first light for San Antonio Abad, 56 miles away in Ibiza. Winds
were very light and we made stow progress, using our rather dicky engine all day. We anchored
in the harbour at 2200. San Antonio Abad is very touristy and I would not go there again.
We did however thoroughly enjoy the following day when we went for a sail at random up
the coast. There are many charming little bays where one can anchor for a swim and lunch.
On 24 August we moved round to Ibiza. Here we lay at the town quay alongside the Australian
12 metre Kurrewa, now French owned. We looked and felt suitably insignificant, but when
we both left together some days later, they didn’t seem to go much faster than we did. Ibiza
is of course well known. We found the old town charming, crowded, but relatively unspoilt.
After a couple of days we moved on up the island and anchored for the night in a small cove.
The water was very deep and the holding was poor and indeed we dragged a couple of times
and had to veer all our cable.
The following day we crossed over to Majorca and anchored in the harbour at Andraitx
- a very pleasant harbour and deservedly popular. We had thought of returning here later to
lay up but were unable to get a berth.
We arrived in Palma at the same time as the carrier J. F. Kennedy - a most impressive
sight. Although it was only 29 August, Palma was surprisingly empty. I do not consider it
the Yachtsmans’ paradise some people make it out to be. The two marinas are good, but
very expensive. We moored bows on to the public quay.
Our next port, and perhaps the one we enjoyed most of all, was Puerto Petro. It is small
and very pretty with marvellously clear water. We tried to get into the tiny harbour, but
found insufficient water, and so we had to anchor off. There is a Club Mediterrane but it
does not intrude and my son spent some happy hours "bird watching".
Eventually we dragged ourselves away and went on to Cala Ratjada, a nice little town
with a small port, just room for one more when we arrived.
We next spent a night at Alicudia but here one has to lie at the commercial quay as there
is little water further in. The coastline of this part of Majorca is very spectacular indeed.
We stopped a few days in Pollensa. The town quay berths are reserved but we were
fortunate to be able to use one belonging to an absent boat. I investigated the possibility of
laying up in the seaplane base here, which would have been ideal, but unfortunately there
was only 1½ metres of water. Pollensa bay is most attractive and there is a charming little
anchorage behind Formentor Island.
On 9 September we sailed for Cuidadela in Minorca and had a marvellous broad reach
all the way. Ten dolphins put on a most impressive show and played around the boat for
half an hour while we got some good photographs. Cuidadela is a charming little port at the
end of a long narrow inlet and it appears to be as well sheltered as anywhere from the
northerly winds of winter.
After a couple of days spent making contacts and enquiring about laying up, we went
up to Fornells on the north side. We arrived in the dark and headed towards two boats of
about our size but (our echo sounder no longer working) we went aground in soft mud. In
trying to get off under engine the universal coupling finally sheared. It took us 24 hours and
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much work with anchor and winches before we finally got off and were able to sail round to
Port Mahon where we moored bows on at the Club Nautico quay. I had always wanted to
visit Mahon but, as is so often the case it was disappointing. It is certainly a marvellous
natural harbour but it is very windy, there is a lot of wash from shipping and very few
facilities for yachts.
We had to wait here for engine spares and spent the time exploring the island on a
scooter. An interesting visitor to the port was an old J class which someone said ~,as originally
Cambri~
Eventually we completed our circumnavigation of Minorca and returned to Cuidadela
where Gioconda now lies, safely we hope, for the winter.
On this pottering cruise we sailed about 2400 miles and visited 48 ports.
Twenty yards away from Gioconda is a small quayside restaurant - Casa Monola. In
pride of place on one wall is an I.C.C. burgee - I wonder whose it was.

DARA TO BISCAY
by J. D. Beckett.
The yacht is a 4 ton auxiliary bermudan sloop, built to a Y.M. design by Whistocks of
Essex in 1946. Data first appeared in the Annual in 1954 skippered by previous owner
Daphne French. The Crew: My son Brian who has accompanied me on many cruises.
Saturday, 7 July Left Dun Laoghaire at 1500 motor sailing into S.E.F.2. Lovely
sunny weather. Picked our way through the home fleet hopefully heading round the buoys.
Wind gradually freshened from south and at Breaches Buoy we cut engine and beat our way
to Wicklow arriving 2015.
Sunday, 8 July Left at 0600. Grey quiet morning, no wind. Motored with strong
favouring tide. Off Arklow 0815. In Courtown bay wind filled in from south F.3 and we
set genoa and beat to Poulduff. Anchored for lunch aboard and went ashore to pass time
while some of the foul tide spent its force. Quite good shop here and pub. Off again at 1600
beating against a southerly F.4. Once through the Sluice we made long tacks down the coast
and short ones off. Wind dropped later and we motored to Rosslare arriving at 2100. Spent
a quiet night at anchor.
9 July Wind still south. Decided to make for Dunmore East. Left at 1000 and
motor-sailed to Carnsore point. Lobster pots need watching in this area - very abundant
and poorly marked. At Carnsore we set genoa and sailed just pointing Saltees but later the
wind headed and we had to beat. As tide turned foul we started engine to punch our way
through the sound. Weather cold, showery, the wind F.4 to 5 south-westerly. A trawler
wrecked on the Little Saltee was bad for our morale. Cut engine when clear of islands and
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could just point our course. No sign of land in very murky dull conditions and we were glad
when Hook light finally showed up ahead about a mile distant. Anchored in bay north of
harbour which gave perfect shelter in this wind. Ashore for some hospitality and spent a
quiet night in this very attractive spot lulled by the chatter of the kittiwakes.
10 - 11 July
Left at 0810 for Scillies. Feeling of crossing the Rubicon. This is it.
Now or never, for this is a beautiful calm sunny summer morning, wind north-west F.3.
Streamed log off Hook and set spinnaker but wind perversely lightened and shifted round
to South. Oh no, please! Not head winds again! Started engine but it faded out after an
hour leaving us drifting glumly in a calm. Fortunately the wind came westerly F.2 and we
set the genoa and were on our way, even if in a very leisurely manner. At 1500 the wind was
still west F.3, the sun shining, the sea calm, and we got the boat so well balanced that for
several hours she sailed her course without a hand on the tiller. All hands (both I mean)
relaxed in the sun or retired below for refreshment and ease. Oh happy days!
By evening however the wind had strengthened and steering was once more required.
By midnight it was blowing F.5, and by 0300 F.6 or 7. About this time we carried away our
starboard runner and must be considered lucky the mast didn’t go with it. A piece of nylon
rope running through the fairlead to the lever had been replaced by cotton in error (by me)
and it chafed through in no time. Fortunately I had a spare topping lift and was able to fix
a jury runner with this. So with main well reefed down we carried on with ever-increasing
seas hissing angrily over the stern. We were now on a dead run and steering was difficult and
exhausting.
By 0600 we were getting Round Island beacon strongly and about I000 we sighted
the Scillies perhaps 12 miles off. The wind eased. Approaching New Grimsby harbour I was
worried that we might not get shelter from the strong swell running straight in, but once
within the entrance the swell subsided miraculously and when we reached the anchorage
off Tresco all was peace and quiet. Dropped anchor at 1300 and went ashore to ring customs
and send telegram home. The customs officer arrived too promptly from St. Mary’s, finding
us rowing out furiously and red-faced from the shore. Enjoyed excellent meal ashore in
New Inn - best to order in advance. There is a small shop near the pier.
12 July Motored across flats to Hughtown and adjourned to the "Mermaid" for the
much vaunted Cornish pasties - very nutritious and good value.
13 (Friday) - 14 July What a date to set out! A drizzly dark morning did not invite
us, but the midday forecast of south-westerly F.3 - 4 with moderate visibility was too good
to miss. Weighed anchor at 1430 for Ushant. The drizzle soon cleared up and once clear
of the islands the wind came in as forecast to send us on our way. After an hour it freshened
and we changed to working jib. Later we put in a reef for the night but soon shook it out
again as the wind lightened. A lovely calm night at midnight despite a dropping glass
heralding an approaching trough. By 0300 it was overcast and rain started and s~yed
remorselessly with us for the rest of the passage.
Approaching Ushant we picked it up some 6 miles off at 1200 and altered course for
Four beacon. The French coast was very slow to show up, but we were early for our tide.
I sailed right up to the beacon to get an exact fix before tackling the channel. However
visibility gradually improved, and by the time the tide was fair we could see all our leading
marks. We also had plenty of company, and the feared channel was taken in easy conditions
under power. From now on we were never out of sight of fellow yachtsmen, and the first
one to appear guided us unerringly and without any worries to Camaret where we dropped
anchor just outside the harbour on the port side, at 2000.
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Set about clearing up mess in cabin - a chilly damp melange of charts, pots, pans,
clothes and whatever. Our hands, after 18 hours exposure to continuous rain were white,
cracked and leprous. I feared we might have trouble with them but next morning they
were back to normal. We brewed up some strong concoction and washed it down with a
bottle of Nuits St. George brought along specially for such an occasion. Then addressed
ourselves to the joyful task of catching up with our sleep. We had been taking two hour
watches on the long passages.
Sunday, 15 July
Came on deck, not too early, to blaze of sunshine with Camaret
and its bay looking glorious after the rain. Festooned the boom with clothes, sails, etc.
for drying and went ashore. An emotional moment. I could hardly be restrained from
kneeling to kiss the earth of La Belle France. As it was Sunday the Douane had to wait
another day, meanwhile we inspected the facilities of the little town. Brian was determined
to taste the local fare, and soon we were tucking into moules, langoustines, homard, et al.
The first taste of fresh French bread is delicious and they serve butter very attractively in
a shallow dish, soft, creamy and spreadable. An acceptable meal could be had for £ 1.50
and a good spread for £2.50. Hotel Styval recommended.
16 July Forecast N.W.F.5 -- 7. As this is the only wind Camaret is exposed to we
moved over to the fine new yacht pontoon on starboard hand entering, where there is
perfect shelter. Here water and fuel are laid on and there is the interest of company of all
sorts. We met charming English people, Mr. & Mrs. Denis Cuff from Westport! They were
bringing their 5 tonner back from La Rochelle, where it had wintered, to south of
England for overhaul. Later they hoped to bring it round to Westport. A very snug, homefrom-home, little ship with a framed portrait of Horatio himself on the cabin door to
forepeak !
17 July ’~ Forecast still bad for all areas but set out anyway in sunny weather with
light south-easterly.
Left at 0715 to catch tide through Toulinguet channel and Raz de Sein. Enjoyed a
peaceful sail past the Tas de Pois but had to start engine to make it through Raz before
tide turned foul. Motored on to Audierne anchoring in the St. Evette anchorage at 1430
and going straight ashore for a swim and sunbathe on the plage. Beautiful clear unpolluted
water is a feature of this coast. Later walked to town about 2 miles, and felt rather
exhausted when we got back.
18 July Left at 0900 for Penmarche and into Biscay proper. Set spinnaker (after an
hour’s motoring) to force 3 westerly and slipped along nicely with aid of favouring tide.
Day grey and cool, but peaceful. At Pointe de Penmarche we were one of a host of yachts
converging from all directions and navigation was easy as we followed the main stream
heading for Benodet. However, we broke away to head for Loctudy which we reached at
1730. Motoring in the engine stopped and we found ourselves swirling through the anchorage
off Loctudy out of control in a 2 or 3 knot tide. Hastily set the main and headed for lie
Tudy, where the yachts appeared less tide-rode - the flow being in fact much less than off
Loctudy. All the numerous mooring buoys had labels marked "occupee" attached so we
anchored on the Ile Garo side. Spent quiet night here in perfect shelter from the fresh
westerly.
19 July Stored ship and fuelled in quaint and charming village of lie Tudy. It is not
an island but a narrow peninsula, very trim and proper. Petrol available x/2 mile along road
to Pont l’Abbe. Weather breezy and overcast. Made friends with Breton couple running
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Bar du Port and brushed up our French. Actually Brian and I had been talking French to
each other since leaving home, and were by now almost thinking in French. We found the
Bretons friendly and easy going, anxious to help and patient with our rudimentary French.
At 1730 we left to sail up the Tudy River to Pont rAbbe. Missed correct channel at first
due to vague, twiggy perches and left a small island to starboard instead of port. Duly went
aground and ran engine frantically astern to get her off. Once in main channel it was plain
sailing and a very pretty pastoral trip up to Pont rAbbe. Here we tied up at first quay on
port hand and dried out for the night in great comfort. Pont rAbbe is a market town of
character where the older women still wear the traditional costume. A good place for
shopping for presents and indeed all stores.
20 July Left Pont rAbbe at 0700 at full tide - arrived back at Ile Tudy at 0800
and anchored for breakfast. Went ashore to shop and visit our friends in Bar du Port.
Brian was stopped at door by Madame who claimed they were not open yet, but
Monsieur put his hand on Brian’s shoulder and spoke but one word - "Come". Weather
very wet and windy and we spent the forenoon here. Later it cleared temporarily and we
left for Benodet under mainsail only. Outside it was blowing a full F.5 from west and We
rolled in a reef. Found perfect shelter in Benodet, picking up a mooring on port hand near
Ste. Marie. Very pretty river scenery here and later we took a vedette up to Quimper. We
were rudely shocked to find that this was the last vedette of the day and we were unable to
inspect the town (by all accounts historic and beautiful) but had to turn straight round and
return to Benodet. The interesting views of chateaux on the banks of the Odet hardly
justified the fares - £ 1.75 per head return. There seemed to be no bus connection between
the towns. Benodet itself offers everything one would require and is a major yachting
centre.
21 July Motor-sailed to Le Guilvinac in dead noser F.2. The leading lights now
appear by day as two enormous tomato coloured globes, very easy to see from afar. The
huge fishing fleet in for the week-end gave the effect of endless series of Howth west piers.
Not scenic but plenty of native atmosphere in prosperous little town. Enjoyed a good meal
in Creperie.
Sunday, 22 July
Touch of Brittany tummy, but I put it down to tinned salmon
consumed on high seas yesterday. Brian however blamed it on water (au naturel) added
to Scotch ex Dara’s rather mixed storage tank. He pointed out that he had taken his Scotch
neat and was unaffected by the malady. Can you win? Left at 1200 for Audierne. A lumpy
swell made for an unpleasant beat against a light westerly. But once round Penmarche we
enjoyed a pleasant reach back to St. Evette arriving at 1900. There is a cafe on the hill
halfway to Audierne and from here one gets a good view of the yachts converging on the
harbour for the evening. A sudden squall or sharp rain shower adds greatly to the comfort
of the situation.
23 July After walk ashore for supplies in cool grey weather we left at 1245 for Ile
de Sein. Motored in calm conditions. I have to confess that while I was motoring around,
the French yachts almost invariably stuck it out under sail, beating optimistically in light
airs into foul tides. Certainly sailing is more pleasant, and we sailed when we could, but
after all we might not get a second chance to see this coast. We hit off slack water very
accurately in the Raz and approached the whistle buoy marking the entrance to North
Channel. A nasty misty drizzle set in from the west and obscured our leading marks.
However I thought it safe to continue on a compass course and soon enough things cleared
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up and we had no trouble making the anchorage.
Ile de Sein is a strange, narrow, twisty little island with the houses clustered close
together with 4 foot alleyways between them. There is hardly any arable land and the quite
large population must live entirely off the sea. We walked out to the western end of the
island where the principal lighthouse sends its rays over the long chain of islets and rocks
running out for 5 miles or so into the Atlantic. The island is so low-lying that it is hard to
understand how the inhabitants can survive a winter storm. It must be a frightening experience.
A place of unique character. There is a good restaurant serving a naturally rather limited
menu.
We disgraced ourselves here by hauling in too much chain at dead of night to clear a
neighbour and blithely floating off at high tide. I was surprised to wake up and find Data
tied up alongside a trawler by her anchor chain! At first I thought we had been forcibly
moved, but when I realized we were a hundred yards or more from where we had anchored
it became painfully clear that the trawler’s skipper had found us drifting and quietly tied us
up without disturbing our slumbers. We did our best to convey heartfelt thanks and moved
back to our anchorage with red faces.
24 July Left at 1500 in rather murky conditions. Gave Tevennec Island a good berth
and set course for Camaret. It soon cleared up and we romped home reaching Camaret at
1845.
25 July Spent a rather bouncy night at anchor off S.E. pier saving our francs. Spent
day in Camaret storing and fuelling. Had "cheap" snack of hot dog and bag of chips for two
- 90p! Bought presents for all and sundry at home and wondered if remaining few pence
would get us to Dun Laoghaire. Bought fishing line.
26 - 27 July
Left at sunrise, 0600, and were followed out of anchorage by a
training schooner Maurice Bembridge, looking very f’me in the morning sunshine. Wind
N.N.W.F. 1 to 2. Decided to come out by Chaussee des Pierres Noires to avoid beating in
Four channel. This worked well as the strong north-going tide pushed us towards Ushant.
Engine on and off according as wind freshened or fell light. A beautiful summer day, but
visibility less than perfect. However we spotted La Parquette to port and picked up our
marks at two to three miles distant. Off Ushant at 1300 we streamed log and set course for
Scillies. Wind dead ahead F. 1 or 2. Motoring. It was an uneventful trip marked by sunny
weather and a clear starry night.
At change of watch Brian warned me of a light just dipping on the horizon. After
observing it for some time I correctly identified it as the planet Mars! Jupiter was also
prominent astern sending a welcome path of light over the call seas. The crescent moon
appeared too late to be much use. I confess to a dislike of dark nights at sea. If a sea is
running the phosphorescence produces odd effects of hallucination seen out of the corner
of the eye and setting one wondering if there is shipping at hand, hidden by the swell.
Sounds too are magnified in importance and worrying to interpret. Even without a moon,
however, there is a surprising amount of light on a clear starry night and a feeling of space
instead of horrible claustrophobia. The surface of the sea tonight was gossamer grey - like
floating on a cloud.
Dawn brought us a breeze from north-east F.4, and we thankfully stopped engine
and sailed in pleasant conditions. Approaching the Scillies we sighted a submarine which
appeared to close in for inspection. Perhaps our Irish tricolour set the captain pondering.
However, he presumably decided we were not gun-running for he set off rapidly and we
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found him later anchored snugly at St. Mary’s for the week-end. Anchored at Hughtown at
1800.
28 and Sunday 29 July There followed two halcyon days with Mediterranean weather
while we relaxed and used up our stores. I overbalanced getting into the dinghy one night
and spent hours drying my money at the oil lamp. Did Mr. Wilson just chuck it away?
30 July - 1 August Reluctantly departed at 1600 hours, thus commiting ourselves
to a likely two nights at sea. Foggy conditions, and Round Island was barely visible as we
left via New Grimsby. However, once clear visibility improved to two miles or so. I had
neglected to fill all reserve petrol containers before leaving as we had a forecast of F.4 southwesterly. However, we got very little wind and, despite sailing on every catspaw, it seemed
likely we would run out of fuel somewhere short of Tuskar on the second night. I therefore
cut the engine at midnight in an estimated position of 25 miles south of Tuskar to await a
breeze, or at least to make maximum use of the tide.
The water was completely calm and a torch shone into the depths revealed strange
grassy weed and myriads of small crabs. You would swear the ship was in shallow water.
Such an impression was quickly dispelled by the appearances of porpoises; their sudden
gasping intake of breath sounding alarmingly close. An eerie situation. I had told Brian we
were unlikely to see any shipping, but we had hardly gone below for a meal, having set an
"anchor" light, when a dulldroning was heard. For the next hour or more a seemingly
endless procession of trawlers appeared over the horizon from Dunmore and passed within
halfa mile of us on their way to the fishing grounds.
The ftrst grey light of dawn produced a faint air and we quickly made sail, but we were
hardly under way before it faded out again. Started the engine and hoped with favouring
tide to have enough petrol to see us safely through to Rosslare. We soon picked up the
Coningbeg light well to port but never saw Tuskar, which however was coming through
well on R.D.F. The first land to appear was Carnsore point, and now the breeze really got
up and we sailed rapidly into Rosslare, dropping anchor at 1300. Ashore for a meal and
some shopping (counting our last coins very carefully). The barman in the hotel very
civilly changed some French money, cheerfully accepting my valuation. Off again at 1600
for a fine sail up the coast to Arklow reached at 2230.
2 August Left at 0930 for Dun Laoghaire and picked up our moorings at 1730 after
a sunny sail up the coast with grand views of the hills.
I would like to thank mate Brian, also the many members of I.C.C. whose logs had
emboldened me to make this trip. We were sorry that the weather did not favour a visit to
the lies de Glenan, but otherwise we fulfilled our.programme.
I had both Admiralty and Imray charts. The latter, in colour, I found easier to use.
Some rocks and l~uoys come under different names on the charts and this can be confusing.
The 1971 C.A. Handbook is very concise and clear. Jonathan Virden had kindly lent me
Coles’ Biscay Harbours and Anchorages which of course has been superseded but the
photographs are excellent.
Seilly Isles anchorages. At neaps a small yacht can anchor quite close to Tresco pier.
She can also find plenty of water to anchor sheltered from a westerly behind Hughtown
pier, whereas at L.W. springs you cannot even approach any of the steps on this pier in a
dinghy. There is excellent anchorage in north or south winds in the appropriate bay
between Gugh and St. Agnes; a bar which dries 10 ft. separates these bays.
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Date

Destination

Miles

Speed
Hrs.__.=Engin____~e

21
22
23
24
26 - 27
30 -- Aug. 1

Dun Laoghaire
Wicklow
Poulduff
Rosslare
Dunmore East
New Grimsby
Hughtown
Camaret
Audieme
He Tudy
Pont I’Abbe
He Tudy
Benodet
~ilvinec
Audieme
lie de Sein
Camaret
Hughtown
Rosslare

21
28
20
33
135
2
120
28
30
3
3
4
14
22
10
19
120
140

5
7
5
11
29
½
29½
7½
8½
1
1
I
3½
7
2½
4
36
45

AUGUST
1
2

Addow
DUn Laoghaire

34
33

6½
8

JULY
7
tt

8
tt

9
10-11
12
13-14
17
18
19
20
.6

819
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3½
5
1
3
4
½
6
4
5
1
I
3½
4
2½
24
30
3

218½ 101 (46%)

4 Knots
4
4
3
4½
4
4
4
3½
3
3
4
4
3
4
5
3½
3
5
4
3.75

UP, AROUND, DOWN AND BACK AGAIN - MAID OF MALIN 1973
by Robert Moflard

The object of our 1973 programme was to get as much cruising as we could in Irish
waters. Work being what it is dictated that I was going to get my cruising in short periods so
we decided that a circumnavigation, a trip to view the Fastnet Race at the Rock and a
family holiday could be achieved if we were prepared to make various quick passages and
leave the Maid away from home base from time to time.
The attached table shows in unimaginative form what we accomplished. To add the
prose would make for boring reading so I will write a narrative of what struck me as being
highlights during the season.
The Easter passage from Crosshaven to Wicklow was a "low light" in that all the time
it became more cold, wet and miserable. Towards the end we were reduced to storm jib
and ten rolls in the main. Early on Saturday evening we were at the Tuskar and as conditions
were deteriorating with strong northerly winds we decided to take a long tack towards the
Welsh coast thus providing us with plenty of sea room should we have to heave to. During
the night we were circled by a vessel which put a searchlight on us; she made off having
decided we were all right. Later we learned that there were several small vessels in difficulties.
On the other tack we were lucky to fetch the gap between the banks and very glad to surf
into Wicklow.
The passage from Dun Laoire to Portnoo was marred by very poor visibility, nevertheless
we succeeded in groping our way through all the sounds available to us. While awaiting the
tide for Rathlin sound we crept into Glenarm bay to kedge; it was amusing to be surrounded
by the sounds of cuckoos, sheep and the dawn chorus yet not see anything except the third
street lamp on the left. At the end of the passage one wag remarked that he was beginning to
believe that Ireland did not exist because he really had not seen it.
We were unlucky to be holed up in Blacksod bay but we had a spectacular sail from
Eagle Island to Black Rock fortunately with a following breeze. The seas were stupendous,
Rodney McDowell steering the boat down wind with the aplomb of a Dragon sailor on a
roller coaster. At Black Rock, the skipper went chicken and put the ship’s head through the
wind rather than gybe. We had to beat up Blacksod bay to Elly bay as Blacksod quay was
untenable. We anchored on the north side of EUy bay near a fishing boat owned by John
Walker who lives nearby and was very helpful to us. There is a reef that runs out from the
shore for a considerable distance and I suggest to clear this do not get inside the line of a
factory with prominent chimney to the west and a lone cottage with a green roof to the
east. Two cottages close together bearing 360° shou,d be a reasonable cross check. It should
only be necessary to go here in strong northerlies. Ted Sweeny at Blacksod was very kind
to us and put us in touch with Principal Keeper John Hyde on Black Rock who advised us
when sea conditions had moderated.
The next notable event was early in a morning, thick mist as usual, having set course to
enter the Blasket sound but having had no sighting since Loop head, the previous evening. I
was getting edgy about our position, not wishing to blunder about here. Fortunately as the
sun got hotter it burnt up the mist, from the top down, first of all revealing the top of
Mount Brandon and gradually unfolding this picturesque coastline. We were just at the
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northern entrance to the sound, the motto being "Believe that you are where you think you
are". A glorious passage in bright sunshine through the sound ensued, a delightful
experience.
It seems to me that a circumnavigation north about is best accomplished mid May to
mid June, but that mist is likely to be encountered due to east and north-east winds and
thus mar the scenic aspects of the cruise. The passage from Knightstown to Crookhaven was
a matter of groping around the Bull and down the beacon to the Mizen. This underlines the
problem of nice conditions but poor visibility.
Later in the season visibility tends to be better. Thus, on passage from Arklow to
Crosshaven we were able to kedge under Ballytrent House near Carnsore to cheat the tide.
The tide changed an hour earlier than we predicted. Three times this year while close to the
shore around Camsore this has happened, on one occasion a counter current off Came helped
us while trying to sneak up against the tide. Lest my mathematics be at fault Dick Watson
checked the Ballytrent conditions with me. The conclusion is that close inshore the streams
are less predictable and probably somewhat earlier than predicted. In good visibility and fine
weather I would recommend rock hopping around here either to tide cheat or to get an
earlier benefit.
Family sailing in Roaring Water bay is a delight offering the skipper the opportunity of
rock hopping. This year we did the usual interesting things such as the Gascanane, the back
Passage to Baltimore, anchoring under Sherkin for a night circumnavigating Castle Island,
Man of War sound, visits to Long Island, Coney Island, etc. An ideal combination of good
sailing and family pleasures of picnicing, exploring and catching mackerel.
The Fastnet expedition was disappointing in that on the great day the dreaded east
wind had returned with its cloak fog. We sailed from Schull to North Harbour to get word
of progress and see if the fog would lift. North Harbour being restricted causes problems for
the Maid. I have had a low-power but reliable diesel installed which drives a propellor on the
port quarter. This means that in certain wind conditions a turn to port is impossible at low
speed or starting from rest. Normally this difficulty is overcome by choosing a berth which
allows easy exit. However, when leaving North Harbour it is necessary to turn sharply to
port so there is no other choice for me except perhaps retreat astern, but this is even more
unpredictable. Swinging off a warp is the answer but is entertaining for spectators. We sailed
down to the Fastnet under jib and located it by the throb of the engines comming from the
assembled might of various navies. We felt sorry for the chaps searching for the "Rock" as
visibility was very poor. We hung around for several hours but only managed to see six or
seven of the bigger boats rounding. We sailed back to Schull fetching Copper point spot on,
having directed other spectators to where we thought the "Rock" was.
All in all the season turned out as intended - the ten crew members who helped apart
from family members were excellent shipmates. I apologise for having to identify them by
numbers in the summary but it seems the only alternative to writer’s cramp, and they are
numbered in accordance with their entrance.
R. E. Mollard (Skipper)
James Daly
Norman Damery
Jim Chambers
Maid of Malin needs no
Old Brittany Lady.

9
Dick Watson
1
Jack Walsh
5
10
Richard de Courcey
6
2
Jack Mackeown
11
Ronnie Smith
Richard Hooper
7
3
8
Rodney McDowell
4
introduction to I.C.C. members, suffice to say she is a Grand
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SUMMARY
Tinle

Distance

Total

Crew

General W,.~thet

1,2.3,4
1,2,3,4
1,4,5

N .W .3
N/N.E. Strong
Cahn

16.15
7.40

1,4,8
1,4,8
1,4,8

Light S. - foggy
Light S.
N.W. Strong

p

1,4,8
1,4,8
1,4,8
1,4,8
1,8

W. Strong
W. 3/4 Swell

Date

To

APRIL
20
21-22
27-28

(from Crosshaven)
Dunmore East
55
Wicklow
81
Dun Laoire
21

h.m.
10.50
31.00
~ -30

h.m.

MAY
25-28
29 .
30

Pormoo
Broadhaven
Elly Bay

231
63
30

67.50
13.35
8.05

JUNE
l
3 4
5-6
7
8
l0
ll
13
14
15

Blacksod Quay
Inishbofm
Kilronan
Knightstown
Crookhaven
Schuli
Castletownshend
Crosshaven
Dunmore East
Arldow
Dun Laoire

4
34
43
85
53
8
18
54
55
66
33

1.35
8.55
12.00
34.25
15.50
1.45
4.05
10.10
12.45
15.00
7.20

JULY
29
30-Aug.l

Arklow
Crosshaven

33
151

5.50
31.20

1.30
12.00

1,5,7

AUGUST
8
10
11
14
15
16
24-25
25
26

Oysterhaven
Baltimore
Schull
Castletownshend
Kinsale
Crosshaven
Dunmore East
Rosslare
Dun Laoire

14
42
9
18
34
17
55
36
66

4.35
7.55
4.10
6.15
15A5
3.55
14.00
7.00
13.40

.15
7.55
.15
.30
2.45
1.05
12.00
7.00
3.15

1,6,7
1,6,7
1,6,7
1,2,6,8

1409

374.05

98.00
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4.30

11.00

.30
4.00
1.45
2.00
.30
1.20

1,8
1,10
1,10
1,10
1,10
1,10

1,9

1,6
1,6
1,4,7,11
1,4,7,11
1,4,7,11

Calm
S.E. Light, foggy
W.4 foggy
Calm
W3
W.2/4
N.W. - S.W.2/3
S .W .2
S.E.2-4

N-3
S.W.2

s.w.2/3
Calm
S.I
E.2
E.I
W.2
Calm
Calm
Calm to S.4

WHO KNOWS WHERE?
WISHBONE TO THE FAROES 1973
by Alan Leonard
Wishbone is a 9 ton Bermudan sloop of the Kim Holman designed "North Sea 24"
class, built in 1965, of 6 tons displacement, carrying 530 sq. ft. of sail and with a Sabb
10 h.p. auxiliary. Her cruise of 1045 nautical miles from Whiterock to the Faroes ending
at Oban, took 15 days.
Crew. Skipper - Alan Leonard. Port watch - Lawrence Rooke and Shaun Young.
Starboard watch - Edward Ginn and Richard Wallace.
In 1972 we had learnt Wishbone’s ways without too severe testing. All last winter
the desire to test her more thoroughly was with us. Charts were consulted. Michael d’Alton’s
account of Tit rra n-Og’s cruise in 1966 fired our imagination - it includes an excellent
description of the Faroes in general.
Yes, it was just possible with a fortnight’s leave, if everything went well, but nobody
was told until a few days before we left, and then very few, just in case.
On Friday, 22 June the crew joined, stowed gear and swung ship, as we had a newly
installed repeater compass. This revealed deviation of up to 9° on N.E. - S.W. headings
which could have been adjusted out, but due to lack of time we had to be content with a
deviation card made out for every ten degrees. In practice the compass was a great success,
and we hope to reduce the deviation for next season.
That evenirlg we set off down the lough with a light northerly wind, and disaster struck.
When we were handing the spinnaker in the narrows, it took charge and one crew member
sustained a nasty friction burn as the halyard ran out. Fortunately we had a plastic surgeon
and an anaesthetist on board so the victim was prescribed a large whiskey and we sailed on.
(The hand was almost healed by the end of the cruise). The night was spent in a leisurely
but frustrating beat along the County Down coast. It was an easy start, but we felt the need
for more rapid progress if we were to achieve our objective.
23 June The previous night’s frustrations were compounded by an almost total lack
of wind, and an adverse tide. However, the mighty Sabb did great work, and in the afternoon
we were able to dodge the end of the tide by keeping the Kintyre shore aboard. The
evening saw us beating out of the Sound of Islay and out to the west, south of Colonsay
and Oronsay. Unfortunately by dusk the wind was away again, and most of the night was
spent motoring inside Dubh Artach and Skerryvore.
24 June We anchored in Castlebay alongside Aeolus I.C.C. at 1230, after an easy reach
in from Tiree, 202 miles from Whiterock in 40 hours, of which 26 hours were under power
in calm conditions, despite the forecast of S.W.F.6. This was the sort of progress we needed
to make, but we would have preferred more wind.
25 June Up with the forecast of Southerly F.3-4 increasing to 6 or 7 and away to the
north. We had a fine broad reach up the Minch, although in poor visibility. In the early
afternoon we were debating handing the spinnaker when ZZZZZZZIP! it split from top to
bottom. The remains were consigned to the depths of the sail locker and we carried on with
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boomed-out genoa, a rig we were to use a lot in the next few days. We closed the shore a
little inside the Glas Eilean light later in the afternoon, just as a front came through, with
heavy rain and poor visibility. The wind shift which followed meant we were close on the
wind into Stornoway where we anchored at 2140, alongside Bill Spier’s yawl Aeolian.
94 miles in 14 hrs. 40 mins., 6 knots, no engine.
The main criterion we had to fulfill if we were to attempt the Faroes at all, was to
reach Stornoway in three days. Having achieved this initial objective, we set about
celebrating in true Irish fashion. This was nearly our undoing as next morning all had
monumental hangovers, worst of all the skipper. However, no I.C.C. member was ever put
off by such an occurrence, and true to the traditions of the club we put to sea that evening.
26 June During our short stay in Stornoway we became very friendly with Bill
Spiers, who was of great help and encouragement. He lent us Kenneth Williamson’s book,
a Consol Chart, and a Faeroese courtesy flag. The latter the skipper had refused to bring
as he felt that if he did, it would never be required. Apart from recovering, the day was
spent provisioning, cleaning ship, clearing customs, and generally making ready for an open
sea passage. We motored out at 2100, in calm conditions, to take our departure from
Tiumpan Head at 2315.
27-28 June The passage north was blessed with a free wind which in general was
moderate to fresh, but blew up to F.6 at times - ideal conditions for a fast passage. Close
to the west of Sula Sgeir on Wednesday morning. The wind freshened steadily all day. I
had often heard it said of a self-draining cockpit that the water which comes in from one
wave goes out as she rolls over the next - now I know it to be true. When the wind eased
a bit in the evening it was pleasant to sail on under short canvas while a meal was prepared
- as comfortable as heaving-to, yet making progress in the right direction, then piling on
sail again and watching the consol plot creeping up the chart. Consol proved to be an
invaluable navigational aid - it was possible to get counts almost right to the equisignal,
and in those waters the Bushmills and Stavanger lines intersect almost at right angles.
Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the navigation was the question of allowing for
the east-going North Atlantic current. I felt that it was probably more dangerous to make
a landfall on the west side, and so made no allowance for easterly drift. By the time we
were ninety miles or so north of Lewis, it was obvious that we were being set well to the
east. We altered course to correct this and allow for any further set, but the latter proved to
be a mistake as there is a westerly sel: in the last twenty miles or so; the North Atlantic
current spirals clockwise around the Faeroes. As a result we made our landfall just where
we didn’t want to - some miles west of the Akraberg light, and had to run off in a huge sea
to clear the Munken rock. We could see that there were even heavier overfaUs inside the
rock, and can well understand how this passage earned the reputation of the Sumbo maelstrom. The south-going tide on the east side runs for nine hours, so it took rather a long
time, even standing well off to the east, to make much progress, despite motor-sailing. I
regard this tide as another reason for standing to the east, as it would be a remarkable
coincidence to arrive on the north going tide after several days at sea. Eventually the tide
eased, the motor was stopped, and we reached north closing the shore at Porkere Naes in
poor visibility, to see the multi-coloured Faeroese houses spring out of the mist, and make
fast alongside in Tvoroyri at 1530. Log 259 miles, 43 hours, 6 knots, motor 7 hours.
29-30 June These days were spent enjoying the hazards of Faeroese hospitality. We
had hoped to spend just one day in Tvoroyri and then go On to Thorshaven for the visit of
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Above. Trangisvaag from the south, Tvoroyri on the northern shore. Below. Leaving
Trangisvaag; looking north to Store Dimon and Little Dimon. Photo. R. Wallace.

Above. Tvoroyri. Photo. A. Leonard. Below. Wishbone alongside in Tvoroyri.
Photo. R. Wallace

1

the Queen of Denmark, which by all accounts would have been extremely hazardous, but a
low 970 west of Bailey brought F.9 with it, an altogether different hazard. We had good
shelter in Tvoroyri, though there must have been some other reason why neither boat nor
pier would stay still.
The Faeroese social life is still centred very much on home and family life and we
were invited to many homes - not just to one home to meet the family and have a meal,
but then by taxi to sons’ and daughters’ homes to see the grandchildren, and then back
again for a party which went on through the short northern night.
Sunday 1 July - 3 July While we were sorry to leave, the skipper at least was glad
to be putting to sea again. During the gale which blew over the weekend, he has been
convinced that it was going to blow a southerly gale for the rest of the season. In fact the
wind was southerly, but never more than F.4, so a fast passage was again possible. We left
Tvoroyri at 2100, and motored south into a lumpy leftover sea, with little wind, not
picking up a breeze till 0600 next morning. All this day was fine windward sailing, not
quite laying our course till 2000 when it died away, to return a couple of hours later with
an almost 90° shift, so that we were not quite laying on the other tack. On the Tuesday
morning the wind died, then freshened with another big shift which gave us a true beat
into Loch Inchard. Some excitement going into Loch Bervie under sail at dead L.W., then
showers in the Mission to Seamen and a meal and a few jars in the hotel. 245 miles, 42%
hours, 6 knots, engine 12 hours.
4-5 July We had to be in Oban by the end of the week, so the skipper, still obsessed
by the thought of a southerly gale, was keen to press on. In fact after beating out of Loch
Inchard at lunch time, by 1600 we were motoring south in a flat calm. Ru Stoer, Ru
Coigach, Greenstone point, Ru Re - we chugged past them all, losing our fair tide off Ru Re
at 2200. Around about 0300, a fresh southerly came up quite suddenly, and we had a cold
beat along the Inner Sound in the uninviting dawn. Past the Kyle Akin light, we arrived at
Kyle Rhea two hours early for the tide, but managed to work the shore against it, short
tacking and motor-sailing. The beat from Glen Elg to Tobermory turned out to be the
hardest sail of the cruise, a ’dead noser’ F. 5-6, but with small genoa and 3 rolls in the main
she took it in her stride. By 2000 on the 5th all were cold and wet so we motor-sailed to
get in quickly and anchored in Tobermory at 2150. One crew member wondered what we
could put on the pulpit for getting south of Ardnamurchan!
With two days in hand, and only thirty odd miles to go, we could afford to take things
at a more leisurely pace. Friday, 6 July, a warm and sunny day was spent in Tobermory
drying sails and gear, then an easy run down the Sound of Mull to anchor at the head of
Loch Aline. On Saturday morning we ran over to Oban, to pick up a mooring at the
Brandystone. Afternoon cleaning ship, then a meal with the new crew who arrived by car,
and next morning away by car and Red Bay ferry to be back at work on Monday morning.
So ended an enjoyable, if hard-driving cruise, when little effort was spared to keep the
boat going, yet without the pressure of racing. The weather was kind, giving us a fresh free
wind to go north, and only a moderate breeze for the close fetch home. We were indeed
lucky that the one gale came while we were safely alongside in Tvoroyri, and had we not
had a good beat from Kyle Rhea to Tobermory, I fear we might have felt it too easy. Our
reward was in the cold bleak beauty and the warm hospitality of the Faeroes. We know that
some day we must return.
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Whiterock
Castlebay
Stornoway
Tvoroyri
Loch Bervie
Tobermory
Loch Alhle

-

Castlebay
Stornoway
Tvoroyri
Loch Bervie
Tobermory
Loch Aline
Oban
TOTALS

Log

Hrs.

206.5
94.6
258.2
245.7
198.4
17.3
14.6

40
14½
43
42~
21½
2~
2½

26
7
12
12
-

5½
6
6
6
6½
6~
6

1045.2

165½

57

6¼

Engine Hrs.

TAILPIECE

Av. Speed

See plans facing pages
38 and 39.

by Gerald Leonard
After the rigours endured by Wishbone’s first crew, the senior crew - Gerald Leonard,
Tom Roberts and Ken Smart - took over in Oban, determined to do nothing more strenuous
than to have a quiet trip to the Outer Isles. In this hedonistic intention they were encouraged
by those about to depart, who prepared a memorable meal for both crews and followed this
with a hail-and-farewell celebration in the best I.C.C. tradition.
Next day, Sunday, 8 July, was devoted to a leisurely passage to Tobermory, and this
was followed by an equally leisurely passage (though an anxious one because of bad
visibility) to Canna. When the next morning brought no improvement in the visibility we
decided to stay in Canna and do a number of the little jobs that always need attention on a
boat. Our reward was rich, for into the harbour came Seaboard, Myth ofMourne, Lamita
(still well-beloved) and finally Sue - thus giving the harbour four out of six boats with I.C.C.
burgees.
On 11 July there was a break in the mist and Sue, Seaboard and Wishbone all decided
to make for Loch Boisdale. Sue got away first and Seaboard and Wishbone came out later in
company, first sailing and then motor-sailing when the wind fell light from dead ahead. As
the day advanced we could see Sue many miles to lee, obviously using all the sail she could
but no engine. It was somewhat shame-facedly that we slipped into harbour hours before
her, but had our shame relieved when she eventually did arrive and told us that she didn’t
use her engine only because she had a badly fouled prop. I shall long treasure my memory
of Peter Bunting’s exhibition of seamanship in manoeuvering Sue alongside the pier next
morning to clear the prop.: using a fresh on-pier breeze to steer by, - with some crew ashore
to take lines and others standing by with fenders - he brought her in a beautiful sweep
exactly into the position he wanted her. He had a dinghy with outboard standing by just in
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case, but up to the time we lost sight of them as we sailed away, he had not had to use iL
This was the second of five days of very happy sailing in company with Seaboard. From
Loch Boisdale we went to Loch Maddy, round the north of Skye to Portree, then to Plockton
and finally back to Tobermory. From there Seaboard turned down the Sound of Mull while
we went outside just to bash around a bit more in a big sea down to Bunessan and thence
through the Sound of Iona round to Puilladobhrain. On this latter passage we had an
exciting morning’s racing in less than F. 1 with some Sea Cadets in a Naval Cutter. When the
wind dropped altogether we went back and gave them a tow for a few hours until the early
evening brought a breeze.
Next day, 18 July, we moved south to Ardminish bay in Gigha to be ready for the
passage back to Ireland. Here we met Juffra under her new owner, and when later Solway
Maid came in we were visited by two of her crew, Douglas Gordon and Richard Shannon,
both from Whiterock. We made the journey home in three stages: The first was to Carnlough
where we had a brief meeting with Sheenan before she went north. The next was intended
to be to Whiterock, but a missed tide and a search by the Royal Navy (the Skipper was
clearly interested in yachts, for he asked on his R.T. if we were a Twister) meant that we
did not reach the entrance to Strangford Lough till midnight. Two abortive attempts to
find the channel in, at the end of the ebb in the dark, had the skipper so anxious that he
decided to go to Ardgiass for what was left of the night. The morning brought a conversation
with Julia I.C.C. also at anchor in the harbour and on a delivery cruise to Lough Swilly;
then the brief passage to the home mooring, which was picked up at 1430 after the usual
brisk beat inside, the lough. So ended a quiet, happy little cruise of just 548 miles in 14 days.

GENTLE SAILING IN HELEN
by Michael Green
Helen & an ex-I.R. C. 8 metre. Photos of her appeared in the last two Annuals
Two cruises in 1973: one to give Chris Green’s valued new crew, Dr. Mrs. Hilary Green
a gentle introduction to cruising, the second for me and for Chris’ discarded old crew,
Richard Aiken and Noel Stevenson (Stevie). The weather was frankly disappointing for
writing epic logs or getting salt on the burgee, but excellent for sailing around, or even, at
times, getting a suntan.
Chris and Hilary Green started, taking Ronnie and Pam Browne to help them across to
Scotland. Castleward - Lamlash - Glen Caladh - Ardrishaig, in weather varying from good
to excellent. The only untoward incident was when the spinnaker became tied in reef knots
round the forestays in a gybe. This is quite easy to do, but Chris went up the mast and
succeeded in undoing it without damaging the sail, which is much harder. A gale for the
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See also plan opposite page 3 9.

trip through the Crinan Canal, which was as good a time as any. Ronnie and Pam left. The
canal had its problems, with no lock-keepers and no exit until after 4 p.m. on Sunday.
Chris and Hilary continued on their own, romantic but hard work. Puilldobhrain Tobermory - Bishop’s Bay, Loch Leven - Oban, in weather varying from bearable to reasonable. Quite a lot of wind at times for a ratio of 1 crew member per 23.5 feet of boat. Mother
joined in Oban and soon did wonders to the weather. Oban - Puflldobhrain - Crinan Harbour
- Ardfern, Loch Craignish; which was the rendezvous for change of crew. The untoward
incident during this part of the trip was that Chris fell through the cockpit floor. Details are
obscure, but both Chris and the floor had recovered when the relief crew arrived.
Richard and Stevie had crossed by the Red Bay ferry and hired a car in Campbeltown,
which the other crew took back, a cheap and effective scheme. I came by train and an
interesting bus (the driver did not know the road, but his real problem was he couldn’t tell it
from the kerb). A good meal at the Galley of Lorne Hotel; also there, Ain Mara with Dickie
Gomes and family.
Early next morning (it seemed early to us, but Ain Mara had left long before) we set off
north. Eigg (bouncy) - Loch Torridon (new to us and nice) - Loch Laxford (a favourite).
Good sailing with light to moderate winds from behind. No sun, but narrowly avoiding rain
most of the way. Next Edrachilles Bay, where we fulfilled a long ambition to have a drink at
the Kylesku Hotel in Loch Cairnbawn. Sailed up Loch Glen Coul and walked to see the bottom
half of the highest waterfall in Britain. The top half was in cloud and will have to wait for
another year. Spent the night in Loch Ardvar. Very pretty and safe but some movement from
swell gets in. Next we beat out to Stornoway in rain. A runner sheave split in very moderate
conditions, which spoilt a good beat. It was replaced by a rather substantial piece of
Stornoway ironmongery. Met Suivi and Dolphin from N. Ireland, and a special treat to meet
Driac (Sir Frederick Harmer) again. After baths next morning, another beat towards Loch
Stockinish (nice with its 90 ft. entrance) in conditions that turned very pleasant ($2-1). A
superb run with spinnaker to Loch Skiport (NE2-1) and an even more superb reach to
Tobermory (NE2-4). It was the eve of the Tobermory race, drinks on Clarion with Helen "s
former owner Jimmy Peters, C.C.C. Commodore, who was there to finish the race.
The day of the race had sun and lots of wind, but since it was the only day it blew above
F.4 we didn’t realise and set off carrying full sail and towing the dinghy. We reduced sail, then
put it back on in a Sound of Mull type calm near the Grey Isles, then took it back off again
in much less desirable conditions in the tide race off Duart. The dinghy kept trying to commit
suicide by planing down waves into Helen’s stern. A really nasty run through the tide race to
Spelve, praying not to lose the dinghy. Next morning trying to leave under sail, Helen took
charge and dragging her anchor made repeated attempts to ram the nearest boat. At last we
got away and set off for Bishop’s Bay, Loeb Leven, feeling thoroughly incompetent. A superb
beat in north-easterly F.3 and 4 cheered us up. Next to Tayvallich, Loch Sween, mostly
motoring against adverse tides. Another beat to Gigha where we met interesting boats, and
(despite repeated promises of a fair wind) a long beat to Ballyholme. We used an R.U.Y.C.
visitors’ mooring which was appreciated. The crew decided if a night in Ballyholme wouldn’t
bring a north wind nothing would. Sure enough it did, and the cruise finished with a superb
spinnaker run to the Strangford entrance in F.2, and a brisker beat up to Whiterock.
In just under 4 weeks, Helen was able to go where she wanted every day; only 3 days
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with wind above F.4; sailing every day except the canal and on only about 4 days less
than 20 miles under sail. Just excellent weather for quiet cruising. Helen is now laid up
while Chris and Hilary have set off to distant lands to seek fame and fortune or something.
But they should be back in 2 years and Helen sailing again in her old haunts.
SUMMARY
Second Crew

First Crew

Miles

Miles
26 June
27 June
28 June
29 June
30 June
1 July
2 July
3 July
4 July
5 July
6 July
7 July

Audley’s Roads
Lamlash
Glen Caladh
Ardrishaig
Crinan
Puilldobhrain
Oban - Tobermory
Loch Leven
Oban
Puilldobhrain
Crinan Harbour
Aldfern

8
82
29
23
7
18
30
34
21
6
18
6

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July

61
Eigg
Loch Torridon
55
Loch Laxford
66
Glen Coui - L. Ardvar 26
Stornoway
42
L. Stockinish
33
L. Skiport
33
Tobermory
59
L. Spelve
25
29
L. Leven
Tayvallich
62
Gigha
23
Ballyhoime
66
Whiterock
40

282

620

GANIAMOR, GORILLAS, GLENNERS AND THE GANNET
Recorded by Don Richardson for Patrick Jameson

Ganiamor is a well-found Excalibur. The Gorillas, two active fore-deck hands - the
skipper’s eldest son Aedan, and Damian Ryan of Cork. The Glenners, Derry O’Brien and
the author, Capt. and Hon. Sec. respectively of the Dublin Bay Glens. The Gannet was the
skipper’s youngest son Fergal, and he, like the feathered variety, ate voraciously and
continuously of anything in reach. He was an excellent steward, apart from his habit of
losing the gin cupboard keys until well after normal opening time. The Glenners and the
Gannet joined Ganiamor at Gourock Yacht Club, as replacements for the lucky crew, John
Stafford, Donald McDonnell and the skipper’s middle son Kieran, who had been up for
Clyde Week, and were returning to Dublin.
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It was a short shake-down passage across the Clyde to Rothesay, where a brief stop for
stores brought the realisation that whisky in Scotland meant Scotch; supplies of John
Jameson were carefully regulated thereafter. On to Port Bannatyne under engine, where
approaching the Kyles another yacht gave us a Scottish welcome, their crewman kilted piper
playing Killarney and The Soldier’s Song from the afterdeck; never did the pipes sound so
good; it was a heartwarming welcome to the Kyles, despite the grey day.
Our cruise itinerary included the Saturday race from Port Bannatyne to Ardrishaig, the
passage through the Crinan Canal on Sunday and the Tobermory Race on Monday, leaving
us free to cruise round the islands and return home making a trip of about eight days.
Friday evening was a scene of great activity in the small village of Port Bannatyne,
where incidentally the Dublin Bay 24s were built. Old friends were met in the shape of
Johnny Allan, and his crew from Excalibur Tit nan ’Og, one of the late Ninian Falkiner’s
former boats.
Saturday morning was bright and clear with a pleasing breeze as at 0700 precisely
150 vessels converged on a long starting line. With winds dying away the race developed
into a gentle cruise, tilling in sufficiently for all boats to carry spinnakers through the
narrows. As the massed fleet passed from the East to West Kyle it was ’gybe spinnakers’
and with the concentration of boats, booms and spinnakers in the narrows, helmsmen and
foredeck hands could not resist the chance of airing their vocabularies in the Dublin Bay
manner. With ’chaos point’ safely rounded, and pleasant sailing again, the breeze flickered
and died. Thanks to the skipper’s forethought in resorting to engine before we left the
West Kyle and entered Lough Fyne, we were one of the first group of boats to collect at
the entrance to the Crinan Canal, where by this time the brilliant sunshine had given place
to low cloud. Nonetheless, it had been a pleasant day, memorable for the beauty of the
Kyles, the colour of the massed spinnakers and the laments of the kilted piper as his boat
fell further and further astern in the light airs.
We entered the Canal at about 2000, and were passed through as far as the watershed,
the delay in the locks giving the crew ample time to collect draught liquid refreshment
en route. The canal eventually shut down, leaving Ganiamor out in the country. So, after
dinner aboard, the ship’s company ignored the pouring rain and walked back to the
Cairnbawn Hotel. Although arriving well after closing time, Derry O’Brien exercised his
’Honey talk’ to such an effect that we were well refreshed before sloshing back down the
towpath in the rain, to turn in about midnight.
Sunday morning, with early rain, and the canal coming to life shortly after 0800, we
were refuelling and watering in the Crinan basin by 1000, and passed through to the bay
before klnch. As rain ceased and clouds cleared the rest of the day was spent ashore in
brilliant sunshine.
Monday morning dawned fair, with sun and great activity in the bay, as craft got
ready for the race. We started in three classes, small boats first, with the gun at 1000. It
was the attraction of the year at Crinan, the waterfront and all vantage points being thick
with spectators.
There was the usual speculation regarding wind and sea conditions and a number of
predictions of spinnaker runs. Alas, once the race was started it was tack and tack into a
noser with approaching gale force winds, our skipper showing great courage in slipping
through Dorus Mor with not more than a kipper’s tin between our keel and the lee shore.
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The Pladda Narrows called for both seamanship and care, as already many boats were
running back for the comfort of Crinan. It was hard sailing most of the way with
several boats losing masts, but we survived with nothing worse than damage to jib sheets,
and the fatigue brought about by numerous head-sail changes. When we reached Calve
Island off Tobermory a tired crew experienced the frustration of a flat calm for the last
short leg. Eventually we were snugged down, and, in common with all the other boats,
our standing rigging and boom were draped with wet colourful gear, before the Gannet
allowed us to ’splice the mainbrace’.
It was wonderfully demonstrated that a little suitable refreshment with a good dinner
are great antidotes to fatigue, and we went ashore, as usual, at about closing time. With
our skipper’s local knowledge however we were entertained by Bobby McLeod, mine host
in the Mish Nish, an old friend of Patrick’s who gave us all a truly great welcome and
enquired after his many Irish friends. He also arranged hot baths for us the following day.
Tuesday was a day of rest, with Lough Fyne kippers and baps for breakfast all
purchased about 0800 in shops alive with residents, holiday-makers and crews from the
armada of yachts.
At dawn on Wednesday there was no breeze so we headed North under engine and
grey skies. Later the sun came out and we revelled in a real summer’s day. We laid course
for Staffa and visited Fingal’s Cave in perfect conditions. Four of us were put ashore in
the cave to walk back to the jetty by way of the pathway hewn out of the cave side. We
all then climbed to the summit of the island to marvel at the thickness of the turf, the
wealth of wild flowers, and the close presence of the gulls nesting on the cliff face. Although
it was mid-July, and the nesting season over, there were still a few eggs and fluffy chicks
being cared for by aggressive parents. When eventually we returned to Ganiamor it was with
a deep appreciation of the beauty of the place, and a bunch of flowers for the saloon.
From there we made easy passage to Iona to visit the Cathedral, where we were
fortunate to find a party of musicians either preparing for a recital or recording a session,
so we examined the Cathedral to the strains of piano and violin, magnificently amplified
by the acoustics of the nave. Although the Cathedral has been carefully rebuilt, teams were
busy still excavating areas outside the main building.
With the sun declining we debated on anchorage, or an all-night passage. As Tinker’s
Hole appeared to be a logical overnight stop we followed our navigating instructions, and,
with some trepidation, and ’full asterns’, eventually holed up. It is a neat and compact
anchorage and within an hour five or six boats arrived, including a trawler, and snugged
down for the night. The weather report still said northerly; the weather was flat and calm
with steady rain and grey skies, which were to stay with us for the rest of the trip.
We were awakened early on Thursday morning by the trawler picking up its hook
and heading off for the fishing grounds. It was wet, grey and miserable, with only limited
visibility as we motored out of Tinker’s Hole. With the Clyde Cruising Club Manual
never far from the skipper’s hand, we threaded our way through the various rocky islets
and set course for the Sound of Islay.
The weather report was still promising, winds backing northerly, but alas they
remained southerly, and when we could dispense with motor, we sailed close-hauled,
aided by the tide. There was some improvement as we sailed through the Sound of Jura
but with high land on either side shrouded in mist, the features of Jura remained as names
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on the chart, hidden as securely as the bosoms of traditional Victorian maidens.
On leaving the sound, course was set for the Isle of Gigha, where the hook was dropped
on a sandy bottom at about 1900. The island’s small hotel had been a meeting place for
the Commissioners of Irish Lights, Northern Lights, and the Brethern of Trinity House,
and the reception they had received was well known to our skipper. Without more ado the
ship’s company went ashore, to greet the Prescotts and partake of their excellent dinner;
we afterwards met Richard Aitken, of the Strangford Glens, and his colleagues, who, like
ourselves, were returning to Irish waters at the end of their Scottish cruise. As they were
sailing a six metre we had no illusions of keeping company on the next leg down the
Kintyre coast, before crossing over to Antrim.
Before turning in we heard the weathermen still talking of northerlies, and it was then
that the skipper leaked the news that Saturday was his wedding anniversary; with
northerlies promised we planned a ’crack of dawn’ start, and the home port by Saturday
afternoon - such are the plans of men!
At about 0530 on Thursday Aedan and I, suitably fortified with hot tea, got the
Ganiamor out of the anchorage and into Gigha sound. With sails set we looked around for
the promised northerlies, but it was still a steady southerly, and it was tack and tack down
the Kintyre coast. In due course, at a more respectable hour, the rest of the crew appeared
one by one, and a hearty breakfast was enjoyed by one and all. We had a good sailing
breeze, even if not a fair one, but, alas, as we started to cross the North Channel several
breakfasts were forfeit to a lumpy sea. Apart from this it was an uneventful passage with
excellent progress being made past Rathlin and down the coast to Red Bay, where the tide
turned. With winds lightening, the tide strengthening, and the rain pouring down, we
reluctantly took off all sail and motored into Larne harbour at about 1800. As there had
been no chance to purchase even a loaf of bread since leaving Tobermory we were glad of the
opportunity to replenish fuel and victuals, and, for the first time since leaving Dublin, stock
up with John Jameson.
With a flat calm and pouring ram we elected.to stay at Lame, and gone were our
dreams of Ardglass by late in Friday evening, or even an all night passage. The skipper’s
wedding anniversary celebrations began to appear a remote dream as we consoled ourselves
in a hostelry in Red Bay, recommentied by our talkative taxi driver, who turned out to be
a good judge of a place, and furtherraore returned to collect us at the appointed hour. Of
course, by the time we were back aboard the rest of the passage was to be chicken-feed the weathermen were really promising north winds as Aedan and I again volunteered for
the first watch, and another early stazt.
It was another cool, grey morning as we worked out of Lame harbour and sailed close
inshore to avoid the full force of the ebb; progress was slow, but with Whitehead abeam as
we reached across Belfast Lough the tide slackened, and with a light breeze, northerly for
the first time, we sailed past the Copelands and Mew Island. Our arrival in Howth would
be too late for the skipper’s party, so he called Port Patrick, who obligingly made the
connection with Howth and his home, so that he could greet Elizabeth, wish her a happy
wedding anniversary, and a good party in his absence. With greetings over, the skipper
beaming and the northerly freshening we broke out the spinnaker and set off at a fair lick.
It was a light-hearted sail down the Irish Sea with a flood tide pushing us on, until,
alas, it was reported we were out of water for the John Jameson. A crisis meeting was held
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and it was decided without more ado that we must go alongside the South Rock lightship,
and trade beer for water; naturally our visit included a tour of the ship.
When we left we crammed on all sail to take advantage of the rest of the flood; we
knew we had the better course as we roared along at 10 knots plus, past a Dublin Bay
cruiser beating north with its rail well under. The spinnaker was held until we were abeam"
of Rockabill, when it was ’cooks to the galley’, and our last meal afloat, soup, new potatoes
boiled in sea water, cans of stew, and fresh bread, washed down with the best of red wine,
and suitable John Jamesons as follow-ups. By this time we were stemming the flood and
it was slow work past Lambay island and Ireland’s Eye into Howth harbour, where we tied
up alongside a trawler at 0100 Sunday, making such a noise that Elizabeth heard our
seamanlike language at home in Evora on Howth Hill.
A message of ’Welcome’ was signalled, but alas morse in Glens is not a normal means
of communication, and Derry and I could only note the exchange of signals between
Elizabeth and Patrick. We can only assume Elizabeth said ’splice the mainbrace’ as we
settled down to our last nightcap aboard, when clewed up, after a cruise full of interest,
made the more memorable by the surging, broaching spinnaker run from the Copelands to
the Rockabill on the last day.

GAY GANNET IN SCOTLAND
Written for Jack Wolfe by Peter Wolfe

See plan facing page 39.

This was Gay Gannet’s first expedition to Scotland and we all felt the time went too
quickly. Therefore it was a success. It was perhaps not particularly adventurous by some
standards but we were out to enjoy ourselves not to break records. Gay Gannet is a 7½ ton
Sterling by Holman and has been described in Gp. Captain Frank Tredrey’s account in the
1969 Annual, of delivering her to Ireland. The crew, not described elsewhere in print, due
probably to the Irish Censorship Board, were: Skipper Jack Wolfe and two of his sins,
Peter and Kenneth, Dick Coppinger a swarthy suntanned South African just finished his
Engineering Degree in Trinity, Dublin, and Keith Wilkinson the only one who looked the
part for a Scottish trip - bearded pipe-smoking "resident expert" extraordinary. He had
been awarded this dubious title because he always had a dryly funny and often convincing
answer to everything. Amazingly enough this crew of five big brutes did not seem to
overcrowd our big little ship.
We started our cruise late in the evening on Thursday 12th July - for obvious reasons
we couldn’t start the following day - and motored all the way in flat calm to Craighouse
on Jura. This motoring north stuff stuck for most of the trip and only when we finally
turned south did we pick up a decent sailing breeze. Having arrived in Craighouse on
Saturday morning to a scorching breakfast-in-the-cockpit day, we were mildly interested to
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see activity ashore. Army personnel were running hither and thither like Girl Guides at their
first camp and about 30 lunatics in running gear were seen bounding over the crest of the
nearest hill. Some time later Gay Gannet’s crew stepped shakily ashore after the long and
arduous voyage to touch foreign soil for the first time (and to have just one beer before
lunch). To our amazement we heard from the locals that the runners were still running and
that they would be for another few hours yet. This event was a Fell Race - 15 miles of
delightful Hebridean scenery including seven mountains to run up and roll down, with a
total climb of some 7500 ft. The Army were acting as Race Officials and stretcher-bearers.
Well, what could we do but have another beer and await the winner. He arrived at about
4 o’clock ... I believe.
The following day with a gale from the north forecast we fled to a safer anchorage the kelp in Craighouse makes the holding impossible even with a 50 ton fisherman’s anchor.
We were sluiced through the 10 miles of the Sound of Islay in an hour getting fairly flattened
by williwaws of unimaginable ferocity. A beat in more reasonable conditions brought us to
Loch Tarbert on the west side of Jura and the outstanding leading marks guided us safely
past all those barely submarine dangers to anchor between Gunhann Mor and Narrow Island.
Not only is this a safe and secluded anchorage but the scenery around it is of such mysterious
beauty that none would have objected had we been storm-bound there for a month. Alas,
our gale which arrived late that evening only held us there long enough to confirm our first
impressions of this delightful place. It blew north-east F.7 all the next day but it was clear
and sunny and very warm out of the wind. While Keith and Kenneth explored the hills on
the north shore, Dick and I made the 10 mile round trip to the top of one of the Paps of
Jura to the south. We used to think we were fit but we had to make frequent stops to gasp
for breath, incredulous of those Fell racing supermen. We eventually made it to the top
all right and it was well worth the effort for the view. On returning to the boat we heard
that the others had had an equally rewarding if much less energetic day seeing on their walk
a pair of peregrines and a majestic golden eagle. That evening after the gale had blown itself
out, we heard while we ate a well-earned dinner the raised beaches of graded stones rattling
as a small party of red deer picked their way eerily out of the dusky bracken to lick the salt
at the water’s edge. A full moon rising over the hills completed the serenity of that perfect
day in West Loch Tarbert.
Our next stop was only 10 miles ~way in the small island of Oronsay. The skipper has
had a long-standing invitation to visit Oronsay from an old friend David Todd of Glasgow
who has a summer cottage on the island. Unfortunately, David was not there but as he knew
we might call in, he had left bottles of Glenlivet 12 year old - a classic whisky, Keith assured
me - strategically scattered around the island. We anchored in crystal clear water in a sandy
cove and bagpipe music called us to the farm of Andrew McNeill. He knew who we were
and had the cork drawn by the time we reached the house. David has since told us that had
we gone to the other house on the island that the same would have happened. We spent the
afternoon there and Andrew arranged by ’phone for our stores to be left in the Post Office
in Colonsay.
After this warm hospitality we sailed on to Colonsay and stayed the night there,
collecting our stores and acquiring a bucket of prawns from a local trawler. From Colonsay
we motored (there being no wind) to Oban stopping briefly in Puildobhrain for tea and/or
gin at midday. In Oban we cleared customs at last and went on up the Sound of Mull to
Loch Aline where we met Peter and Ann Bunting and their crew aboard Sue. We spent a
memorable evening with them yarning and jarring. It was pouring rain all night and there
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was no better place for us than around that booze laden table in the lovely old saloon. Quite
suddenly it was 3 a.m. and long past a respectable time to go. Peter shone a spot-lamp to
show us the long and winding road to our boat 20 yds. away and there in splendid illumination
lay the stricken vessel in 2 ft. of muddy water. Low water, you see. Actually the bottom
shelves steeply and she’d swung in over the shallows to take the ground on the ebb. However,
this didn’t affect morale in our crew for a moment, although it might have caused some
dismay in our kind hosts. We hacked on regardless and woke in a floating ship which was
none the worse for her dry night. The same is not entirely true of her crew after their not
so dry night, but it was nothing a big breakfast didn’t cure.
It was still pouring rain that day so we had a valid excuse to get the Sue crew over for
a farewell gin at midday, and some time later we headed on to Tobermory through the
Scottish rain and mist. Tobermory harbour was very crowded with the survivors of West
Highland Week and we were lucky to find a parking space in a civilised depth, the centre of
the harbour being bottomless. We moved across next afternoon, again in the rain, to Loch
Drambuie at the entrance to Loch Sunart. This was a sheltered anchorage with a narrow
entrance and two waterfalls cascading from a high plateau a/4 mile away.
Our resident anglers were despatched in an abortive attempt to catch even one of the
many fish we saw shoaling as we came in. We were forced to dine on a two gallon curry which
was hot enough to bring tears to the eyes of a hard-bitten Bengali.
We left in the morning at 0715 after hearing the cheering forecast of fresh northerly
wind. At last we were to have a good day’s sailing and we ran under main and boomed-out
genoa a mere 62 miles in ten hours going outside Mull. With a fair tide going through the
Sound of lona it was very exhilarating if not a little terrifying watching the shells on the
sandy bottom flying by at 8 kn. just nine ft. below. A gybe then put us on a course north
of Colonsay and we sailed casually past those lurking obstacles to our old haven in West
Loch Tarbert, rounding up under the critical eye of a pair of seals.
Sunday was spent in Loch Tarbert enjoying the abundant wildlife and that strange
timelessness of wild places. In the late afternoon, much to our disgust, three other yachts
had the audacity to anchor in our bay. Keith and the skipper had been out in the dinghy
catching mackerel using a trace of six ’feathers’ and passed by one of the yachts to say
"hello". The newly arrived Clyde Cruising Club visitor was clearly taken aback at the
bucket of fish and looking at our fishing tackle said "Where we come from they call those
’Bloody Butchers’," to which Keith replied quietly "Where we come from they call them
’Scotch Feathers’." Anyway, none of the fish went to waste.
On Monday, a sail in light nor’easterlies took us via the Sound of Islay back to
Craighouse on the other side of Jura to replenish stores. We ran out of wind in the afternoon
and motored the last mile in flat calm. At Craighouse we met Sue and Alan Martin and
their family who had just arrived off the ferry with their very powerful speedboat and
water-skiing equipment. Not very long after that meeting Jura saw its first ever water-skiers
in action - Dick, Ken and myself. Alan made a serious attempt at burning up all the island’s
petrol supply in his 85 h.p. outboard both that evening and again the next morning when
the weather was still dead calm. The locals were delighted by the spectacle and one asked
me in the pub that night when was I going to do some more ’surfing’. As a small return for
such fun, we took the whole Martin clan out on Gay Gannet to fish and visit Lowlandman’s
Bay about 3 miles north of Craighouse - another lovely spot with a cove at its entrance
giving good shelter in southerlies.
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Having left our friends ashore we said "au revoir" to them and to Scotland and motored
out across a motionless sea bound for Port St. Mary. We picked up a northerly breeze that
night and ran under spinnaker for 14 hours till lunchtime the following day (Wednesday, the
25th). The wind failed us then and we had to call upon the iron topsail to do the needful
and take us on to Port St. Mary arriving at 1600.
That last evening was spent in the fine company of Heather and Bill King (late of Dublin)
and it was only when we were leaving their house near midnight that we realised it was
blowing hard from the north-west. This made it dangerous for us all to get aboard so I was
volunteered to row out in the headlights of Heather’s car and to stay aboard while Heather
and Bill bedded the rest of the mob. "Sharp blast, soon past," they say and by 0700 it was
safe to get the crew on board. The Kings drove them down at that time and then sailed out
in their own boat Brunhilde to see us off in style. This fine farewell must have pleased the
gods because we made Howth in 10 hours after a lively reach in the last of the previous
night’s nor’westerly blast. If cruises must end it’s always good to get a fast passage to sign
off with and this was our good fortune.

STAGS, SGURRS AND SKIANAGHS
Wild Goose in Scotland
by Wallace Clark

Part 1 - Coleraine to Barra
If 1972 was a bye year when 1 failed to get Wild Goose into the water, 1973 may be
remembered as a vintage one. Four weeks in Scotland gave some fog and a lot of sun, a
dozen new islands, three new mountains, four crew changes, and a day’s stalking to think
about the time we got back.
In June it was a matter of whether fitting out would be completed at all. In addition to
all the usual jobs, there was a new hollow mast to be stepped, sized for rigging, and restepped
before it could be tuned in a berth at the Marina in Coleraine.
The crew assembled on Friday 8th July, about 5 p.m. to sail that evening, but there
were so many things to be got that we split up at dusk, and starting at dawn worked steadily
all next morning, "Will he never get away?" said Harry’s wife after lunch, as she brought
the third car load of last-minute items. At four o’clock the last shackle pin went into the
shrouds; at one minute past four we slipped for - where? - anywhere. There were charts
of Donegal, Sligo and Galway, the east coast, and of Scotland on board, food for ten days,
and a vague ambition to get to Barra. We motored straight to windward down the Bann and
sh~pped the first water over our bow in the swell at the Barmouth. It was just too late to
get the east-going tide to Rathlin, but with a light N.W. wind we could lay the course for
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Islay. By ten o’clock we had made the crossing and were approaching the Otter Rock on the
east coast. Most of the mountain of gear which had been hastily thrown into the cabin was
stowed. A rdmore bay is an excellent passage anchorage. Compared to Port Ellen, which
takes you well off track, it involves only a minimum deviation immediately beyond
’Squarebash’ Island (Chart name Chreabach, beside Chuirn - too difficult for non-gaels)
at the east point of lslay. Ghosting in under the steep cliff on the south side at 2.00 a.m.
the low swell seemed to envelop us, moving voluptuously like a girl’s bottom shimmering in
a night club. Islay lay all around us in great velvety folds in the uncertain starlight. The breeze
¯ rustled among the trees at the head of the bay like a child sleeping. However, my bunk seemed
every more seductive than the view, for we had a very short spell before it was time to catch
the tide up lslay Sound. In the dawn light three hours later the sea looked hard and cold,
each ripple a black snake silhouetted against the sunrise.
The sky was filled with cold brilliant green on three sides, with a striped gold sunrise as
the fourth wall. Tony Harvey’s bearded silhouette appeared out of the fore hatch and he and
I tagged on the chain together. A ’Cocky’ or New Zealand farmer, he was born in the
Sounds in the South Island and has messed about in boats all his life. Harry Woodhead woke
up and looked out of the main hatch like a seal coming up to breathe. He had steered the
whole way from Coleraine to Islay yesterday; with Bert McMinn still in his sack, but very
much in charge of the engine, this was one of the best crews Wild Goose had had for many
a year.
It was daylight as we passed the great bare hillsides, marked with treed corries and
abandoned crofts, backing Proaig Bay south of McArthur Head. By seven o’clock we were
through the sound; by eleven we had passed inside Colonsay and began to untangle the
rocks in the approach to lona. Visibility was poor, and the vital thing is to find the one
beacon in the area, known to successive [¢ild Goose crews as the Monk’s Organ. "What a
peculiar name for a beacon" said Harry seriously, looking over my shoulder at the chart.
At last the rock appeared low and black, sitting on a pyramid of foam, covered in
cormorants, the rusty erection on its peak. We stopped the engine, as the sun came out
and lunched lazing towards the Sound of lona in the most delightful conditions. It is little
islands that make the best sailing; mountain slopes and sounds, like Islay and Jura are
impressive, but narrow waters like the short cut between Erraid and Eilean na Muc with its
red rocks, intricate periphery, and crystal water make for intriguing passages. The chart
on your knees, "Starboard a bit", then "Port a bit", "Give that point a berth and steer for
the dark water in the middle;" So we came to Iona.
The crew landed to explore while I had a sleep and did some more tidying up on
board. We went to Evensong in the Cathedral and drank Glenlivet with Ian McKenzie, a
Skianagh who now summers on Iona. A yachtsman of note, he has done many passages in
Sea Bear and gave us good advice about getting to Tiree the next day. We spent the night
in the Bull Hole with the tide gurgling past the anchor chain and little enough room to swing,
but somehow one does not seem to get pushed towards the rocks there, and the stream itself
keeps you straight. Our spJaerical anchor buoy t~pped maddeningly against the hull for half
the night, but what’s everyone’s business is no one’s business, and no one went to move it. I
felt cold and reluctant to get up when the alarm went at 0530. We skirted past Woman’s
Island; bare rocks where, as Tony remarked, the girls must have had a lean time unless the
monks came over from Iona fairly often. In a grey following sea and bad visibility we headed
on the 18 mile leg Tiree. None of us had been there before - the charts I had ordered
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hadn’t arrived so the only guide was a 1942 blue back of very small scale. The old argument
as to whether the marks around shoreline were rocks or fly blows became more than
academic. It took a long time to find the entrance to Scarinish. We reached up and down
the low Icelandic-looking shoreline three times, as close as we dared, then hove to. Finally
Reeds gave the clue, a white tower with red fight just south of the harbour. It was so small
and off-white that we’d looked at it several times without knowing what it was. On the
exact bearing a rocky slit opens up. We handed the main, put on the echo sounder and
crept in past reefs to port. Inside it is very like Inishturk, a sandy fan-shaped bay and rough
pier. It rained incessantly. Should we push on to Barra that day? The wind was gusting up
from E.S.E. and would give us a fine sail, but possibly a difficult landfall. An old longshoreman in the hotel bar solved the problem for us. Gripping my hand with bony fingers, he
told us about a passage he and his wife had done in a 16 ft. dinghy from here to Barra a
couple of years before. "There will be a very hefty sea by tonight at Barra", he told me.
"Did you never hear the saying, "Keep your boat safe and you’ll get a day to sail her". "
We relaxed and listened to stories of splash netting salmon in Lough Sunart, dodging bailiffs
and gathering shell fish on islands far away. There is a sort of general island camaradie in
Scotland which I have not detected among Irish islanders. Digs McAlister was our informant,
a Mull man, who knew every nook of the Tiree shoreline and has made a living on most
of the islands in the west at one time or another. Ian McKenzie, born a Skianagh (Skye man
to you) became an ’Ionagh’ and now farms on Tiree, has land on CoU, and winters near
Crinan. There are many of similar experience. Irish islands are more scattered and it is very
rare to find a man knowing more than one, or at most one small group. Digs kept us
amused for an hour or two, sinking beer after beer with a practised hand, then we
explored a bit in the rain. The modern pier at the south side of Gott Bay is away from the
houses, and unattractive. Tiree looked dull that day; one got no sort of feel of it in the filthy
weather, which was disappointing, for it must be delightful in sun; the name is like my old
favourite Tory off Donegal, and the places have similarities - they are both long and flat,
both strongholds of Balor, king of those mysterious Fomorian pirates, who must have had
a fine time of it three thousand years ago.
In the evening the wind settled a bit, but the visibility grew worse and was less than a
mile most of the time. Would it be foolhardy to push forward in such conditions? The Met.
Office at the airport were far from encouraging, saying that this type of weather might
prevail for two or three days. We decided to dry out at the quay where we were and try
and go on in the morning. By six o’clock Wild Goose was hard aground. "Dinna fash yerself",
said Digs McAllister, as I fussed about taking halliards to the quay and seeing how she was
lying. "She will be purrfeckly all right"; And she was. At 0405 next morning we slipped,
visibility was a little bit better and the wind light. We were on a compass course almost as
soon as we left the h~bour mouth. At 0455 we made our f’wst buoyfali, fmding the one
which marked the passage through Gunna Sound. Visibility at this stage must have been
three miles or so and we could push on with a little more confidence, with a slight south
wind ruffling the water. At 0545 Gunna buoy was abeam to starboard.
Bert calculated the course of 325°M for Castlebay, Barra. Hands for breakfast, bacon
and eggs, Tony to dramomine. At this stage I took the precaution strongly recommended
to other skippers of hanging a noose over the lower spreader, and pointing out to Harry
what would happen if he strayed half a point off course. It is a lot cheaper than radar and
never fails. An hour later we had lost Tiree and were moving steadily over faint swell.
Waking up from an after breakfast zizz, I looked for a long time at the clock saying 8.15
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before I could work out if it was a.m. or p.m. It seemed incredible that it was so early in the
day. How pleasant it is to slip into the passage-making frame of mind when all one cares about
is winds and tides, moonlight, daylight and dark. I lay snug in my new sleeping bag while
Harry steered, Bert dealt with a petrol stoppage and Tony slept in the foc’sle. Visibility wasn’t
good but we had a calm sea and fair wind. It was an effort to get up and do some paper work;
we needed something to amplify the chart. From the Scottish Coast Pilot I was able to draw
a plan of Barra showing the position and height of each mountain, and of the off lying rocks
in much greater detail than on the blue back. This was a trick which Miles Smeeton told me
he used to have to do when short of charts on long ocean passages, one which I never had
the time or need to do myself befor,~. It was quite an amusing exercise, and a good way of
getting the features into one’s head. At 8.40 a cliff came out of the murk, miles ahead, facing
south probably Barra Head. It soon disappeared: half an hour later visibility came and went
for a spell giving a set of bearings on blobs on the bow which I could not identify for sure,
then it dosed down as thick as ever, but there seemed no reason to alter course. By ten
o’clock with various bits of mist-blurred land in sight it was the white patch on the east side
of Sanderay which locked the identification; but Bert’s course was still the fight one. Then
it closed down thicker than ever. At 1210 we picked the Bo Vic Chuan buoy exactly on the
bow half a mile ahead. Harry’s neck was safe, and only the mainbrace required splicing. It
was wet and misty as we sailed into a bay, the famous Kisimul castle looking dull from
seaward but a little more dramatic a:~ we came abreast of it. Three small boys berthed us,
then came on board. Well mannered they spoke English in the slowish slightly formal way
of the native Gaelic speaker, and primed us with information about the island. It is of
course called after an Irish seafarer, 3t. Finbarr. The parish priest came by, gave us fish for
tea, and invited us to the social that evening at which he would be M.C. We explored the
castle containing the oldest 1oo and the wettest dungeon in the world, both flushed by the
tide. It is one of those places that look better on a coloured postcard than in real life. We
went to the social in the evening, very much like a West of Ireland airneal - the Gaelic
songs were the best, with the lilt and movement of the sea swell we’d been gliding over all
day - one lady dancer elected to c~,~nge her clothes behind a crack in the panelling
exactly in line where Bert and I were sitting. We hid our eyes of course, but she did it so
often it was hard to remember each ~5me. In the morning we dodged through the drunks
on the pier and went for a trip on the combined post van and bus round the island, a
succession of sounds, bays, white craved beaches and intimate piers but we never saw the
hilltops clear - the mist hung low all day.
We left Barra at 1400 sorry not to be seeing more of the Outer Hebrides, but we had to
be home on Saturday, and it was now Wednesday. The choice was another day here
followed by a direct passage home, or a passage down the sounds which none of the crew
had seen, so we picked the sounds and had a long lazy afternoon crossing the Sea of the
Hebrides. In due course the Cairns of Coil came up on the starboard bow, with the
magnificent towers of Rhum swathed as usual in clouds on the port hand. It was a dull
passage with none of the excitement and concentration on accuracy of the outward leg.
At this stage, the first few days of a trip, I find myself spending every spare minute
splicing and whipping, varnishing and carpentering, finishing all the little non-vital jobs
which had to be neglected during fitting out. Later, after the halfway mark I weaken and
say "That’ll do until we get home", and cease to be quite so industrious. Bert kept going
all the time, fixing echo sounders, clocks, deck leaks, dynamos, with equal speed and
efficiency. We had sort of planned to spend the evening in Tobermory, but found ourselves
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a bit north of track as we lifted Muck, a green and black chunky jewel rising out of the low
swell. The Sailing Directions were discouraging about the anchorage, and all I had was the
old Blue Back, but the wind was now light northerly and it sounded as if we could get into
the creek (hopefully not up it). Just at dusk we were approaching the angle where the
entrance ought to be. There was an increasing swell and nothing looked clear. I began to
call myself several sorts of fool for thinking we could guess our way past the protective
reefs in the falling light. Then we saw a dinghy out hauling lobster pots in a choppy sea, a
camper, I thought, for it seemed unlikely that the island would be inhabited.
"Keep the house in line with the wood", the rower said "Wood?", I asked him to
repeat, for it seemed such an unlikely place to find trees, but sure enough there was a
wood, and it led us into a sheltered V shaped bay. There was a community of about thirty
on the island, and a cheerful crowd of visitors who had been playing badminton in an
empty haybarn. The view from the neck of the island behind the bay was particularly fine,
the sea a silvery path like a bridal train leading up the Sounds of Sleat behind the cockscomb Sgurr of Eigg, while Rhum’s crown of cloud looking as if it were a huge breaking
wave about to engulf the whole island. Peter McPhee, the rower who had given us the
directions, came on board, and we finished just about every drop of booze on board before
turning in at midnight.
It was a foggy passage next morning starting at 0700 on a compass course with log
streamed to Ardnamurchan. In light winds it took nearly five hours to reach Tobermory.
There Bert did some engine maintenance including changing over the petrol pump to try
and get clear of the petrol stoppages, and we sailed away in the afternoon tide. A long dull
afternoon motoring in rain and mist. At Duart I wondered whether we should anchor, as
visibility was very bad and night was dropping in; could we make another seven or ten miles
to one of the possible anchorages without being caught. An hour later we crept past the
south tip of Kerrera and just reached Barnacaryn at the entrance to Loch Feochan before
it was too dark to see anymore. We now had two days to get back to Ireland, and were in
waters where it was vital to work the tide, so it was another 5.00 a.m. start, once again a
blind wet fog, thick salt dew on every rope and stay, the deck swimming with moisture.
After half an hour the houses of the slate factory at Easdale came up out of the brume to
port, but disappeared a few minutes afterwards as we set out on the two mile leg for
Fladda. There was a jumpy sea and pouring rain; Tony stood on the bow, his eyes popping
out as he stared ahead, the raindrops dripping off his beard.
He had pulled a tiny black oilskin cap out of the collar of the woollen cocky shirt he
had worn night and day all the trip. I had one too, so we both smelled the same - they are
"almost as waterproof as oilskins. We glimpsed the Nuadh Bogar buoy to starboard, made a
minor correction and hoped we were heading for the narrows. Yesterday the petrol
stoppages had become so frequent that I was now runfii,ng the engine on syphon out of a
jerrican lashed to the chart table until we could make proper repairs. This worked faultlessly,
but we kept a fire extinguisher poised above it, and it is really only a calm water expedient.
The tide ran faster and faster as we began to look out for the twin lights which mark the
entrance to the sound of Jura. Fladda when we did see it came up like a yellow moon high
above our heads through the mist about 70 yards away, as the tide swirled around us at some
6 knots, li was an exciting moment, perhaps a bit too exciting, but after that conditions
rapidly got m4ach easier. By nine o’clock we were passing Scarba, the water calm and the
breeze on the beam. I had been in two minds as to whether it was worth taking Wild Goose
all the way back to Ireland as I was due back on the Scottish coast with the family on
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Monday or Tuesday. The sight of the boat-yard at Crinan and yachts on moorings clinched
the decision, so we turned in east and threaded our way through the Dorus Mhor and
anchored in the bay. That rather sadly, was the end of this particular leg of the trip, an
energetic seven days. Bert found a new filter in the yard and fitted it there and then
which has solved the petrol problem. The trouble all stemmed from the old filter bowl having
become obsolete and elements unobtainable. We left Wild Goose on her own anchors in
Crinan harbour with the yacht yard keeping an eye on her and next day caught the ferry
from Campbeltown to Red Bay.
While we were away, there was a stiff north-east blow, but Wild Goose did not shift.
While we were away, whatever else I was doing, there was an image in the back of my mind
of a white hull drawn out by long spars, and of shapely bows pointing towards the islands.
I suppose most owners have the same sort of picture most of the season.
Part II - Lazing Round Lorne
My wife,. June and I, returned four days later with a complicated programme of
meetings ahead with sons and school friends. Spent a day and a half topping up with
various last-minute items at the friendly and obliging boatyard, watching yacht after yacht
come out from the canal. It was the day after the Tobermory race and many late-comers
were still heading north. It was fun at first, and then we got rather tired of seeing yacht
after yacht all smarter and newer looking than Wild Goose spew forth with snarling pulpits
and crews so efficient and eager they made us feel quite tired. To compensate, we had a
gastronomic indulgence with prawns by the bucketful from a fishing boat.
We had brought the car with us this time and drove over to look at Tayvallich, a bay
of which I had heard so much, but never had an opportunity to visit. To a yacht bound
north it is something of a blind alley and a detour which one generally wishes to avoid,
but its fir-lined tranquility is something which reminds me of Mulroy Bay, and made us
determined to make an opportunity to call there by sea. On the Thursday we headed north
inside Luing and up to Shuna where we found Eddie and Fiona Gully, just back by motor
boat from lona; later they entertained us in their huge castle perched on the crest of the
island among trees and pastures. This was leisurely honeymoon sort of cruising in complete
contrast to the rush the previous week. The high hinterland of Lorne with its many bays
makes the most delightful surroundings and Shuna seems to have everything an island
could want; Eider ducks with their ¢oung swam around the shore behind us. A heron
flapped slowly low over the water. A tern perched on our ensign staff like a ballet dancer.
Beside us was Luing, famous for its special cattle and rich pastures, north of us Torsay
with its Viking associations and ancient castle. We could hear the swell murmur on half a
dozen islands as we settled down to sleep. We bathed in the cold clear waters before
breakfast, and had time to really tidy up and get ready for the new crew.
Eddie and Fiona came out for a drink before lunch, and Eddie told us of his cruise to"
Ireland when he had been caught at Rathmullen during hurricane Hazel about ten years ago.
The first inkling of bad weather came at the mouth of the Swilly so they made for
Rathmullan; there he heard the forecast of F.I 0 or 11. Locals scoffed at the idea that such
winds ever blew there and took little notice. He was wise enough to lay his boat at high
water alongside the solid part of Rathmullan pier and took a room ashore for the night. In
the moming the dinghy lying astern was completely hidden by drifting sand, and the decks
were covered by gravel, but the boat was undamaged. Unfortunately, it has been his only
chance to visit the Donegal coast.
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Cuan Sound was something I had not tackled before, but with Eddie’s reassurance we
headed north for it after lunch. The tide piled up as predicted on the black rocks of An
Cleiteadh at the turn of the narrows and the flurries plucked at our tiller. We managed to
make the turn and were borne in a few minutes clear out again to the open sea. Pool Doran
was filled with a forest of masts seen over the islands. After Shuna’s tranquility we were
not anxious to spend the night in crowded surroundings and were lucky to find at the entrance
to Kerrera Sound, at Galanan, a deserted bay well sheltered from the north winds. There we
lay surrounded by the huge boulders and forests trees of the shoreline, beside the transatlantic cable station, lulled to sleep by the cry of gulls nesting on the limpet shaped islet
beside us.
In the morning Miles (13) and Neil, his school friend, joined us by road. We lunched at
anchor off Oban waterfront and had an afternoon’s yachting with Neil’s family down the
sound. It was the first time for ages we had been out for a sail, as opposed to being on
passage, and found the most delightful conditions with a moderate breeze and calm water,
with racing dinghies and many cruising yachts around us for variety. In the evening having
landed the visitors we headed west and found that Wild Goose took us on a comfortable
fetch right to the entrance of "L.och Don. We anchored just inside th~ bay in a breeze
which had suddenly gusted up to F.6 or so. We bought a huge bucket of winkles as hors
d’oeuvre for dinner and shared them with the crew of a folk boat which came in beside us.
Seeing the building on the point marked ’Pub’ we rowed ashore for the usual in the evening,
and were pleasantly surprised to find Lionel Leslie from Glasslough, Co. Monaghan, living
there alongside his famous stone seal carved on the rocks which is a great draw for pleasure
boats with visitors from Oban. In response to our request for a drink he told us that he
had lost his licence for riotous behaviour, and when we looked surprised, he hastily added
that this had been 70 years ago when the pub was a meeting place for cattle drovers. We
saw his museum, his paintings and carvings. Before lunch next day we had time to climb a
thousand feet or so up the nearest hill. Near its crest in thick bracken we surprised a stag
who bolted from under our feet, his antlers glistening in their soft grey velvet as if haloed. ,
It was Sunday afternoon, but we had learnt that Duart Castle would be open and reached
gently up past the entrance to the sound to anchor off the steps. This is a magnificent
example of a restored castle, well worth a visit. We enjoyed seeing the cells, with Armada
figures suitably weighed with bilboes, and the magnificent drawing room, the headquarters
of the Clan McLean.
Lismore beckoned us in the evening and we had a spanking sail before a fresh south
wind up Loch Linnhe. Just at dusk we came into Port Moralachd near the north-east end
of the island. Had not liked to stop earlier in less sheltered places as there was talk of
strong winds, although we really did not mean to go so far up; it turned out to have been
well worth it for this delightful anchorage lies under 200 ft. cliffs covered in rowan and
holly beside a ferny glen marked with ruined limekilns and traces of abandoned crofts. We
had a leisurely day there picnicing on a sunbathed rock in the middle of the bay, shoals of
sand eels around us were so thick that they darkened the clear bottom of the bay. The
mackerel were leaping right out of the water, so ferociously were they feeding and our net
produced 19 in 2½ minutes, the quickest haul ever. Seals stared at us from outer reefs, and
the gulls yelled at us in chorus like slow hand-clapping. Lismore is a most delightful island,
full of little bays, cliffs, castles and caves, and one which you would easily bypass on
passage. Away to the north-east smiling in the sun stretched entrance to the Great Glen.
Mile after mile of calm blue water with rows of mountains on either side. At the extremity
forty miles away a patch of brilliant sun touched the water and hills with gold. If I ever get
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to heaven, which becomes more and more unlikely, I am sure the entrance will be like that.
It would be nice to think that the qualifiers will get there by sea.
In the late afternoon we motored down the calm sound towards Craignure where we
had our next rendezvous. Our wake spread out until it seemed to cover the whole width of
the loch. Bow wave, second bow wave, stern wave, and dinghy bow wave, each raising its
interrupted chain of dark ripples on the even surface of the bay, constantly moving in a
balanced pattern. There was just time to anchor and explore Achadon castle at the south
end, inhabited by that famous warrior Bishop Leslie the forebear of Lionel Leslie whom
we had met the day before, and neighbours of ours at home. This was the main bishopric
of the isles in medieval times. It was sited there because of the proximity of the
Columban chapel. Columba put his chapel there on Bemara because it was at a sea
crossroads where the coastal sounds meet the Great Glen, We walked towards the castle
over 50 yards of crackling brown seaweed, a carpet covering flat rocks at low water, put up
a couple of snipe in the bog and climbed a steep stone ramp to the castle itself which has a
view extending from Jura in the south to the mountains of Mull in the west, Ben Nevis and
the serried peaks of Morvern to the nqrth and east. There was just time to visit the Columban
site in a narrow niche on the islet before sailing in the dusk three miles to Craignure. We
brought up a hundred yards offshore beside the pier groping our way in, guided by, hotel
and houselights.
Part IH - Schoolboys to Skye
Craignure is,an excellent place for stores; a supermarket with good groceries, a garage
who obligingly charged our batteries and supplied us with petrol; and water at the pier. At
one o’clock up came the ferry; we were sad to say goodbye to Neill, but glad to see Bruce
(15) and another school friend Ian arrive full of energy and enthusiasm after a week at
school camp. June cooked a celeblation lunch, and with a light north-east wind we set out
hopefully on the passage north. Skye was the object, and if conditions had allowed we
intended to go non-stop; but the breeze was light, the clutch of the engine kept slipping, the
wind headed us at every bend; the tide didn’t seem to be much help and by eight o’clock
we were only as far as the south end of Calf Island and everybody had had enough sea for
one day. I was tempted to try Calf Sound in the hope of a short cut getting us to Tobermory
to dine ashore. The pillar at the base of the beacon to starboard was just showing, the
Sailing Directions said that when it was covered there was 6 ft. in the passage. In we went,
but came to an abrupt halt well short of the narrows. A lot of tugging and kedging failed to
move her. No one was unduly worried as the tide was rising, but we would have been a long
time getting off if a friendly boat-load of lobster fishermen had not come and taken a warp
to a rock on the mainland side which heeled her enough to get off. We sounded the
narrows carefully and came to the conclusion that although we had come in initially too
close to the island there was still not enough water to get through, so the only thing was to
go on round the island. June, meanwhile had saved the situation by cooking a magnificent
dinner, and dusk found us among 30 other yachts at Tobermory. We rolled fiercely in the
night and no one slept very well. I awoke feeling full of gloom for the wind was still in the
north and Skye seemed a very long way away. The clutch had done so badly that I wondered
whether we were going to have any engine left at all after another day, and how on earth
was I going to amuse this crew with so many different tastes. Decided to hope for the best
with the clutch rather than spend all day on repairs which might well be fruitless. After a
little shopping we got under way to see what conditions were like, then of course our anchor
was foul and it took an hour to clear it working in very deep water with a not very sympathetic
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neighbour. However, at last we were away thankful to be clear of such an unlucky port, and
since the wind was still much too strong ahead to try round Ardnamurchan made the classic
manoeuvre and spent the day in Loch Sunart. It turned out warm and sunny and we had a
pleasant reaching wind, so that we sped up the loch well heeled in calm water among grey
boulders and pine covered points. Again it reminds us of Mulroy Bay, but ten times as big.
After threading our way with tacks inches short of sheer rocks in the narrows east of
Risga, we anchored in a bay off Dunghallain beside as perfect a small yacht anchorage I have
ever seen, a lagoon landlocked by three small islands, surrounded in pine trees. It looked a
little narrow for Wild Goose so we explored by dinghy.
Apart from picking attractive surroundings we also picked a place directly in the lee of
the highest mountain Ben Laga. Two thousand feet above us as I lay back in the bracken
I could see the clouds suddenly go into nose dives and loop the loop in the turbulence above
the mountain; we soon found what happened at sea level; gusts of F.8 and even 9 came
roaring along the Loch first from east, then from west. Wild Goose swung the full scope
of her chain in opposite directions until eventually we had to pin her down with a second
pick. The mainsail was torn out of its lashings and you could hardly stand up on deck, then
a minute later all was calm, but it was hardly a restful berth.
The forecast spoke of lighter winds veering west, and it seemed worth having a look at
Ardnamurchan when the tide began to ebb north during the late afternoon. Once under
way 1 sat at ease in the cabin while Ian steered assisted by Bruce, all the way down the
20 mile leg from where we lay to the point itself. Then we hit broken water, steep out of all
proportion to the strength of the wind, as we started the long beat round. The wind was
still north but all the crew seemed keen to function. I had it in mind to run back into
Kilbaan bay on the south side of Ardnamurchan if conditions were bad but if we’d done so,
the chances of making Skye next day would be slim. Then the clew ring on the jib split
suddenly, the bronze sheered across as if cut with a saw. This left us with only the tiny
storm jib, and slowed us considerably, but she still dipped her head into an odd one, the lee
deck was awash and spume was flying over the bow. Miles was steering, edging her up to
windward in the puffs like an old hand. "This is the sort of sailing I love", he said. However,
he was not very keen on going below when his stint was over, nor were the others. That
was our weakness. The wind showed no signs of slacking off, and it was going to take three
or four hours at this pace to reach Muck. The boys were so game that I hated the thought
of over-taxing their strength, but there seemed to be no alternative, other than turning tail
which would have been very bad for morale. What.to do? Suddenly browsing through the
Clyde Cruising Club I saw a reference to Sana Bay "secure in all winds". This is something
which one might never guess from the chart which showed a tiny niche 1½ miles north of
Ardnamurchan. Would it do us? It was ten o’clock, and already beginning to get dark; we
had about three miles to go. It didn’t look a very easy place to get into in daylight and in
the dark might well prove impossible, but I started the engine and we forced on racing
against the setIing sun. Ardnamurchan light went by two hundred yards to leeward, then
we had to keep out to avoid the sunken reef of Bo Kora Ben; we spotted the sands
mentioned in the Sailing Directions. June identified the three little islands which we had
to pass to starboard, then the low reef we were supposed to anchor behind. All hands
on deck; Ian came out of his bunk to help with the lookout and get the mainsail down.
It jammed, and the skipper cursed it and everyone around him until at last it was freed.
Bruce got the tyers on, as we rolled in a ground swell. The whole approach was in shallow
water not more than 2 fathoms, but the swell seemed to stop as we got further in. We
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rounded the reef, and a length inside it the anchor went down. It was eleven o’clock and an
enormous relief to find that with the low black rocks to seaward we lay quietly, head to
wind. fan took out the second anchor on our longest warp. As 1 coiled down in the cockpit,
the cabin with its gently swaying paraffin lights looked wonderfully snug and orderly:
with hands and faces glowing from fourteen hours of wind and spray we gathered below
for a cup of cocoa and a tot all round before turning in. Good old Wild Goose.t The engine
had done much better than yesterday just when we needed it. Everyone had had a good
day. I need have had no forebodings that morning if I’d remembered her extraordinary
capacity for making everyone from duchesses to dustmen have fun on board.
1 have never been more glad to find an anchorage in my life. Bless whoever wrote that
particular bit of the C.C.C. Directions which literally took us by the hand and guided us in.
In the morning the bay rather reminded me of Culdaff in Donegal. long stretches of
sand, high hillsides with grey rocks and a few trees and one or two cottages interspersed
with holiday houses along the shore. We got away at nine o’clock and started the long beat
towards Eigg. It was tempting to stop short at Muck or go for somewhere like Moidart on
the mainland. Eigg would leave us much better placed for Skye. By one o’clock we were
beating inside Eilean Chathastail into South Bay which seemed much bigger than it looked
on the chart. We brought up in 3 fathoms just south of the narrows, and the day suddenly
became warm and sunny. There were a number of yachts north of the point, for Eigg is
right on the route between Tobermory and Skye and gets a lot of callers. The nearest shop
was two miles away but we had enough stores not to bother, so climbed the Sgurr, a quick
scamper of a couple of hours through woods at first then bog and bracken, and finally bare
heather slopes. It is an extraordinary lump of ridged pitchstone perched overhanging the
top of the island. The geologists say that thousands of years ago this was a river bottom, a
fact hard for the mind to take in. We could and did take in the view of the "Cocktail Group"
- who on earth ever decided to call these huge lumps ’The Small Isles’. After we got down
and lay sunbathing on the rocks by the shore, the wind seemed to back westerly, so we set
off in high spirits bound at last direct for Skye. However, as soon as we got clear of the
lee the wind was north again, and it was a long beat in a blue bouncy sea; the sun sank in
a welter of crimson, vanished under a tremulous pink sky. A greyish violet curtain rose to
the zenith as we beat slowly inside the Point of Sleat at last light. Mallaig was a possibility,
but it sounded too much like a busy fishing port; the gas cooker had developed a leak, but
I thought we might lose a whole day getting it repaired if we were tempted to go in to
where a fitter was available. We nosed into the black cliffs just north of Ard Thurinish
where the depth was a convenient 3 fathoms and there were a few lights ashore, but
although the chart showed clean water at the cliff bases it was so dark that ! got frightened,
for we could not be sure of our location within a hundred yards or two: we took the
sensible course of going on up to the lit pier at Armadale. As we were approaching it after
midnight, motor-sailing fast closehauled, I heard a sound like an express train alongside.
Funnily enough the sound could not be heard at all from the middle of the cockpit by
the tiller, and everyone thought ! was imagining it until I discovered a huge fisherman’s
buoy and warp caught under our bottom. I eventually had to cut it clear and was relieved
to find that it had not got round the screw. In the morning we found ourselves in delightful
surroundings anchored off the trees which surround Castle Armadale with the mountains
of the Sound of Sleat extending beyond us on either hand. We left the buoy on the pier
hoping the owner might reclaim it, and found a good shop nearby so gnjoyed fresh milk
once again as well as eggs and bread which had run low. It was a leisurely morning as the
tides did not turn north until after lunch and I was able to have a really hard go at finding
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the gas leak. This had caused a minor explosion in the oven when June was cooking, and
breakfast had been heated over an army cooker in the cockpit. Finding the leak is the sort
of job which I never seem to have time to do at home, but three hours later on the third
complete strip and check of every joint with soap and water I found the fault on the bottom
tap. I had been looking forward to giving the old cooker a good throwing overboard and
ordering a new one, but it would have been a considerable nuisance all told, and when
finally the tap was ground in by half an hour’s steady rotating in brasso the cooker was as
tight as new again. The skipper was insufferably pleased with himself at such a demonstration
of mechanical skill. Above all we had been saved the tedium of going ashore for help, and
the hold-up which this always involves. The wind was still north but very light, and we
motored up the sound in a calm sea and sunny conditions. Row upon row of hills and
mountains, silvery loughs and peaceful bays made us realize why it had been worth all the
effort to get to Skye.
The narrows of Kyle Rea produced no fireworks, but we could see the strength of the
tide by whirling vortexes alongside and the speed at which we were being swept past the
land. The last time I came through here was twenty years ago almost to a day on the way
back from Norway in Caru, but we were tired and rushed then, and my memory of the
magnificence of the scenery had faded. Here one felt very much in a flooded valley,
mountains rising high and sheer on either hand, their tops swathed in mist and their sides
clothed in heather, grass and small stunted trees. We turned at right angles at the north of
the Kyle to find unbelievably that we were headed again, so beat the last four miles up to
Kyleakin. I was looking out by this stage for somewhere it would be safe to leave the boat
and tacked into Loch na Beiste where a couple of boats appeared to be laid up on moorings;
it was one possibility, but a mile or so from the nearest house, so we rounded the old
Danish princess’s castle guarding the narrows, and slipped into the small bag beside the
terry landing. It was filled with fishing boats in a double trot extending from a new pier on
the south side. There was a rusty buoy in the middle with a berth between it and the one
ahead, and in a few minutes we were tied up bow and stern, with the shops and busy traffic
of Kyleakin beside us. Beside us lay an old yacht, The Fairy, virtually unaltered since when
she was built for some keen young Corinthian about 1910; not very smart to outward
appearances, but as fine a shape of a hull as I have seen in many a year, her lines drawn out
by long bowsprit. Alistair McDonald aged 16 from Glasgow, was keeping an eye on her
while the owner was away, and he readily agreed to look after Wild Goose. The ferry
company next morning gave us permission to stay on the buoys, and that problem was
solved. Transport home was the next one. We soon discovered Skye completely closes down
on Sundays, and the air service is infrequent and expensive. There is no steamer service
between Skye and Mull except via Stornoway, a bus takes all day to get to Glasgow; but
Mr. McClelland of Bellanoch near Crinan, who had helped us before, volunteered to come
up and collect us on the Sunday morning, so that we could collect our mini-van and catch
the ferry back from Campbeltown at 2 p.m. on Sunday. All this took a great deal longer,
queueing for the one telephone kiosk, eaten by midges, to plan and arrange than it takes to
tell, but proved to be well worth the effort. The best way to get fun out of a yacht is to
treat her as much as possible like a bicyofe, and leave her away from her home port whenever
and wherever it may suit, but you have to be a bit of a travel agent at times to do it.
Exploring Skye had to be left for another part of the trip, but we still had Saturday
as a spare day and spent it sailing across Loch Alsh to visit Castle Donnan. As we ghosted
across the water it looked as if some celestial stage effect man was out to impress us. He
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dazzled us with sun, blindfolded us with fog, swathed the mountain in bandages of cloud,
pulled all aside, lit up a single slope with a concentrated beam, haloed the castle in whirling
white garlands. We threaded along against the tide in the n~rrows south of Eilean Tioram
where a British frigate came 200 years ago to bombard the castle, and landed on an acre of
yellow wrack. Donnan is the most picturesque of all the restored Scottish castles, on an
islet joined to the mainland by a bridged causeway, its reddish stone walls rising direct out
of the salt water on three sides. After a thirty minute course in the history of the clan
McCrea by somewhat wooden guides we were ready for a bathe and tea before motoring
back to our moorings. Kyleakin at night takes on quite a Continental air under yellow
sodium lights; voices echo over the water, couples saunter along the quay, the ’Ferry’
clanks backwards and forwards every fifteen minutes. On the other side of stood the old
castle silhouetted against the night sky, the castle which has seen so many different ships
and men come and go from the days when King Haakon brought his war fleet through
the narrows in the thirteenth century. The air was warm and the midges did not seem to
come out much across the water. The night before the boys had braved them to camp
ashore on a mound beneath the castle. Then Miles had himself marooned on a rock to
prove he could survive on a twenty-four hour army ration pack. (No soldier would believe
this possible!). The last night we spent at Kyle of Loch Alsh on the mainland, tied to a
trot of fishing boats. At seven o’clock we landed the crew, and their battered luggage,
motored Wild Goose back to her buoys, and June and I returned across the narrows by
dinghy. Soon we were whisked away for the longdrive to Campbeltown.
Part IV - South You May Run
The two weeks during which Wild Goose lay on the buoys coincided with the bad
spell at the beginning of August. We returned on the 8th to find the weather once again fine
and sunny, and Wild Goose serenely waiting. She became a hot~se-boat for the next three
days while we explored Skye by car, looked up friends and climbed Bruach na Frithe.
Equipping a mountaineering expedition at, short notice from the stores on board called for
some imagination, but we lashed a harness to make a haversack from a sail bag, and filled it
with the hand bearing compass, spare clothes, rope in case we got into trouble, and a pack
of Horlick’s emergency rations. So half way up we enjoyed a lunch of rum butter, chocolate
and cheese, which had been packed some ten years before. This was a magnificent breezy
sunny day; we had chosen the ea2;iest way up the Cuillin ridge but this still involved a fair
bit of scrambling. Suddenly on top the knife-like ridge we found ourselves having to crouch
against a F.9 wind and looking down on enough faces, chimneys, pinnacles and toe-hold
traverses in black gabbro rock to delight the heart of the maddest mountaineer. The view
was ample recompense for the climb, but made me feel uncomfortable as it presented
countless challenges which I wasn’t prepared to face. The sea is a lot less terrifying.
The north-western bays of Skye seen from a car reminded us of the shoreline of the
Peloponnese, clean steep slopes, yachtless anchorages, black rocky points and clear water.
Good cruising grounds but Skye is a very big island fifty miles east and west, and there was
not time with rather a light crew to work Wild Goose round. On the Tuesday we had a
day’s sail up Loch Carton to Plockton where there were a dozen or more yachts on
permanent moorings in surroundings to match what has been described as the prettiest
village in the British Isles. However, around Skye one becomes so sated with superb scenery
that it had no special impact. John Fishbourne with his son Little John had joined just in
time for this trip, and in the evening stood us dinner at the Kyle of Loch Alsh Hotel, far
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excelling any of the various eat houses we had tried on the island. On the Wednesday
morning all hands were busy filling up the water tanks, getting petrol and food for the trip
home. The afternoon was a laze back down Kyle Rea with just enough wind to give us a
sail at times and lunch becalmed off Camus Fearna where Gavin Maxwell wrote Ring of
Bright Water. It is not often one feels sated with sun in these islands, but we had almost
reached that point. We had a couple of Skianagh friends on board who made the passage
pass all too quickly with their stories of the island until we left them ashore at Isle
Ornsay. June had driven round with the car and in the evening she and Bruce left us to
set off by road for Ireland leaving the two Fishbournes, Miles and myself for the passage
home. We left Isle Ornsay at five and tried to beat down the sound against a light head
wind. Wild Goose is normally a lucky boat with winds, but certainly for the last week or
two had had an extraordinary run of being headed round every corner. We gave up the
beating after a couple of hours and motored straight into a light head wind. Had meant
to spend the night at Armadale, but the weather looked so settled that it seemed a good
chance to get out and gain a bit of westing, as well as take the chance of seeing the island
of Rhum. As we left the sound a red sunset turned into a misty evening. It was too thick
to see any of the islands, but it still seemed worth pushing on. The engine had got over its
period of clutch trouble, and was now giving up to two thirds power without any signs
of slip. John junior worked out a course for the 8 mile leg from the Point of Sleat to
Loch Scresort on Rhum allowing a couple of miles for south-going tide. Visibility looked
less than a mile, but Rhum is clean. We’d see the cliffs before we hit them I told the boys
with more confidence than I felt. To save the battery, we lit the compass in traditional
style with a candle and as I streamed the log the guttering flame lit up Mile’s fair hair
and intent sunburnt face as if they were detached and floating over the bridge deck. The
sea was mellow, afire with phosphorescence. At 2½ miles we lost the Point of Sleat
and steered through damp fog which seemed to cut visibility ahead to a few hundred
yards. John, senior, and I stood on the foredeck peering into the darkness, the radar
reflector clanking above us, the engine purring like an angry and very determined cat.
At the five mile mark we saw lights ahead which at first seemed to be a ship, then slowly
became a level row which we guessed to be homes on Rhum, though much farther away
than expected to see them. At least they were on the right bearing. Slowly we drew closer.
Finally a glow like a sheet of bleached linen ahead between dark shadows that were
mountainsides told us we were approaching the mouth of the Loch; then the biggest light
began to twinkle on the water, and we saw it was the riding light of a ship. Closer still
and it was a square rigger. The bay is remarkably shallow for one with high sides, and we
were so intrigued by the strange apparition that we anchored beside her a mile short of the
normal yacht anchorage. In the morning it was the sail training schooner Captain Scott.
We watched her crew at "divisions’, falling in in green jerseys, and from the dinghy saw them
at close quarters hoisting the sails swaying up the yards, winching in the chain and squaring
away for a passage to Barra. You almost felt you were looking at a television film or a ghost,
so strange it was to see sailors running out along the foot ropes and climbing ratlines.
Askival the main peak of Rhum is said to be the most beautifully shaped mountain in
Scotland with its near perfect summit cone. We set off to climb it after breakfast in the
midst of a ferocious squall; the wind gusted fiercely down the valley turning the bay yeasty
white, so that I layed out a second, and then a third anchor, before feeling content about
leaving her. We hurried through the midge and cleg belt by the shore into the fringe of
staldery pine trees. Rhum is famed for the speed with which visitors are eaten by these
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winged guardians. A last moving party, said the guide-book, can reach the top of Halival in
an hour, it took us, with a good few stops, 21/2 to breast the coronet of rocks which guard
the last cone. On top it was raining and windy, Askival was swathed in mist and another
thousand feet up, so we decided to call it a day, and with an eight point stag watching
suspiciously, turned for the long walk back to the loch. There were campers a-plenty by the
shore, an excellent shop at the Post Office and a well sign-posted tourist nature trail round
the bay. The wind had dropped and warmed by a huge four o’clock dinner we thought of
gettin~ under way, but at 7.00 p.m. as John and I went up to get ready to make sail it
gusted up again, mist wraiths blew down the bay in a vertical line, and the wind whistled in
the rigging. We wouldn’t get much further than Muck at best that evening, so we decided
to have a rest and wait to sail with daylight ahead of us, so we settled down for a snug
evening on board, the boys resting in the forepeak, the cabin heater roaring full blast
amidships and the paraffin lamp swaying gently in its gimbals. Waking at seven next morning
I lay dreamily in my bunk for a few minutes with the cabin full of light. "Mike is in
Greece in Winifred" I thought. I can’t believe he is having as much fun as we are. Where will
we be tonight? Is the wind north west or south west? In this bay it was impossible to tell.
Will we be at Coil or Iona, Duart, or stuck in the Muck by tonight? Will it be F.3 or 6, wet
or sunny?" This is the gypsy element which appeals.
Miles appeared rubbing the sleep out of his eyes from the forepeak. "I think I’ll have
rum every night", he said, remembering the nip we had given him at bedtime. Coffee and
cornflakes, fried eggs and toast, then we were on deck to get our three anchors; they came
up covered in pale grey mud, shells and streamers of seaweed. A rainbow arching into the
bay ended just at our bow as we heaved, and gleamed on kedge warp. We put two rolls in
the main for the wind was gust4ng hard down the bay, then a Dragon genoa which l had
borrowed as a jib, for the one burst off Ardnamurchan had still not been repaired. Outside
we found we could just fetch the west side of Eigg. Wild Goose lunged over incredibly
steep seas, the big ones coming green over the bow. There were alternate gusts and calms
in the lee of the island. Rhum beside us was a khaki island, coloured from a blend of the
shades of yellow, brown and green in every grass stem. Ainshval never showed its horned
peak, but the bealach between it and Askival glinted wet and black through whirling
cloud. We put 1 V2 more rolls in the main as we approached the west side of Eigg and it
was obvious, though unexpected that the tide had already turned with us for we covered
the eight miles to its south-west point in an hour. The plan had been to keep outside Mull
as we had seen rather a lot of Mull Sound already, and make Coil for the night, then lona.
The forecast had been vague as to whether the wind would be north or south-west. It was
in fact a fraction south. The Cairns of Coil appeared far away in the skyline, but getting
there would have involved a long close haul and possibly a tack of three or four miles, a
lot of pain for the crew, so we decided to take the inshore route and leave Muck to
windward. Nowa point free Wild Goose really began to fly; the lee deck was awash much
of the time, and the tarmac and filth from Tiree pier which had clung to the deck for weeks
at last was beginning to disappear. We had a brief interlude of calm in the lee of Muck and
could see acres of tide rips extending south-east of the island between us and Ardnamurchan.
It seemed worth attempting to skirt round them, but in the end they extended over most
of the sound. I set the staysail and we began to move faster again. With her new mast
standing straight as a gun barrel in its first blow Wild Goose heeled noticeably much less
than the old solid stick which would have bowed down and shaken hands with you in these
conditions. By 1045 Ardnamurchan was close under our lee, a bit uncomfortably close, but
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we were travelling very fast, and it seemed a pity to have to tack for a matter of a quarter of
a mile. 150 yards to leeward we watched ten-foot seas breaking on the point over the base
of the low lighthouse. Five minutes later we were able to start the sheets, and from there to
Bloody Bay she almost flew. The bow wave came halfway up to the stem head and extended
in a smother of white as far back as the mast. Rushing over the windchased water, the bone
in her teeth seemed like a white-clad army on the march, hurling missiles ahead and
constantly over-running them as it charged. Clouds of shearwaters rose ahead appearing
suddenly from the trough like flying fish.
Past Tobermory the water was calmer, the sound of Mull compared to Skye seemed
agricultural and civilised. It had taken us ten or eleven weary hours on our two previous
passages, now we sped down it in less than three, the wind dead aft, funnelled by the land
on either side. Passed Tobermory at 1230 and between Duart Castle and Lismore at 1530.
Then the tide slowly slackened and turned foul, the two Johns went below while Miles and
I took the watch, half expecting to kedge for the foul stream, but the wind tho’ lighter kept
us moving forward. By 1600 Dubh Sgeir buoy was close to windward, and basking sharks
surrounded us. Tiny rainbows and shafts of light picked out the islands in the thin fringe
protecting Pool Doran. Insh island looked as if you could touch it when lit up by the
sun, then receded to two or three miles off, as it became cloud shadowed. The hills of
Mull to starboard ended as if cut off in grey cliffs the colour of a donkey’s back, with a
bright silver strip of sunlit the water below them, blotted out every few minutes by
smoking mist wraiths which made the island seem on fire. We were still making good headway and at six o’clock had to make our only tack of the day to avoid the reefs of Easdale.
F.4-5, said the 1800 forecast, a ridge moving into the Irish Sea, wind becoming variable
F.3. Fladda went by at seven o’clock with the tide slack, and beginning to turn again.
Belnahua looked a sad island, gables like tombstones sticking up from the low rocky landscape. It was a quarry island, and the population left when the trade died, not for more
usual reasons, but the deserted houses reminded me of similar sights on many Irish islands.
Scarba, huge, stark and steep slid by to starboard. All the tigers in the Coire Breckan were
asleep. By i 930 the white face of Ardlassa House peeped out of its shaded valley on Jura.
We had had a half offer of a day’s stalking there, if we could make it by Friday, but this
morning lying in my bunk it had seemed utterly impossible. We could have made another
five or ten miles before dusk had it been necessary, but the cove inside Heathery Island
beckoned, and at eight o’clock we anchored snug inside grey rocks. We had covered 80 miles
in 12 hours passing islands, castles and mountains and lochs in sunlight and shadow all day
long, the sort of passage one dreams about. At nine o’clock John and I, cleaned into our
party clothes, were drinking whisky with Ronan Hudson and seeing if we really could get
out on the hill the next morning. It was too early to start stalking, the stags would be too
high there was no market for the meat, but at last Ronan said ’Yes’. Nine o’clock next
morning he arrived with the Land Rover; by midday Johnny had shot his first stag on a
hillside overlooking the Coirevreckan - Ronan bagged another. By three o’clock we had
dragged them two miles to a road. At six we hoisted John’s one onto the coachroof by his
heels from the main halliard, while his antlers adorned the pushpit.
We slipped out past Heathery Island as soon as the stag was lashed down. Motor-beating
over a silver sea crisped by a light south-westerly, the paps of Jura seemed like foothills after
the scenery of Skye. Forecasts spoke of wind changing to south-east, fresher in the morning
so we were anxious to get towards the Irish coast as soon as possible. By 2230 we were
approaching Squarebash Island once more. Both boys were in bed and John on watch, while
I lay doggo on my bunk, replete with the fresh air, exercise, good food and wine.
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At this stage it was twelve miles to the Otter Rock which 1 estimated we could reach
about ! a.m. It was four hours before H.W. Dover, and the stream should be turning north
against us at about midnight. Tides should cancel out in the meantime. From the Otter
to Portrush is 27 miles for which I estimated 5 hours, and allowed a set of I 0 miles during
the passage, E.T.A. Portrush 0600 or 0700. One of the problems of this crossing from the
jaws of the Sound of Jura is that the ebb tide out of the Irish Sea is foul, until you get clear
of the Mull of Oa, then it is on the beam or a little helpful. John and 1 agreed to split the
night three hours each until 4.30. By one o’clock when I looked up to take over, the
Otter Rock looked very plain, 2 every 15 sees. perhaps 2 miles ahead. John said he could
carry on for another hour, and 1 could then steer until five before we woke the boys. At
two the Otter Rock looked as far zaway as ever; there was a much sharper swell. The
sodium yellow lights of Macrihanish looked remarkably clear. Kintyre lighthouse was
a pale electric gleam high up on a dark shadow. We seemed to have taken a hell of a long
time to get to the Otter Rock. John turned in. I stared at the Otter dully for half an hour
over the stag’s forelegs extending stiffly skywards, and began to wonder why it had three
flashes. Inshore of us was a small flashing red light which I assumed was the red sector
of Carrig Fadda leading into Port Ellen. Funny I thought, it has never looked as clear as
that before, and steered off further east to make sure we cleared the foul ground between
Squarebash and the Otter. Did the Otter Rock have three flashes? No; Count again; it had
four. Twenty minutes later things had not moved very much and i went down for a session
at the chart. Blimey, where the hell are we? Suddenly I realised that we had changed foxes.
The Otter Rack with its ~four flashes’ was nothing but Altacarry on Rathlin. The red light
which I had thought to be Port Ellen was in fact the Bull on Rathlin. it was now clear
why Kintyre in the moonlight looked so much closer than it should. The tide, though slack
inshore, must have carried us on south of Squarebash at about 3 knots for two hours after
the Tidal Atlas showed it turning. We had passed the Otter Rock during John’s watch and
were now well down towards the narrows between Kintyre and Ireland.
John had never done a night watch solo before: the only les~on is that the pilot can
never afford to go to sleep for more than about half an hour at a time on this crossing.
Blushing in the dark, I turned rapidly westward: we made slow progress, but at least in the
right direction, outside Rathlin. Later its north cliffs were a charcoal shape a mile on the
port beam, remarkably low after Scottish islands of equivalent size. 1 have always thought
of Rathlin as a high island, and it seemed curious to be viewing it now as a pancake. At
four o’clock Miles took the deck, his first solo night watch: rain made it bitter cold. I
turned in. His watch brought the 13uil astern. Little John took over and as it grew to full
daylight we were rounding Bengore Head, and at seven o’clock tied up at Portrush. On a
wet Sunday morning Portrush looked ugly and drab, but what artificial harbour wouldn’t
after the magnificent island anchorages. At eight Tony came down with his van, and
volunteered to cut up the stag as readily as he would have accepted a plate of bacon and
eggs. We tidied up as I hummed to myself, Leave her, Johnny. leave her. I thought I heard
the old man say "Its time for us to leave her"
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GARDENS BY THE SEA
Pellegrina’s Short Cruise to Cornwall
by Michael Tomlinson

Every cruise should have a purpose, whether it be to Brittany for the food and drink, or
around Ireland just to get round, or perhaps to explore new cruising areas and harbours. This
year, our cruising holiday in Pellegrina was limited to barely_ a fortnight. This precluded us
from going anywhere we had not been before. Our own small garden by the sea, overlooking
our mooring in the Menai Strait is a great interest to us these days. So we decided to cruise
to Cornwall and the Scilly Isles and explore some gardens by the sea which were open to the
general public.
The crew consisted of four, Tony and Betty Price, crewmates in several past cruises,
my wife Molly and myself. With a not too ambitious programme, we decided to take things
easily and avoid sailing in bad weather whenever possible.
Saturday, 16 June at 1145, after a scramble to get on board, we slipped our moorings
at Moel-y-Don and motored out to the Caernarvon bar entrance of the Menai Strait, passing
the entrance buoys at 1330. With the wind south-westerly F.4 to 5 we sailed to windward,
anchoring in the bay at Porth Dinlleyn at 1635 as by this time the tide had ceased to be of
any help. We were glad to have a few hours to stow things away and sort ourselves out. An
early supper, with the intention of taking the next tide south, but it was then blowing quite
hard with heavy rain and with a weather forecast of F.6, locally 7, we decided to stay at
anchor in shelter for the night.
Sunday, 17 June A slight veer in the wind, which was now more moderate. We got
under way at 1145, but still had to put one tack in to dear Bardsey Island. By 1530 we
were abeam Bardsey, the wind fell right away and we started the engine. Two hours later,
a slight breeze came from the south, which shortly became south-west F.3 our course
made good being about 200° and by midnight we were off Strumble Head. Although it
was a beautiful moonlight night, the weather forecast was poor indeed and we decided not
to spend the night beating out to weather the Bishops.
18 June We ran off to Fishguard, a harbour into which I had never been before and
Tony only once in M.T.B. days during the war. Making our way in in the dark, we picked
up a vacant mooring buoy at first light about 0445 in 18 ft. of water. Breakfast was over
by 0630 and we turned in until 1030. When we affoke, it was blowing quite hard and was
rather a grey day, so we were glad of our decision. Ashore for dinner at the hotel where
there had been an interesting garden when it was a private house many years ago. It was a
horrible night blowing hard with drizzle.
19 June A splendid day’s sailing. We were pleased that we had not carried on
outside the Bishops, as we were able to take the inside passage. The W.S.W. wind F.3-4 with
sunshine, lasted till early evening. We left Fishguard at 0920 and beat out to Strumble Head
by 1115. Through Ramsey sound with a strong south-going tide, being abeam the farmhouse
on Ramsey island at 1510. A fine reach across St. Brides bay bringing us into the middle of
Jack sound by 1630. We found much turbulent water off the southern part of Skokholm.
By 1700 we were clear and altered course 210° for Round island 115 miles away in the
Scillies. By 1730 the wind had dropped right away and we had to start the engine. This was
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short-lived, as by 2030 it had increased again from the west, eight rolls put in the main and
the jib was dropped. By 2200 the mainsail was as small as we could make it with ten rolls
and the west wind F.7 gusting 8 we covered 13V2 miles in two hours.
20 June An uncomfortable night and morning sail with a reaching wind nearly gale
force, but in the right direction, west going W.N.W. I decided it would be more prudent
not to go into the Scillies but to continue round Lands End. The visibility was not good,
but at 1015 the Seven Stones L.V. was sighted close and due south of us. By 1200 the
Longships was bearing 050° two miles distant. We had quite a hair-raising sail with the
wind aft past the Runnelstone, which was abeam by 1300. After an unsuccessful attempt
to get into Penzance harbour - the tide was falling and there was not enough water - .we
tied up alongside other yachts in crowded Newlyn at 1700.
21 June Fresh northerly winds, but sunshine. Away from Newlyn 0810 with working
jib and four rolls in the main, we had a good sail bringing the Lizard lighthouse abeam at
1125. Here the northerly wind dropped light and at times we had to motor. Coverack was
abeam by 1400. Entering the Helford River we anchored off Durgan on the northern side,
just within the entrance, at 1600. We walked up to the National Trust garden but it was
already closed. I rang up the owner of Glen Durgan house, whose name we had been given.
We were invited to look round the garden and much admired the walk through the grounds
up the valley from the anchorage to the house. The owner took us to see the wonderful
view from the terrace and showed us the rose garden. Wandering back to the bay, we sat
on the rocks and sunbathed in the last of the evening sun. It was so delightful that the
skipper volunteered to row to Pellegrina to bring our evening drinks ashore. After this, we
motored up the Helford river, which we found much more crowded than we remembered it
10 years ago, and back to Durgan where we anchored for dinner and the night.
22 June Up anchor 0850 with wind north F.2 and sailed round to Falmouth, where
we picked up a visitor’s mooring off the ever-hospitable Royal Cornwall Y.C. Tlae Club
boatman took us ashore. We walked to the town to buy stores which we brought back by
taxi. Drinks and a sandwich lunch in this very pleasant Club-house. We were on board by
1500 proceeding up the river; beyond King Hal’s ferry we anchored in a lovely spot
opposite Polgarran, a very peaceful anchorage on a tranquil evening, reminiscent of Le
Rocher anchorage under the trees in the Auray river.
23 June We ferried in our small dinghy with the outboard about a mile down-river to
land at King Hal’s ferry, whence we walked a few yards up the road to explore Trelissick
House garden, now maintained by the National Trust. After wandering round the gardens
in the morning, we lunched outside in the nearby restaurant. Tony and I returned to
Pellegrina, motored her back to King Hal’s ferry and embarked the ladies by 1530. A
splendid sail down the fiver to St. Mawes ensued. There were many boats racing, as it was a
Saturday, and we had to be careful as we sailed through the various classes, which included
the famous Falmouth and top-sail work boats. Picked up a mooring at St. Mawes at 1710.
This is now very crowded, but a character known as Gus, the harbour master, assured us
that we would be all fight on this mooring for the night.
Sunday, 24 June Up anchor and away under sail from St. Mawes by 0830, wind light
north-westerly. We were going sufficiently slowly to make our first good catch of mackerel
between the entrance to the Helford river and the Manacles. The Manacles buoy was abeam
by 1015. By 1230 the wind dropped away as the Lizard lighthouse was brought abeam and
we used the engine for V2 hour. More wind brought us 4 miles to the north of the Wolf Rock
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by i~/05,.Shortly after this, the wind dropped right away and we had to motor again to make ’
the Scillies before dark. At 2130 we anchored in St. Mary’s Pool and enjoyed a good feed
of mackerel.
25 June Awaiting enough water to get over Tresco Flats we left at 1050 anchoring
above the quay off Tresco, New Grimsby Harbour at 1140. The afternoon was spent
wandering through the gardens of Tresco Abbey. Invited on board Cheetah a Sparkman and
Stephens boat for a drink before dinner, where we met again Commander T. Dorrien-Smith,
the proprietor of Tresco. We had a simple, but very good dinner at the New Inn which is
near the quay. Getting back on board was slightly marred by inevitable out-board trouble.
26 June A lazy day. In the morning re-visiting the gardens to examine more closely
the wonderfully colourful array of tropical and sub-tropical plants. In the afternoon, the
energetic members of the crew explored the island, whil.e the less energetic, including the
skipper, sunbathed on one of the many sandy beaches. Really good, hot, sunny weather.
27 June Departure delayed by thick fog. Weighed at 1030 and under full main and
genoa, beat out of New Grimsby harbour, but the wind quickly freshened, still from the
north-east, with rain and poor visibility and at one time we were down to 8 rolls in the
main and the working jib. By 2200 the rain had stopped and the sea was easier. We were
able to shake out the rolls as we went along, making good a course of 340° M.
28 June We held this tack a little too long for the wind backed through north to
north-west so by 0300 we had to tack to the north-east. The wind came lighter and progress
was fairly slow. By 1600 we had sighted the Coningbeg and in due course we had to broad
reach for the Tuskar, abeam by 1900. The wind still light, had backed further and we
prudently laid a course 10° west of our proposed landfall at Llandwyn Island at the
entrance to the Menai Strait. By 2200 we had the Arklow Light well in sight, bearing 335°.
29 June Bardsey Island abeam by 0330 and as the wind had gone more to the south,
we had to gybe onto the port tack to keep out of the confused water near the island. By
0630 we had gybed back and taken a number of rolls in. It was beginning to blow hard and
Caernarvon bar would have been very exposed so at 0900 we anchored in Porth Dinlleyn
where we intended to stay for the duration of the ebb and to await developments. In the
afternoon, it blew very hard indeed and we decided to keep in shelter for the night.
Saturday, 30 June The wind had backed to due south and although still very fresh,
Caernarvon bar would be possible. So with the tide, we got under way at 0730 with storm
jib and 9 roils in the main and ran off to Llandwyn Island. We were inside the bar off
Fort Belan by 1000 and in the vicinity of our moorings at Moel-y-Don at 1130. It was
obviously too fresh on the mooring with wind against tide, so to make everything shipshape for leaving the boat we dropped anchor on the other side of the Straits to have lunch
and tidy up before motoring over to our own mooring later in the afternoon.
This had been a most enjoyable short holiday cruise, made all the better by having
such good and well-tried crew mates with mutual interests and the visits to the three
gardens had whetted our horticultural appetites.
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ODYSSEUS AND WINNIE WERE HERE
by Mike Villiers-Stuart
There is an old saying "Ships is all right - its the men in ’em". After suffering the
slings and arrows of outrageous Greek mechanics, 1 would add "and the engineers that
work on ’em" - for last year’s cruise had been a complete disaster. Winnie i’ good and not
so old Perkins had been a great old goer, but after an exorbitantly expensive and complete
overhaul - rings, injectors, the lot - it died of heart failure and became a complete writeoff when a slack nut in the sump allowed it to run without oil. This was after failure to
insert a split pin had caused Wallace to have a collision (see last year’s Annual). If asked my
opinion of Greek mechanics 1 know of no printable adjectives.
This year a most respectable crew arrived in impeccable style at Athens Airport, with
the exception of the skipper, who had brought an out-of-date passport and would no doubt
have been shipped back to the U.K. as an undesirable alien had it not been for the smart
rescue operation set in train by our splendid neighbours, the Sutcliffe family, who bullied
the duty officer at Aldergrove Airport into arranging for the up-to-date passport to be flown
out to Athens on the following plane. There is no doubt that life is made much sweeter by
the sighs of relief when disaster has been narrowly averted!
When we awoke on Sunday morning, August 12, we found to our delight that John and
Jill Livsey had sailed Rite of Spring up to Zea Marina to R.V. with us. I had last met John
and Jill (nee Clark) at their wedding at Upperlands a few months back and some years ago
Jill had sailed in lCinnie over to Holyhead to collect the children from school, so it was a famous
re-union. John is one of these geniuses, who lives in Rite of Spring and when he wants to make
some more cash descends to the cabin and writes a book.
Sunday afternoon was spent ~eeing the sights of Athens followed by a meal ashore in
the evening. On Monday we victualled ship and settled burial affairs left over from last
summer’s Perkins demise and tested the new 4.236 so it was a case of ’Perkins is dead
long live the Perkins’. We had planned to sail in company with Rite of Spring in the afternoon to Aegina but we got bogged down in tile (;reek manyana complex and were unable
to escape from the sizzling oven of Zea until 1900, setting sail off Piraeus on a course of 230°
as the final brilliant streaks of sunset melted into darkness. By 2130 Nisidhes Lagouses Isl.
light was abeam and by 0230/14th in bright moon-light we were stern to in Aegina Harbour.
The morning was spent re-packing the stern gland and mending two holes that some
practical joker had made in the fiberglass dinghy and in the afternoon, having had a bathe
outside the harbour in company with Rite of Spring, we both had a delightful down-hill sail
to Poros Bay in which Rite of Spring outpaced lCinnie, chiefly because Winnie had left her
spinnaker boom in Cette in 1968 and was unable to get her genoa to draw, and was also
suffering from barnacles which John very kindly removed on arrival, aided by his aqua-lung
equipment.
That evening John and Jill came to a great party aboard Winnie where Sail and Ginney
put on a famous meal followed by good chat and good songs. Sail won the prize in a
spirited attempt to influence the two crews by singing the song of the Temperance Union:-
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’We don’t smoke tobacco because we do think
That smoking tobacco will lead you to drink’ etc .....
The next morning to our horror the battery was flat, so John came alongside and
started the engine with his battery, but the alternator was not working so we motored the
few miles up to Poros town and went in search of an electrician. Richard met Jean Gaurin,
son of the Canadian Ambassador, who telephoned a chap at work who said he would come
and fix it, but we waited in vain so next morning we rowed the battery across to the
mainland to have it re-charged. In the afternoon when the battery was back on board, the
electrician arrived started the engine and behold - the alternator was working. It was
discovered that last year the new ignition switch had been fitted with the usual Piraeus
incompetence.
On most cruises Winnie seems to be involved in some mini-episode; this year it
occurred on the following morning as we were clearing the eastern bay of Poros Isl. As we
were about to make sail we saw a big sailing dinghy capsize and as the crew, a chap and a
girl, were unable to right it we dashed over and our stalwart crew jumped in and soon had
it right way up. Thereafter the wind died away as we left the island and on a course of
083° had a calm and delightful 40 mile passage to a small uninhabited bay about 4 miles
from the southern point of Kea Isl. As we dropped our hook about a cable from the
beach, peace descended from the tall surrounding hills and soon all hands were bathing in
the clear blue water. Next morning a small boy appeared on the beach with a pail full of
grapes and we rowed him out to I,¢innie; soon his father also appeared, encouraged by his
son’s success and he also came out bringing some watermelons; they were really a charming
pair, friendly, courteous and full of good humour, and we greatly enjoyed their visit. They
so clearly and sadly emphasise the disastrous effect on character which overcrowded city
life seems to foster.
Soon the wind veered to the west and blew straight into the bay so we got under way
and had a leisurely beat up the purple mountainy coast to the main harbour on Kea, Aighos
Nicholas, which we were just able to make under sail as the light wind and dusk fell
simultaneously.
The next morning, the 19th, we walked the 6 miles up to the town of Kea, perched
1,000 feet up on a hill, well out of reach of pirates in days gone by. The town was a
delightful place, houses white as snow and little narrow streetsdesigned for donkey traffic
only; we felt quite at home as we had been asses to walk 6 miles up what seemed a 1 in 3 in the blazing midday heat. We had intended to walk on up to see the statue of the lion
who was reputed to have hunted the Nymphs (who inhabited the place in those days) off
the island and so make it fit for man. This sort of thing makes one support women’s lib.
Perhaps it influenced Aristophanes to write the play Lysistrata in which all the wives went
on strike! - but I for one was too exhausted.
In the afternoon we set sail on a course of 060° for Andros Isl. the home of Aeolus,
god of the Winds. It was almost a dead beat and the old fellow was still on the job for the
wind steadily increased as we approached and by 1800 it was strong enough to split a seam
¯ in the main’sl~ the seas were short and steep and the known Andros current was against us,
so.we returned to Aighos Nicholas and were stern to by 2100 at the quay in the northern
arm of the bay.
On Monday the 20th after Ginney had made a great job of sewing the main’sl, it was
decided to lotus-eat and sunbathe until evening and then make a 40 mile night passage to
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Tinos Isl. So after an excellent supper we motor-sailed out past the lighthouse, and when
clear of the island turned off Perkins and attempted to set the No. 1 jib. Winnie had
different ideas and the halliard became fouled aloft, Nigel did some valiant ballet dancing
on the end of the bowsprit in a lumpy sea and by the time this had been sorted out the
wind had freshened to such an extent that we did not need it. We had a smart sail past
the unlit isl. of Jura and off the Steno Pass between Andros and Tinos the wind piped up
to F.8 on the quarter and not long after, two seams parted in the well-reefed main so we
stowed it and continued to tear along under the forestays’l only. By 0530 (Aug. 21) we
were approaching Tinos harbour but it was blowing so hard I funked trying to go stern-to
under such conditions so we adopted the old motto "When in doubt stay out" and anchored
in the lee of a very attractive sandy beach a couple of miles from the town and about a
cable from the shore. It continued to blow all day and we considered that it would be
impossible to row the dinghy against the wind so the crew tied their clothes in polythene
bags and swam ashore for stores and a visit to the town. Next morning the wind had eased
slightly and we motored into the harbour. There we found an old fisherman who took
charge of the mains’l and took it to the open pavement by the quay and spread it out in
readiness for sewing, making passers-by walk round it, and proceeded to work at the seams
ably assisted by Ginney and Nigel while Rollo mended the stays’l boom gooseneck. In
the evening we fed ashore in a cafe on the water-front and later went over to have a look
at a three-masted Baltic schooner Pax, converted for charter work; we started talking to
Emmanuel, the captain, a great character, who asked us aboard for a drink.
On the following day it was still blowing great guns and the day was spent bending
on the storm trisail and spitfire jib, as it was obvious that the stitching in the heavy 1968
terylene mainsail had been badly weakened by the strong Mediterranean sunlight and we
were wasting too much time mending it. After doing other small repair jobs we visited the
¯Orthodox church of Our Lady of Tinos containing a wonder-working Ikon. This church is
the heart of Orthodox piety in Greece; thousands of pilgrims come here every year and
many sick people have reported miraculous cures. In the evening we had an entertaining
gallop as guests of Emmanuel and Pax’s Belgian charterers at a smart restaurant with a
very good bazuki band; there was some great Greek dancing and Emmanuel excelled with
some spectacular steps.
On Friday morning at 0600 we had planned to sail in company with Pax to Mykonos,
but a motor yacht had streamed its anchor chain across ours and by the time we became
disentangled, Pax was hull down. We had a good sail across the narrow straits to the bay
on the S.E. side of Mykonos. Being under-canvassed as we were with our storm sails and
forestaysail was rather a pleasant experience, but I fancy this is a sign of old age creeping
on! We had gone to Mykonos only to collect a message from Jane as to where she was
going to join us, for apart from its typical snow-white town and curio shopping centre,
Mykonos is one of the duller Kyklades islands. The holding ground in the town harbour
is very bad, last year many yachts including tqinnie had dragged there in a gale.
We failed to find the message from Jane and in the afternoon, having waved farewell
to Pax, who had come round from the town anchorage, sailed the few miles down-wind
to Delos and brought up in two fathoms of crystal clear water in the little bay under the
lee of Mr. Cynthus just south of the ancient port. It was a windy evening and there was a
gale warning on so we were very fortunate in having the little island all to ourselves bathed as it is in legend and history stretching back into the dim mists of time beyond
the Odessy.
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Delos has a mysterious and intriguing atmosphere about it. In its heyday it had been a
sort of powerhouse to the ancient religion of Greece - a mixture in modern terms of the
Vatican, Lourdes, the Salzburg Festival, an athletic meeting and an open trading centre.
Now except for the avenue of lions still standing guard it is all in ruins, but the visible
foundations of the buildings and the delightful mosaic floors depicting beautifully coloured
dolphins etc. give rein to the imagination. A strong meltimi blew all day on Saturday, as we
lay snugly stern-to off the ancient mole where we had moored after breakfast and the day
was spent seeing the sights and climbing Mt. Cynthus.
On Sunday the 26th we set sail for Naxos in a light north-easterly breeze as two
cruise liners and numerous caique’s unloaded hundreds of tourists. After a leisurely downhill
sail, covering the 20 miles in five hollrs, we arrived at Naxos to find Jane waiting on the
jetty as we nosed slowly into the inner harbour with only a few inches under our keel.
Following the usual storing up and swimming, Jane’s charming and friendly guest-house
owner brought us to an excellent small bistro where a really great meal was enjoyed by all.
On the following day we sailed a few miles down the coast to Prokopis bay with a gorgeous
view and miles of sandy beaches where some slept ashore on the dry warm sand.
Tuesday morning we were under way for Paros Isl. The wind was light to start with
but by 1400 as we approached Trinisi Isl. it freshened to F.6 and we had a brisk sail to
windward to Makria Bay, during which Nigel went away in the dinghy to take photograph:
In the evening an elderly farmer came down to the beach and bartered grapes and figs for
cigarettes, he would take no money.
On the 29th the wind was still fresh and as time was running out we decided to miss
out Siphnos and make direct for Seriphos Isl. So after some careful navigation by Rollo
and Nigel we motored through the narrow shallow channel between Paros and Anti Paros
and then set sail for Livadhi Bay Seriphos. The meltimi eased off as it so often does as you
leave the islands and we had a splendid sail covering the 28 miles in 5 hours 20 minutes.
Livadhi Bay turned out to be a real breath-taker with high surrounding mountains and the
brilliant white town of Seriphos draped gracefully on the high almost perpendicular slopes
about a mile or so above the harbour, which gives perfect shelter. In the morning, after a
swim, we climbed up to the town which proved to be fascinating with houses built in what
seemed impossible craggy sites.
Pax had come in during the night and the morning was livened up by the arrival of a
helicopter carrying a spare propeller for a fine 75 ton schooner whose original propeller
had fallen off - without doubt fitte,:l in Piraeus! In the afternoon we motored the 18
calm, blue miles across the straits to Dhimitros Bay on the south-west tip of Kithnos Isl.
which was delightful and uninhabited, but unexciting after the spectacular Seriphos. The
following morning we motored a few miles up to Fikiadha bay and anchored in two
fathoms, half a cable from a fine white sandy beach surrounded by hills and islands and
spent the day swimming and lazing in the sun - rather sadly as this was our last wild and
uninhabited bay of the cruise. After supper we were underway in the dark at 2025. The
sea was calm and windless and on a course of 277° we motored leisurely towards Poros,
by 0300 Giorgio Isl. light was abeam and at 0405 Cape Zourva light bore 225° indicating
that we had been set to the southward about four miles and course was altered to 295°.
At 0600 we were stern-to at Poros.
Sal, Ginney, Rollo and Nigel had to catch the morning ferry to Piraeus. They had been
good cooks, good company, and good seamen and it was a sad moment for we had had a
lot of fun, some excitement, difficulties had been overcome and we had visited a large
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number of really great places; in fact all the ingredients of a really good cruise not to mention
the fact that the sun had beamed down on us continuously at all the appropriate hours.
Jane and I spent the rest of the day clearing the boat up and resting. The next morning
a heavy squall blew up from the north, on our beam, and our bow began to drag towards a
large gin-palace with a fatuous, hand-waving and useless skipper who had been told to get
a fender out. Here Winnie’s 58 h.p. came in handy and in a lull we fairly shot out past him
as we let our stern ropes go. We anchored by the entrance of the west Poros channel for a
bathe and then motored on to Aegina arriving at 1600. While taking soundings in the inner
harbour with a view to leaving Winnie there for the winter, we met Cool Luke, a modern
ocean racer on charter to some charming Americans and bogged down with serious engine
trouble; as expected Cool Luke was Piraeus based! The following day we moved over to a
rather dull bay, by our very high standards, on Salamis Island, where we spent the night
before sadly returning to Zea marina in Piraeus. The next few days were spent arranging
for repairs to be done, while Jane did tremendous work getting the boat ship-shape for
John and Jill who are so kindly going to look after her during winter in one of the islands.
My crew consisted of:- my daughters Sally Villiers-Stuart and Virginia Barnes, Rollo
Barnes, Nigel Harvey, Richard Bull (to Kea Isl.)and my wife Jane (Naxos to Piraeus). We
made good 329 miles and visited 19 anchorages. In June my son Garry had taken Winnie
on a more extensive cruise along the Turkish coast.

SLIGHT STREAK OF MADNESS
Tile short hectic life of Garland of Howth
by W. )14. Nixon
If a fool learns from his own mistakes while a wise man learns from the mistakes of
others, then they just haven’t invented anything printable for someone who doesn’t even
learn from his own mistakes. Which is curious, as there are plenty about and I must
confess to being one of them; for after being involved with the frantic building of Mayro
of Skerries in 1969 I solemnly swore that never again would I try both to build and sail a
boat, and yet in 1973 there I was, at it again. And I don’t doubt that when we’ve recovered
from Garland of Howth, perhaps even with a roof still over our heads, then the dementia
will return and I’ll start all over again.
I’d had the notion for a few years that for sailing out of Howth anything smaller than
a Half Tonner (i.e. about 22 ft. waterline) would be too small, as distances are such that to
do the race or get in a worthwhile weekend cruise you need to be able to sail at 6½ knots.
It was only a notion until I met some blokes who wanted to build a boat, and they
introduced me to Don Conlon who at that time (summer 1972) was finishing O’Brien
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Kennedy’s aptly-named Brainstorm. The two blokes wanted to build a 45 ft. ketch to sail
round the world, but I didn’t want to do that just yet and Don didn’t want to get involved
in anything that had no commercial future, so I persuaded one arid all that a prototype
Half Tonner would be just the job, upon which the first blokes faded so far into the
background that they disappeared altogether, but nobody cared as we were already on the
building spiral.
Billy Brown started on drawings, Don started to build a shed beside his parent’s little
house at Carnadoe in Roscommon, where the river from the Kilgiass lakes joins the Shannon
at an old stone quay, and the first meeting at the site occurred when Billy, travelling en
famille as yacht designers invariably do, stopped at Carnadoe on his way to that highly
successful annual dinner of the Club at Castlebar. The shed was still only a framework, but
for Billy we set up the rough frames for the plug for a cold-moulded 28’ 4" sloop, 9’ 10½’"
beam, and even then she looked good.
With basically only the two of us involved, and me living a hundred miles away, it went
slowly at first. Abominable weather held up the completion of the shed, and materials for
the boat were difficult, or if they were available the price was rocketing. It was suggested we
build her with silver spruce, if only it could be found. Well, it so happened that Jack
Kelly-Rogers was building the wings for a replica of the first plane ever to fly in Ireland, a
contrivance of Harry Ferguson’s on which my grandfather had been the engineer. Ferguson
wouldn’t let him put in a big enough engine, and it went for only 200 yards in Ward Park
in Bangor before crashing. But it was the First flight ever, and so this plane was being
reconstructed, and for complete authenticity Jack had traced down real silver spruce in
Harte’s of Cork. I rang Brian Harte and found he had just enough for the boat, they’d been
stocking it for a plane factory which had gone bust, and there we were with lovely spruce
which was then sliced by a German veneer factory in Limerick and taken on down to
Carnadoe for the moulding of the hull to start just after Christmas when the shed was
Finished enough, and the hull plug finished.
Don’s real means of self-expression was through boat-building and as the pace of work
hotted up he said less and less, throwing himself into it all with ferocious energy - if he
said ten words then he’d made a speech. Not all of it was lone dedication, as he was helped
by Patsy from up the road who gave up farming for a few months to have a go at boatbuilding,
and the neighbours were always dropping by, with staple-removing parties at the weekend
to clear the hull for another layer, four layers in all going on to produce an elegant
construction of great strength and lightness. Then at the end of February Don gathered up
about twenty bods and we lifted the hull off, and there she was - a boat; except that when
you’re building a modern offshore racer I’d say that when the shell of the hull is finished
then you’re barely a tenth of the way to completion, but at least you think you’re getting
somewhere.
Not all, of course, was unrelieved toil. Just a couple of miles up the winding tree-lined
road was the village of Kilmore, a row of houses looking across the Roscommon countryside
and in the middle of them the thatched roof of Mrs. Oates’ public house, a haven of peace
and quiet where the issues of the day could be discussed and local news retailed - if
Mrs. Oates didn’t know about it, then you could be fairly sure it hadn’t happened at all.
Billy Brown didn’t feel he had visited Carnadoe at all unless he’d had his yarn with Mrs. O,
and in fact the distractions of the whole area were such that his professional visits as designer
were often a matter of getting his ideas on something between jaunts upriver on John
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Weaving’s barge and adjourning under the thatched roof at Kilmore.
As spring came on and Patsy had to return to his farm, Don worked on his own
through the week and I came down to get in the way at weekends and the full enormity of
what we had overtaken became clear to us. Building boats is hell, but this boat was a joy
to look on nevertheless, and when her deck (built to a parabolic curve worked out by Billy)
went on, she looked a very pokey machine indeed.
As spring headed towards summer we lived for a week at Easter in a motorcruiser at
the quay, Georgina bringing the cat down, and the cat disappearing except at mealtimes
into the eight feet thick hedge at the quay, seemingly a feline paradise.
We’d had all sorts of notions of doing the Fastnet race, and even going on to the
Half Ton Cup in Denmark, but working on the assumption that the only boat which ever
got launched on time was Noah’s Ark, the prospective crew took time out to drop down
and give a hand, and for this Singe Hennessy, I.C.C. representative down Rooskey way,
very kindly loaned us his ketch Aisling, that noted and most deserving winner of the
Fortnight Cup in 1970.
By July it was all coming together, a couple of months late, but together it came.
We’d all become complete nutters by this stage. Ed Wheeler took himself down to Carnadoe,
and though I’m sure he was quickly aware that the chances of getting any real sailing in
’73 were remote enough, he soldiered on, immersing himself in the life of the neighbourhood
with such things as discreet poteen sampling up the hill, or rushing off with Don on getting
the word that bees were swarming nearby; for having seen more than a few boatbuilding
ventures come to nothing, Don had diversified with a row of hives along the sunny side of
the shed.
At times the place was swarming with crewmen as well, for big amiable John Thompson,
who had signed on as foredeck man, was often down to lend a hand, as was my brother
James, and at the end of June with enough of the interior fitted to think of going afloat we
had a hectic session of proofing the interior, for so beautifully had the boat turned out that
we wanted her to last for ever. When you get four blokes larding on Cuprinol in a confined
space,, the effect of the fumes is psychedelic to say the least.
With July and everyone succumbing to the summer aimlessness the problems of the
final stage were magnified. Our keel, a thing of beauty, was made in Birmingham and sent
in an empty container returning from England to the bacon factory in Rooskey. But the very
neatness of the keel was its undoing, as even the crate it was in was very small - surely not
a keel everybody thought - so it travelled all over the place under a pile of empty crates
before we tracked it down and Don and Ed stuck it on in one day’s furious activity under
O’Brien Kennedy’s gantry.
Then using his trailer, we started down the road to Dublin, down that road of which I
know every twist and turn, for I’d been to Carnadoe 43 times during the building of the
boat, which meant 8,600 miles. Though it took most of a day, the equipage arrived in
Howth with no bother, and now the pace went berserk, for though it was the end of July
and there was no chance of getting to the big time racing, there was every chance of getting
some good cruising and some local racing with I.S.O.R.A.
So at dawn the next morning Frank Drabble the IOR measurer from Lancashire (Ken
Cooke was away in England) gave the boat the going over, treading across the dew-covered
decks in the early sunlight, and as each measurement was taken it became clear that Don
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had built the boat so perfectly that she measured, even on difficult dimensions such as
girth measurements, within fractions of an inch of what Billy had designed, while the more
simple dimensions were spot on.
A few days more frantic activity and we set a launching date of Thursday August 2nd.
Like all our plans it didn’t happen that way - Brien Kennedy discovered that he’d promised
the loan of his trailer to someone else, and entirely without ceremony the boat was whistled
down the slip in Howth harbour on Wednesday August I st, unchristened but floating
beautifully to start the short happy life of Garland ofHowth - we’d named her after the
9th century Gospel book written in the Abbey which used to be on Ireland’s Eye, a book
which still exists in Trinity, and about which no-ole in HowthJseemed to know anything, but
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Garland of Howth. Above. Don (on top) and Patsy laying the second skin.
Below. All ready to travel to Howth for the launch. Photos. Frank Stimpso

Garland of Howth. Above. The first sail. Left to right: Denny McBride, Richard
Nesbitt, Georgina Nixon, James Nixon. Below. In Strangford Lough.
Photos. W. M. Nixon

it made a pretty name.
The usual screaming frustration with the boat afloat. We got the mast in but with the
trauma of the rush things began to disintegrate, particularly as everyone was leaving for
the Fastnet race and whatnot, and Garland was still staying very much behind. We’d help
during the week from Desmond Morrison who was aboard Claud Austin’s Granuaile which
had arrived in Howth on her way to Cowes as a sporting Fastnet entry. Claud himself
returned on the Friday to sail on south, and I met him on the pier that night just before he
left, his own bubbling enthusiasm serving only to increase my own frustration. At dusk the
little Granuaile cleared the harbour mouth and sailed south into what was forecast to be an
ordinary sou’west gale which would have given her no bother, but over the weekend a
complex weather pattern developed which gave three gales of at least F. 10 over the next
sixty hours. Granuaile was never heard of again. The sea still takes its toll.
It was more than a week later before it became clear that Granuaile was lost, and so
we were immersed in our own problems. The filthy weather, as bad as I’ve ever seen in
summer, delayed us further, and it was a week before we even set the lovely suit of sails
Johnny McWilliams had sent up from Cork and went for the first sail, but she seemed to go
well and next day (Sunday August 12th) Garland put to sea bound for Holyhead and
Captains Cup week, crew Ed. Wheeler, James Nixon, John Thompson and Richard Nesbitt.
I missed the tedious passage across, mostly under engine, as I’d some things to see to
in Dublin on Monday morning, but in the afternoon Georgina and I went over to Holyhead
on the ferry, and arrived outside the Sailing Club on a perfect summer evening to hear
great noises of revelry from within. 90% of the noise was being made by Garland’s crew;
from the end of the room great splashings came where James was washing the H.S.C.
Commodore the length of the bar with a soda siphon. It seemed that Garland of Howth
had won her first race.
The perfect weather continued throughout the week, lacking only the wind. The boat
being crowded, Georgina and I stayed ashore with Isora Chairman Dickie Richardson and
his wife Elspeth, together with sundry other itinerants in the Meeting House, so called
because at one time it was a Methodist chapel. With the weather and the good company and of course a few more wins - it was all very soothing after the trauma of the last two
months.
Garland won her class on Tuesday and on Thursday a brisk southerly got up and with
Ed at the helm she really came into her own and was fourth across the line, winning overall
on corrected time.
Friday the 17th was the closing race from Holyhead round Rockabill to Dun Laoghaire.
Light airs and all a little tense, Ed and I had a punch up as to whether or not the folding
propellor was in the correct position, there’s life in the old boys yet. Outside, we try for
westing and get set down by the flood to the Skerries, but west of them we t’md a northerly,
get on the radial head spinnaker, and reach along for Rockabill in moonlight, as perfect a
night’s sail as I’ve ever had. First light reveals us up with the Swan 37s, but through the
morning three little boats which had been about four miles away on our starboard quarter
carry a breeze along the horizon to the north of us, and we go down the pan as half the time
we are becalmed, but not so badly as another group further south. Hot sun very soporific,
we lose our racing urge. Ed frowns round the horizon, announces to all and sundry that he
will retire below and place the noble bird in the oven, for Ed sails on his stomach, and for
the next hour and a half increasingly appetising aromas waft up on deck, and then he hands
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it out, roast chicken with all the trimmings .... serious racing was postponed for an hour or
so after this as the conversation ranges over all topics. Eventually a southerly breeze got up
and we had a delightful sail through the gathering dusk, beating down to Dun Laoghaire
where Richard went home and got some money and we all got a bit tight in the National,
for despite our fifth in this last race we have managed to win Class B in the Captain’s Cup.
On Thursday August 23rd we were off again bound for Abersoch, crew Danny
McBride and John Thompson, and also Frank Larkin from Standfast who is taking the lift
with us as his own ship will not be arriving in Abersoch in time for the party on the Friday
night prior to the race back to Howth on the Saturday. A complete calm the whole way
across; in the morning Bardsey Sound comes out of the haze, and in hot sun we motor
along past the Welsh hills and on into Abersoch which slumbers through high summer.
Hospitality is marvellous, free supper on Friday night, followed by huge party which is
so good that I am unable to face the free breakfast provided next morning.
Frank returns to Standfast, we sign on Robin Bradshaw to make up a crew of four,
all we’ll need for the light airs expected, and with some luck and much use of the floater
spinnaker which Johnny McWilliam had persuaded us (quite rightly) to have instead of a
starcut, we glide away into an initial lead, but soon the whole fleet is becalmed under the
cliffs in a bunch. Westerly becoming nor’westerly airs get us moving again, and while
Garland was definitely undercanvassed in the lightest breezes, with Denny at the helm and
the rest of us tweaking sheets, halyards and outhauls we get her into the groove and she is
right up front as we head out through Bardsey sound into a mist with a hint of Autumn
as we glide across towards the Coningbeg through the night.
Mist thickens, wind fades and tide turns and pushes us too much to the north, all
the fleet queuing at the lightship in the morning except for two boats which had gone away
to the south and managed to scrape round while everyone else was stuck. Eventually round
at 0930, and slow run in gentle southerly up outside the banks in haze. Pays to go inside,
and a bunch get ahead of us, but then with breeze freshening as we pass the Kish Garland
starts her first run in anything like a wind, and she revels in it, running fast and steady to
Rockabill at eight knots. The beat to the finish she likes even better, and with our long-luff
heavy-weather genoa finally getting some work, we absolutely tear along to windward,
reaching Howth at 2300 to place second in class and overall, tired, sunburnt, and rather
happy.
I’ve often thought that Dublin-based boats could spend time with benefit in
Strangford Lough at the end of the season - Ringhaddy is only a two-and-a-half hour drive
away, and in the Autumn Strangford Lough comes into its own. For those who’d like a
spot of racing, East Down Yacht Club at Taggart Island just north of Killyleagh have a
thriving fleet of offshore racers, and every Sunday until October they organise a round
the lough race. Having missed the early part of the season, there seemed a chance of
getting some extra racing and sailing up there, so at midnight on Thursday August 30th
Ed and I cleared the Howth pierheads, and had our breakfast moored off Portaferry after
a very brisk seventy miles with a westerly gale building up. In another range of conditions
with a steep and breaking quartering sea as the Mournes came looming out of the murk to
windward, she had performed beautifully and give us a fast dry ride.
September on Strangford Lough was perfect. It gave everyone who’d had thoughts of
sailing on Garland a chance to do just that, and it gave us varied racing with as friendly a
crowd of people as you could hope to meet, and every time we went out sailing the sun
seemed to shine. It culminated with the Mussen Trophy race down lough on Sunday
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September 23rd in a crisp and sunny northerly, which gave a beat to the South Rock and
then down the coast to a mark at Ardglass before heading back into the finish under the
trees on the west shore of Strangford Lough. Dickie Gomes the Demon Driver was at the helm
for most of the forty odd miles, and he so excelled himself that we were 4 minutes ahead on
corrected time at the Ardgiass mark. But we’d gone round the course too fast and the ebb
was still running out of the Narrows when we tried to get in, and though the tide soon
turned the quarter hour that we were stuck brought smaller boats up from astern. However,
trickling back across the lough in the evening, the wind fell away, and while we managed to
slip across the line at 1900 the little fellows ran=out of wind altogether, and Tiger Gomes
had brought Garland her sixth win, giving a season’s score of nine starts with six wins, a
second, a third and a fifth.
The short happy life of Garland of Howth came rapidly to a close. Dick Richardson
bought her, and as he names his boats after rocks, and is Chairman of ISORA, she became
Chicken Rock as that is the rock plumb in the middle of his parish. After seemingly endless
frustrations and disappointments commercially, we could derive some comfort from knowing
that she had gone to an owner who would finish~ her as we would wish. Don’s reputatior6
spread, and he is now down in Cork working with John McWilliam, Ron Holland and others,
churning out cold-moulded One Tonners. This member meanwhile finds himself enriched in
every way except financially, enriched by the support I got from a really marvellous crew
who were tolerant of my failings and organisational ineptitude, and who if anything were
even more enthusiastic about what was a really marvellous little boat which never had a
chance to fulfill her total potential.

See plan facing
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by MiChael d’Alton
Boat: Verve. Owner/Skipper: Paul Campbell. Mate: Tom Perrott. Crew: M. d’Alton and
(coming back) John White.
When early last Winter Paul asked me if I Would cruise with him during the coming
season in the Shetland area, I gladly accepted but requested a condition precedent that we
should visit "The Fair Isle" as I had an obsession about this, having sailed by it no less than
three times before and failed, despite all efforts, to land upon it. Not only did he fulfill his
undertaking - on the way north - but for good measure, repeated it on the way home again.
To Inverness.
We left Dun Laoire in the late afternoon on Friday 29 June and had a near dead run in
drizzle in a southerly F.5 - 6, dropping the main soon after midnight for greater comfort a yawl has many advantages, the mizen can be a most helpful man. We gybed off the South
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Rock L.V. and continued our near dead run on the other gybe rounding the Mull of
Kintyre broad reaching up the outside and putting into Ardminish bay, Gigha, in a flurry
of wind well over F.6, after a free passage of 154 miles, in nasty weather but in relative
comfort in 243/4 hours; an average of just over 6 knots.
We dossed the night at anchor and as the weather was still nastyin the morning we
did not land but pressed on, still with a free wind, up the Sound of Jura, on past Crinan,
through Pladda, timing the tide nicely and on in very heavy mist and little wind in through
the south entrance of Kerrera Sound and out of the north one, with but a glimpse of Oban
through the rain. We ghosted slowly on inside Lismore Island, debouching through a
narrow but easy channel into Loch Linnhe and so on through the Corran Narrows near slack
water --, our second time lucky today - on to Fort William beside the entrance to the
Caledonian Canal. Here we picked up a mooring for the night in a tiny bay, Camus na Gall, as
we we were too late to enter even the sea loch. (The hours of use of the Canal are now
restricted to 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. with the possibility of another hour and a half on payment of
30p per gate - but only if the lock keeper is willing). We had now made 230 miles in 37
hours since we left, an average of 6.2 knots, a satisfactory start.
Next morning - Monday 2 July - had cleared to a beautiful day which improved all
the way to Fort Augustus, so that once again I had another perfect passage through the
f’trst half of this most beautiful string of lovely locks and charming canalised rivers, all
framed both sides by mountains and forestry plantations; my fifth one and I much hope,
not my last. We sailed much of the way as we had a splendid south-west wind astern of us:
through Loch Lochy and Loch Oich, mooring for the night at Fort Augustus ready for the
passage of Loch Ness next day, which yet again was one of lovely weather so we ambled up
most of Ness’s twenty miles under sail again - a delightful day’s passage to Inverness at the
north end of the canal.
On to Orkney.
Here we might well have stayed the night for Inverness is a fine city on the broad sweep
of a splendid river, but after a dinner in one of its large hotels we got under weigh to leave
the canal, having made most detailed enquiries of the times the sea lock operates - it is
dependent on the tide - and on the times the railway bridge blocking it can be opened, as
the two by no means coincide. There was, as the American Astronauts have it, a tight
"window" of time during which we could get out at this late hour, which however, was
almost scuppered when the hydraulic hose of one of the gates burst as we waited to go
through, but emergency repairs got it open just before the railway man went home. We
motored out from the sea lock to Beauly Basin and on down Inverness Firth on the direct
line to its entrance, across the shallows, this short cut having only 2Y2 to just 1¼ fathoms in
many places.
We sailed north all night in easy circumstances; the morning fulfilled its promise, the
day becoming one of the loveliest I have had at sea, glorious sun, dazzling blue flat sea, a
warm breeze on our stern, the spinnaker casting its shadow ahead; I spent most of the
day in little but sunshine, dozing on deck, waking occasionally just long enough to remark
to Paul and Tom that this was what the "common people" thought cruising was. It was far
too good to waste in steering, cooking or working .though it was difficult to get the other
two to realise this. A day indeed, long to be remembered.
As we approached the top right-hand corner of Scotland, the lovely breeze so far
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forgot its manners as to to ahead and compel us to haul sheets for an hour or two - the
f’n-st time since we had left home, but we ended our passage to Orkney on an easy reach
in the evening sunshine, making our landfall on the very striking island of Copinsay,.its
huge cliffs glowing gold in the last rays of the sinking sun - a more lovely ending of our
passage and arrival on new grounds would have been difficult to arrange. We dropped our
hook in Meil Bay a few miles short of Kirkwall, the capital of Orkney, as there was a strong
foul tide in the "String" the narrows just ahead of us. We had arrived: 395 miles as the seacrow flies in just over 5 days - we hardly could have expected a better start to our cruise.
Next morning early, Thursday 5 July we sailed the few miles to Kirkwall in poor
visibility and found there Merhonour, ex Dun Laoire and Nancey Bet, ex Cork, together
with a most enormous lifeboat,, one of the two largest in the British Isles, of whom more
anon. We pottered around this thoroughly interesting town, looked well at its most famous
buildings, especially the splendid rude and impressive red sandstone Cathedral - St.
Magnus, he who is by far the most famous Orcadian, a man of peace among the hordes of
savage warriors who made its history turbulent beyond that of most other islands. Both the
Orkney and the Shetland islands were under the sway of the Vikings for much of their
history and even today the inhabitants consider they are Norse - they will just about
tolerate being called British, but will swiftly dissuade you in no uncertain terms if you
commit the gaffe of taking them for Scots.
We had an excellent luncheon in the large hotel alongside the harbour and later on
sailed out of this little dock en route for Papa Sound, the anchorage of Stronsay. The wind
was a full F.6 so we set jib and mizen which was quite enough, but we got stuck in one
of the fiercest tidal races I have ever experienced off an island called Little Green Holm.
Despite the heavy free wind and finally running the engine as well we were gripped by this
damned sluice and as visibility was now very poor indeed and after a full hour we had
actually lost ground, the position was distinctly nasty as we were amongst a host of unseen
islands with little idea of the many local variations of this devilish tidal stream.
At this crucial moment, when we were debating just where to make for, out of the
dense mist a huge lifeboat emerged right on our course and ranging on our beam loud-hailed
us "Had we got a man named Perrott on board?" We had indeed! "We have a message for
him.’" This was staggering in the circumstances and most ominous; they succeeded in
delivering the message slip at the end of a long pole - we were still in the heaving race. Tom
was to ring home urgently! The lifeboat hoisted over a very high speed inflatable and
succeeded in taking him on board and then tore off from one wave top to the next into the
mist. We followed the lifeboat down-tide and soon sighted another rugged island where Tom
was landed in hair-raising fashion on the beach so that he could telephone home from an
isolated farmhouse. We stood off and on in the heavy wind and seas awaiting his return with
deep anxiety. Eventually the inflatable returned in clouds of spray with Tom on board - all
was well for the moment, the crisis warded off.
We eased sheets and ran for an anchorage between two islands some miles to the north
recommended by the lifeboat men - Fersness Bay on Eday, where we had a quiet night
recovering from this unwelcome little episode.
Fair Isle - at last.
More mist next day, but lighter and with little wind, so we motored out from the last
of the Orkney Islands, north-eastwards, bound for my obsession, Fair Isle, half-way between
the Orkney and Shetland groups. It stayed almost windless for the open sea passage of 24
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miles so we had to motor the whole way, in poor visibility, through a very strong set off
North Ronaldsay. We came in around the north end of Fair Isle, around a huge headland,
The Nizz, with a lighthouse on the edge of towering cliffs. We approached the only proper
anchorage, North Haven, slowly on a careful bearing of the little islet in the centre, as there
are rocks on both hands of the narrow entrance, and found there the trawler type boat
Good Shepherd III which is the island’s only connection with the other islands, and
alongside the jetty Merhonour once again.
We spent the night and all next day here and explored the island thoroughlyr walking
its length to the lighthouse and the village at the south end, inspecting the huge wire birdtraps which the bird observatory people have set up all over the place, for this island is one
of the greatest transit points of migrating birds in Europe; the observatory is a large
Norwegian timber-burr structure which takes about 24 guests, though there were only
three when we were there. The birdlife was very fine though this was a quiet time of year,
the most prominent being the skuas - the arctic and the great - both very aggressive in
buzzing anyone who comes near their territory; I was actually struck by the wing of an
arctic one as I walked along the road. The thing to do is to carry a stick projecting above
one’s head for protection.
This island, this crossroads of bird traffic, is a thoroughly interesting place, not only
to ornithologists, and has a population of about 70, happily no longer tending to ’diminish;
yet when we were in the post office near the south end, the postmaster on looking out his
window and seeing a steamer approach "from the Sooth" as he put it, told us it was the
excurison steamer from Orkney on its annual visit, there being only one other, a visit by
the National Trust for Scotland, these two visits being in his opinion "quite enough"! In
contrast to this on our way back to the boat we saw a small aeroplane taking off from the
rough airstrip.
~utside’the Shetland Isles
We left after a late supper and though Tom spent two solid hours working on the
engine, it refused to start so as the wind was very light and dead ahead and as there was
quite a swell and the inlet is so narrow for beating out, I took a bow line to the punt, and
at the end of each short tack, when as close under the cliffs as we dared I helped tow her
head around, to get her going on the other hand - rather heavy pulling as we had no
outboard. When well out Paul hove-to and hoisted me and the punt aboard.
With a F.4 W.N.W. wind we easily lay Fitful Head on the port tack and had a fast
but intensely cold easy night passage across the twenty odd miles of open sea between
Fair Isle and the Shetland mainland, continuing on up the west coast, past St. Ninian’s
Isle and outside a string of other islands for a dozen miles or so, then in through them, into
the splendidly enclosed anchorage of Scalloway, letting go at 0330 having covered 36
miles in six hours - we now were in the cruising ground we intended to explore in detail.
Sunday morning 8 July broke beautifully and stayed so the entire day; we’lazed
around all day in this very lovely inlet; I climbed a low hill and saw out on the horizon the
island of Foula about 25 miles away, the most remote inhabited island in the British Isles
since St. Kilda was evacuated years ago, a place often cut off for weeks on end as it has no
proper landing place. This island was Paul’s obsession as Fair Isle had been mine, as I soon
discovered when I mentioned my sighting to him.
Scalloway is a fine fishing port with a good shipyard so we stayed the night and got a
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mechanic next day to try to fix the engine. Though Tom and he slaved throughout this
beautiful day it was not until evening that it yielded to their curses and burst into life. When
it did we took our chance and set out at teatime under sail for Vaila Voe, the ’port’ of Walls
- again a perfectly enclosed anchorage - where we let go off the manse in a couple of
fathoms.
Next morning the sun deserted us and though there was little wind and very poor
visibility, we set sail for Foula and with the help of our now repentant engine got there in
time for lunch. We anchored close in off the little inlet of Ham Voe - poor holding on the
rocky bottom - landing on the tiny jetty which had the ’mailboat’ sitting up on it, lifted
out as it always has to be by a large crane. This ex-lifeboat was woefully neglected but it
did have a compass splendidly mounted in a perfectly anti-magnetic fashion - on the floor
boards cemented into place between a couple of concrete blocks! A trawler which was
alongside the end of the jetty had to hold herself off the corner with warps across the inlet
as there is a reef just below the surface at the knuckle.
We walked towards the south end of the island and met the portmaster of the
smallest post office in the British Isles - though an elderly fellow he had to clamber over
the minute counter each time as it was too small to contain an opening flap! This same
man was, his friend told us "probably the fastest peat cutter in the world" and still could
cut a thousand sods an hour. It was interesting that they differentiated between turf and
peat, turf being the top sod ("scraw"), the peat being under this. This island has but 32
people on it in winter and at present had even less as a family or two had recently left
owing to some sort of matrimonial fall-out - islands may not always be the havens that
we think they are. There were few houses, some of these deserted, the fields rather neglected
and everywhere rusty motorbikes and farm machinery abandoned by the roadside; there
was a general impression that this island is on the way down and soon will be deserted if
nothing is done about it - all rather sad. Perhaps it could be saved by becoming a bird
sanctuary for the bird life here was tremendous. It bristled with fulmar, puffins, terns,
arctic skuas and great skuas, known in these parts as ’bonxies’, the skuas and terns savagely
buzzing anyone who crossed their breeding grounds.
We had to motor all the way back, seeing only the lower part of the 1200 feet high
cliffs on the west side - a great disappointment. We lay the night in another wholly enclosed
and deserted anchorage with a very shallow entrance - Hamna Voe in the small island of
Papa Stour - letting go when it got deep, in just over two fathoms! entering on the centre
line between a tiny islet and the port shore.
More mist next day - the sun certainly had deserted us - when we motored a mile or
so to the west and stopped half a mile off the cliffs opposite "Christie’s Hole", one of a
series of caves, which was greatly lauded in the Pilot. Though there was a fair swell it was
possible to take the punt in with two aboard - I rowed Tom in first and then Paul -- but
we took all precautions, donning lifejackets, lashing in spare oars and spurs and so forth;
there was such a surge in the cleft into it, beneath an enormous stack concealing the entrance
that the foam from the backlash lay deep enough on the surface of the water to spill in over
the gunwales. All rather terrifying but thrilling; an utterly impossible place had there been
much more swell.
We motored back and sailed through Papa Sound as the tide allowed us to do so,
called briefly into Snaraness - another Voe - and popped ashore there before continuing
on to Swarbacks Minn, a truly magnificent conjunction of waters and inlets, clear of dangers
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The approach to Christie’s Hole, Papa Stour. Michael d’Alton rowing in (above) and
out (below). Photos." R. P. Campbell.

Above. Ham Voe, Foula, with the island ferry on the quay.

Above. Mousa broch. Below. North Haven, Fair Isle. Photos. R. P. Campbell.

which was the base of the 10th Auxiliary Cruiser Squadron, the Icelandic Patrol, in the
Great War. We sailed no less than seven miles up this impressive inlet to the village of Voe
at its head, letting go in two fathoms, off the pier, in line with its inner face. As it was
rather late, we rushed ashore to the hotel for booze but found it was unlicensed, nor
would they sell us a bottle for the same reason but they would - and did - give us a bottle
of gin provided we replaced it next day with a bottle bought in the nearby village shop!
The hotel owner was the local J.P. keeping the right side of the law. It is almost as difficult
to get a drink ashore here as it is in Norway, so thirsts assume exquisite proportions.
This tiny village is dominated by a general merchant, Abie, whose establishment is
so famous that the Queen and Prince Philip put in here off the Royal Yacht in the early
1960’s. It is a wonderful emporium, pa~icularly for homespun woollens.
More motor-sailing in the mist up Busta Voe, in and out of Mangaster Voe, taking a
line of soundings up the centre as there are none on the chart, then out again and on to
Hillswick for a run ashore and a drink; the pub was shut as it was Thursday but the hotel
came up trumps - the first place we were lucky as Scalloway is "dry".
Off again at evening across the north side of St. Magnus’s Bay, the only big bay on
the west coast of Shetland and half way up it, past an immensely striking pair of stacks
with the resounding name "The Drongs", which though so prominent had no height
indicated on the chart. When alongside a precipitous island a few miles on, I took some
sextant angles of The Drongs and worked their height at 151 feet though it seemed far
more. Their Lordships of the Admiralty have acknowledged with grateful thanks this
invaluable information and indicated that the next issue of the chart will leave no mariner
in doubt. We ended up just beyond the Eshaness Lighthouse in Hamna Voe, yet another
wholly enclosed and almost deserted anchorage with an easy entrance provided one keeps
clear of the sunken rocks to starboard and comes in on a compass bearing of about 160°.
We let go in two fathoms off a small beach at the north side off a little burn.
Friday the 13th was, as you would expect it to be, dull and misty, but it did produce
a F.3 - 4 easterly to give us a fairly close reach on up the west coast the 30 miles or so to
the mostly northerly lighthouse in the British Isles on the precipitous tiny islet of Muckle
Flugga. Towards this apex of our cruise we tramped in sterling style, past endless towering
red cliffs, caves and stacks, past Yell Sound, Yell and on up the west side of the most
northerly island of Unst - for Shetland is an elongated string of islands with fine sounds
between - luffing in to the stack at Henna Ness, a famous gannetry. Some of the thousands
of the birds here were being harried by great skuas, to induce them to spew up their last
meal for the benefit of their tormentor - we actually saw a skua dragging a gannet lout of
the sky by the tip of one of its wings. We beat close in under the lightttouse, getting a wave
from one of the keepers a couple of hundred feet above us; we even continued beating on
half a mile north-eastwards in a tide turning foul, in order to round Out Stack, the very
last piece of land between here and the Lofotens.
Goodbye to Muckle Flugga.
Here we turned for home beating up into the head of Burra Firth, the narrow inlet
three miles long at the northern tip of Unst. We anchored here an hour or so in two fathoms,
off a fine golden beach, almost the first we had seen, then reached out past enormous caves
and cliffs "of a stupendous character" according to that sober tome, the Pilot, keeping well
to sea to clear the Skaw Rost tide race ("is specially dangerous" - the Pilot again) which
was fairly quiet at this distance and this time. We then went about and lay Balta Sound. our
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next call.
As evening closed in so did the mist, but it stayed just clear enough for us to come in
the North channel on a compass bearing 215°, slightly to starboard of the mid line between
Balta island and the shore, leaving the large red beacon marking a spit to starboard,
continuing up the centre of the inlet in heavy mist. We let go off Sandison’s Wharf shortly
before nine in driving mist, a filthy night though only F.3. We squelched below for big eats,
thick chops washed down with a sup of wine, to celebrate our rounding of the north end
of Britain.
Balta harbour is a very fine shallow inlet about a mile in length by less than half of
that wide, 2 - 7 fathoms deep with a sound outside formed by Balta Island, the sound a
mile by just over half that wide, 4 -- 8 fathoms deep, the whole L-shaped and splendid
shelter. In its heyday seven or eight hundred luggers fished from this harbour which with
Lerwick landed more herring than any other place in the British Isles. Now things are very
quiet with one old wharf, and not a pretty one at that.
The morning turned out even worse, heavier than ever mist with less than half a
mile visibility, so we stayed put and in the evening had a good plain dinner in the very
pleasant hotel here - the most Northerly hotel in the British Isles, as they told us, and also
had a drink in its bar, one of the very few in Shetland. We saw posters advertising local
regattas, each with races for the unique Shetland models, gunter-rigged open boats, with the
splendid rule that any rig was acceptable so long as the sail area did not exceed 10 sq. ft.
per foot of waterline! Time the RORC too achieved this sublime simplicity.
Though Saturday was misty enough, Sunday morning was far worse, for visibility had
closed in to half a cable; the wharf less than this distance away was hardly visible. Despite
this Paul decided to go and make direct for Lerwick half way down the east coast, as the
wind was right, easterly F.3 and far more important, there would be no fishing boats around
on this Sabbath Day. As visibility was almost nil and as the shores are so shallow we crawled
out under power in a very light wind with Tom in the bow as look-out and the echo
sounder in the cockpit. Furthermore there is a very pronounced magnetic irregularity here
noted on the chart, so first we found ourselves almost up on the starboard shore, then
soon afterwards alongside the island shore on our port side, finally getting embayed in a
tiny crook of the island; it was quite eerie crawling out like this, groping our way from one
side to the other, still in less than half a cable visibility.
When we had shaken the island off we set compass course well outside the island of
Fetlar about 8 miles away, sole British breeding place of the snowy owl. When we reckoned
we were past it, as visibility had cleared to nearly a mile, we decided to look for another
group ten miles on, the Out Skerries - there is no shortage of islands here - but we overshot
them so had to head north-west hoping to find them in the mist. Just as we were about to
abandon the attempt they appeared ahead and soon we were in amongst the little cluster,
coming in by North-east Mouth, a very easy way, and letting go at its inner end in 3 fathoms.
Though the whole cluster is scarcely two miles by two it has many houses sprinkled
about the twisty roads of the two main islands which are connected by a bridge; there were,
in fact, an astounding number of cars about the place. It is a thriving fishing community;
one of the trawlers there cost over £75,000 two years ago, which we were told by the owner,
would now cost well over £ 100,000 with its gear - they were not exactly paupers it would
seem. An old man told Tom that there were about 100 people living here but that the
younger ones were marrying out of it - several houses on the hill top were now deserted;
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rather sad if this well-knit community were to wither and to die. We met a large party of
’Brum’ University students living in army huts by the water edge who were skin divers
exploring an ancient wreck, the ’Carmelan of Amsterdam, wrecked here in 1664 with three
million guilders and many chests of coined gold’ on board. They were diving in up to 90
feet and in strong tides, so it was no child’s play but they had been rewarded with some
exciting finds. We signed on two of the students who were in a hurry to get to Lerwick.
Monday 16 July was fine at last, sun once again after two and a half solid days of dense
mist. It was a glorious sailing day but before we left we walked ashore again to send some
postcards home; the postmistress told us they would not get away from the island for seven
days as we had just missed the postboat, but if we were to take them to the little shop half
a mile away they would catch the boat in an hour or so! Paul was fascinated by the South
entrance of our anchorage, a passage which the Pilot describes in one word "foul". He
quizzed the engineer of the trawler then boldly set sail for this maze, keeping well clear of
the islet to port until a slit in the rock to starboard with a stone lintel over it came in sight
whereupon we altered course hard aport just before we would have run up on the rocky
underwater ledge on our starboard side. After that, facing aft and with his back towards the
wheel, Paul steered Verve on the leading line out - a pole on the hill on with the centre of a
two storey house, grey with mauve windows with a chimney stack on either gable. I was
more than glad Paul was doing this not I and that the boat was his and not mine. A very
tricky exit for a stranger.
When free of the island, hoisting genoa and the beloved mizen staysail we ran dead in
dazzling sunshine and through sapphire sparkling seas for the outside of Bressay, the large
island off Lerwick, the capital of Shetland, about 20 miles ahead. We had a most glorious
run letting the two students look after the boat whilst we all enjoyed the sun, then ran in
under the enormous cliffs of the small Islen of Noss off Bressay, a very fine bird sanctuary,
full of gannets, guillemots, fulmars, puffins, great and arctic skuas and the like. We dropped
our hook in a fine bay of this isle, Voe of the Mels, in 2 fathoms and crossed the island to
the top of cliffs on the outside, some more than 600 feet high, being fiercely ’buzzed’ all
the time by the skuas of both sorts. The views from the top were quite superb.
When we got back to the punt I and one of the students threw discretion to the winds
and plunged in for a marvellous swim, one of the very few we had. Towards evening we
sailed on around the south tip of Bressay, past a most extraordinary wreck, following a
trawler well inside the green buoy and had a splendid beat under all plain sail up the sound
and into the very extensive and bustling harbour of Lerwick, where we were "moved along"
into the boat harbour, securing alongside a couple of West German yachts.
Tom and I shot ashore as it was almost ten o’clock and just managed to get into the
nearby hotel bar - one of those very few, (most of which we seemed to have found). I
wandered late through the town, along the main street running the length of the shore but
in from the waterfront, with innumerable intriguing stepped lanes or "closses" leading off
both sides up or down the steeply sloping ground - one of these was a bare two feet wide
wall to wall: many of them had fascinating little tumbledown courtyards opening off.
Lerwick, though a tremendously busy seaport is a very intriguing town, particularly the
waterfront towards the east end. It contains a third of all people in Shetland, the total
population of the islands being 18,000 now; in 1760 it was no less than 30,000.
Tuesday morning, 17 July was spent by all in ships business; arranging with the
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Harbour Trust for water, who duly at the exact appointed hour sent down the waterman
with his handcart full of hoses and standpipes, a very welcome help. The cost was 10p per
ton but the charge for yachts was nil! How very pleasant. Calor by the way was obtainable
only from Stone & Smith, an excellent ironmonger. At lunch time our fourth member of
the crew arrived, John White, hot foot by air from Dublin, which he had had to leave the
night before. To celebrate this arrival we had dinner in the Grand Hotel; both the hotel and
the dinner being rather uninspiring. When we awoke on Wednesday we had a Norwegian
yacht alongside soon followed in by a Canadian one of aluminium; this is quite a focal
point for boats in this part of the world.
Farewell to Shetland.
We left soon after breakfast and had a light sail south to the island of Mousa where we
landed and climbed to the top of the finest ’broch’ in existence, those strange stone-built
circular towers perhaps fifty feet high with no floors but with stairs and passages honeycombing the walls, built it is thought in the time of the Romans and looking like pre-historic
cooling towers.
From here we sailed on to the southernmost point Sumburgh Head which broods over
the fierce tidal race of the same name, and which we sailed through as the wind was light and
the tide almost slack. Even so, it was quite bumpy and obviously could be frightful in bad
weather. We crossed the 20 miles to Fair Isle once again and as we came in to North Haven
saw that the mail boat Good Shepherd had been hauled out up to the head of the beach as
it has to be when bad weather threatens. This was ominous but despite it we came on in
and found she was merely being repainted.
We gave John a few hours’ look about the island and then motored out on a glassy
surface with a very beautiful golden moon molten in the mirror sea and continued motoring
all this most lovely night, reaching Kirkwall in 9 hours, a distance of 53 miles, across a full
spring tide which set us 8 or 9 miles to port, but luckily the lighthouse on the island of
Copinsay is a 22 mile one. We took a solemn young graduate with us on this passage; a
bird-watcher of greater gravity l have never met.
We had another wander in Kirkwall, once more in mist and another very good luncheon
in the hotel alongside; a place to recommend to visiting yachtsmen. Before we left here we
had a visit from the Secretary and the mechanic of the huge lifeboat which had loomed out
of the mist and scared the wits out of Tom two weeks earlier; they were a most pleasant
pair and greeted the ’shipwrecked’ Tom like a lost brother.
Adieu to Orkney.
On the morning of Friday 20 July we sailed under jib and mizen out of the crowded
basin beating down the bay and sailing for the last time from amongst the Orkneys. Then
setting genoa and mizen staysail, we headed south for Inverness, the Caledonian Canal and
home, keeping well to the east as we passed the Pentland Firth at a most respectful distance.
We kept to this very comfortable rig for running the whole trip back to Inverness, a distance
of more than 100 miles, and with no bother averaged 5 to 5½ knots almost all the way, in
a north-easterly F.3 - 4, having the coast of Scotland in sight in the distance most of the time.
As night descended Tom put up his last excellent dinner at sea; a slightly sad one for this
had been a splendid cruise of easy atmosphere with no flat patches. We sailed on through the
kindly night, with one on watch, with Tarbet Ness lighthouse - the entrance to the Moray
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Firth - abeam at two in the morning, after which I took over and was preoccupied for
quite some time seeking an unlit buoy about 9 miles on marking a patch off the coast
which dries out. We got through the narrows at Fort George as the tide turned foul and
giving Verve a strong push with the engine just managed to creep in against the sluicing
ebb at Inverness and so arrived at the carol entrance in time for early breakfast after a
very easy passage back of 120 miles in 22 hours, an average of 5.4 knots wholly under
reduced sail with no engine except for the glow push through the tide at the finish.
We entered the canal and went on up through the series of 5 gates - 4 locks at
Inverness, running alongside at the top, just ahead of a magnificent Canadian boat,
the 65 foot timber sloop Driver, whose young owner had had her built - beautifully built
- in Vancouver in 19.67 and who had been on a world cruise ever since then spending in
all, half of this time on board. Tom and I were invited on board late that night - Paul
had turned in - and we invited him to call in to Dun Laoire, which he did. We all had spent
the day in Inverness except poor Tom whose conscience impelled him to scrub out the
galley till it shone and smelled like roses, rough justice too, for had he not made most
of the mess there, with all the cooking he insisted on doing throughout the cruise? To cap
it all he then produced the biggest eats of all on this last night, for he and I had to fly
back home next morning whilst two other friends flew out to help Paul and John take
Verve back through the canal and on down Loch Linnhe and Jura Sound to her moorings
in Dun Laoixe.
This cruise, mostly in moderately f’me or else moderately dull and misty weather was
full of interest from beginning to end; these two clusters of Northern Isles are very well
worth exploring, more particularly Shetland with its many miles of fragmented coastline
and magnificent cliffs, its dozens of enclosed inlets and long Voes thrusting deep inland.
To enjoy all this to the full all one has to do is to avoid stitching up on any of its Baas,
those shallow patches which in Northern Ireland waters are well known as pladdies.
Some day I hope we shall go back again.
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BALLERINA OF SKELLIG - SUMMARY OF FIRST SEASON
by Raymond Fielding
We took over Ballerina early in the week before Easter and spent several clays fitting
out in Moodys at Bursledon and our spare time, if any, at the Swan by the bridge. We had
one foray into the Solent to adjust the compass and auto-pilot and to take a look at the
sails. The crew, including Brendan Lyden I.C.C. joined us on the Wednesday and being in
all respects ready for sea we sailed for Cork, or rather towards Cork. A ridge of high pressure
was declining and fresh northerlies were forecast, ideal at least for the first leg. Ballerina is
a modified Warrior 35 by Angus Primrose and could be classed as a high-powered sailing
yacht with a 42 h.p. Mercedes Benz diesel and plenty of sail. She has an after cabin and
most of the comforts that the modern cruiser can offer. Passed the Needles at 1530 on
Holy Thursday pouring along to the west at around six knots under No.2 genoa and several
rolls in the main. The wind was as forecast with a tendency to back. Portland was abeam
at 2030 and the Start at 0400 on Good Friday. Conditions were comfortable if a little
cold. At dawn we were coming up to seaward of the Eddystone now on the wind making for
the Lizard. Five miles south-east of the Lizard we dropped sail and steamed into the wind
for Penzance. We had to throttle back in some of the steep overfalls off the Lizard and later
dodging the lobster buoys in Mounts Bay. Conditions became very unpleasant with sleet
and we were glad to be able to lock into the dock at Penzance. I was very appreciative of.
the hot shower aboard. 160 miles in 26 hours. Later I fell asleep over dinner at the Admiral
Benbow Inn. Conditions disimproved on the Saturday and after a chat with the Met. men at
Mountbatten in Plymouth we decided to give it best and leave the boat in the dock for a
week.
I returned the following Friday and with two English chaps, John and Ian that I had
arranged as crew sailed at midnight again towards Cork. We motored until clear of the
Longships and at dawn made sail to a freshening north-east wind 4 to 5 which lasted all
day apart from several hours under power around teatime. An easy crossing really. We were
to weather of our course as intended and Mine Head light showed up at dusk in the right
place and later Ballycotton light to starboard. We went into Cork harbour in cold darkness
and jilled around for a while off the entrance to Crosshaven before going in at first light to
pick our moorings off the Club. Another 165 miles in 28 hours again largely under sail.
Most of the season was spent in and around Cork harbour and Kinsale. The last weekend
in July saw three of us taking the boat to West Cork. Again a fast passage under sail in
north-easterly winds and we had to heave-to off Crookhaven for a few hours before entering
Goleen at dawn. At lunch time back to Schull for wives and then over to Castle Island alongside
the pier. If Mungo reads this I hope he won’t mind. Sunday was spent in superb sunshine
in North Harbour where the only incident was that Pepe our seagoing Poodle was attacked
by cats in Cummer. Returning to Schull we left the boat on a prearranged mooring for a week.
Christine and I and dog returned to the boat on August Friday. We were to be alone for a
week, of what turned out to be quite appalling weather. We had a second anchor out several
times, were nearly blown out of Crookhaven, and found a good anchorage off Long Island
pier in southerly gales. We paid another visit to Clear and were back there within hours to pick
up our weekend crew who had chartered a trawler to get there. Next day to Goleen and back
to Schull for the Regatta where we raced to our own satisfaction and back to Baltimore by
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Ballerina of Skellig, a modified Warrior 35 designed by Angus Primrose.

Ballerina of Skellig. Above. Alongside Goleen pier. Below. Steaming into Schull for
the Regatta.

the Postman’s entrance. We spent the Monday at the Fastnet and in fog saw quite a few of
the leading boats rounding and Irish and British warships playing cat and mouse around our
rock. Back to Schull for the night to leave crew home. Next day Christine, Brendan and I
and dog went out to a deserted Fastnet and then to Castletown for Mass next morning. On
the way in spent several hours at Dunboy our favourite anchorage. Next day was windless
so we powered up to Bantry, poking right in to Lawrence Cove en route, via the south entrance
and over to Ardnagashel. As we left for Glengarriff, Cuilaun of Kinsale took over the
moorings. Dermot joined us there for the trip back to Cork. Next morning we circled a
Swedish cruising liner at anchor off the entrance and powered for lunch to Lonehort, a
lonely but sheltered anchorage near the eastern extremity of Bere. Later we had thick fog
and no wind around Sheep head and the Mizen but it obligingly lifted off Crookhaven and
we spent another night alongside the pier at Goleen. Next day under power and sail through
Long Island sound and up to the head of Roaringwater Bay, in fact as far as we could go.
What a superb almost landlocked expanse of water. If Ireland is ever to have a National
Sailing Centre what about there? Anchored for lunch under E. Skeam I. to await the tide
through to Baltimore east of Hare Island, and to a moorings off the lifeboat slip for the
night. Next morning with a deteriorating weather forecast we left under power for Kinsale
where we arrived in time for a slightly late lunch in 7 hours’ uneventful motoring largely
steered by the Pinta. Back to Crosshaven the next day.
In all "No wrecks and nobody drowned and (almost) nothing to laugh at at all". It
was not really a bad season weather-wise on the South Coast but the weather did seem
rather worse at weekends. In early October we were one of twenty or so yachts which
attended the South Coast I.C.C. Rally at the back of Great Island above East Ferry, which
is becoming a popular and fitting end to the sailing season here.

"ROANE"
Nancy and Cecil Hall
Roane remained in home waters this year. The crew consisted of the owners and three
good friends from London who we met when cruising in France a few years ago.
We sailed from Crosshaven on evening of 14 July and after a night in Oysterhaven had
the unusual good fortune to get a north-east wind and carry the mizen staysail to Castlehaven.
We called at pretty well all the ports in Roaring Water bay and Berehaven, getting water
through the local fire hose in Castletown and nearly filling the ship as well as the water tank
in the process! Thence through Dursey sound and north to Derrynane, Valentia and Dingle,
making a landing on SkeUig, Blasket and the Island of Deenish off Derrynane. Our friends
left us in Killmakillogue. They were delighted with our cruising ground and it had given us
great pleasure to show it to them. The weather had been a bit mixed but with no great amount
of wind and generally cool for July.
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Here we were joined by two friends from Cork and made our way gently homewards in
pleasant sunny conditions rounding the Fastnet on the way and sheltering from a good hearty
gale in North Harbour, Cape Clear. We had to retreat to the inner harbour and dry out
because of an expected heavy scend, and buried the CQR in the graveyard on the end of the
jib halliard, which in the falling daylight made contact with the local power lines causing the
whole ship to become alive. Having survived this we returned to our mooring in Castlehaven
after being away for about three weeks. We left Roane there and cruised out of Castlehaven
each weekend until mid September when we came back to Crosshaven - need I say it, against
an east wind!

JULIA’S ORDEAL
This summer Cormac and Millie O’Ceallaigh, who have a house overlooking the entrance
to Donegal harbour, decided to take Julia round and station her there. (For new members,
Julia is a West Channel O.D., a weatherly 5 ton sloop with a Seagull for use in calms). They
gave her to two friends for the first stage of the voyage and their friends signed on a third
hand as navigator. They set out on 18 July in fair conditions and called at Skerries, Ardglass
and Donaghadee. Proceeding northwards the navigator persuaded them to take a short cut
inside the Isle of Muck where Julia ran aground on the spit and dried out. The nearby
coastguards most helpfully took charge of the rescue operation and when the yacht was
re-floated put her on a mooring at ?ort Muck.
The voyage continued via Caralough to Greencastle, Lough Foyle. Here the navigator
left and Cormac joined. Having traversed Inishtrahull sound in light weather and when
steering in the direction of Melmore head a fog bank was observed ahead and course altered
for Lough Swilly where Julia came to anchor off Port Salon just as dense fog closed in. The
next two days were agreeably spen~; sailing in beautiful Lough Swilly.
On 29 July Millie joined and their friends drove her car back to Dublin. On the 30th
the joint owners made a passage in a fresh south-westerly to Bloody Foreland and beat
thence to Gola North sound in poor visibility. They picked up Rinogy rock and then Umfin
island and advocate working down this west side of the sound if conditions are foggy. They
lay comfortably in good shelter off the pier on the east side of Gola. Their next sail was a
short one to Gortnasate in Cruit bay. Then a passage in showery weather outside Aranmore
bound for Church Pool; as visibility was poor at times they first made in for Crohy head,
sighting Inishkeeragh and Illancrone on the way, and from close under the head set course
for the rocks eastward of Church Pool, thus making sure of passing inside the nasty Bulligs
in Boylagh bay.
Bad weather now set in. After two days of gale they set out for Killybegs but made
poor progress in a big rough sea and a head wind of insufficient strength, and turned back
off Tormore. They left Julia moored in Church Pool for a couple of days and returning on
7 August set out again on the 8th beating into F.5; Cormac considered but rejected the idea
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of putting into Glen bay and as they ran back again to Church Pool warning of an imminent
S.E. gale was issued. The wind increased to gale next day and veered, blowing S.W.F.9 in
the afternoon and west F.8 in the evening but with very fierce gusts, 61 kn. being recorded
at Malin Head; it went N.W. before subsiding. Julia rode steadily to her CQR and 20 fms. of
5/16 chain, her owners perforce remaining aboard, concerned at their situation but even
more perturbed by the thought of what would have happened had they anchored in Glen
bay. Family affairs made it necessary to leave Julia unattended in Church Pool for a few
more days and f’mally on 13 August the passage to KiUybegs was achieved in favourable
conditions and variable winds. Cormac now had to go to New York and Julia lay unharmed
for several weeks between the old pier and the new quay to the S.W.; on his return the H.M.
requested that she be moved closer inshore, where she grounded. On 23 September they
sailed her round St. John’s point to Inver, where they proposed to lay her up, and left her
on a fisherman’s mooring.
On 6 October they found her lying against the wall with the mast successfully
removed. Not caring for the wall they rigged her west country legs and moved her out. Two
days later one leg unluckily came down on a soft patch; she fell over and was slightly
damaged at the point where the leg breaks contact with the bilge. The truck proposed for
hauling out was found to be unsuitable and a better one was located and acquired. At the
f’trst attempt the tractor skidded, the yacht took charge and slipped back on the truck
sustaining further slight damage. The truck was modified and very careful preparations
made. It did not help that in the west of Ireland spring tides occur morning and evening
when it was getting dark. Finally on 30 October the yacht was successfully hauled out and
is now sitting on her truck in a safe berth ashore.
The owners feel qualified to give advice on hauling out a yacht in the absence of
normal facilities. They are enthusiastic about Church Pool, endorse the I.C.C. book’s
"Excellent shelter in winds between N.N.W. and S.E.", and believe that a yacht would be
quite safe there, though less comfortable, in north or north-east wind. The local people
think very poorly of Portnoo and say they would not even risk leaving a boat there overnight. During part of her stay Julia shared Church Pool with a local motor yacht.

John Mullins reports that he left Dun Laoghaire in Bonnet Rouge on 2 July 1973 and
returned at the end of August with 1,800 miles on the log. They sailed direct from the
Scilly Isles to La Coruna, 400 miles, cruised slowly along the north coast of Spain and
stopped at French ports on the way home. Ports of call were:- Sciny, La Coruna, El Ferrol,
Ribadeo, Luanco, Gijon, Lastres, Ribadesella, Santander, San Sebastian, Bayonne,
Arcachon, Les Sables d’Olonne, Belle Ile, Audierne, Scilly.
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WITH FAVOURABLE WIND TO THE NETHERLANDS
by Tony Morton

I started my holiday in Sung Foon at Burnham on Saturday 4 August in the evening
with a strong south-westerly wind blowing and a good deal of rain. Sung Foon is Cantonese
for Favourable/Harmonious Wind; she is a Stella O/D, a 5 ton clinker-built class designed by
C. R. Holman in 1960. During Sunday the wind freshened and there was more rain for most
of the day, but I managed to complete with oil, water and all other preparations for sea,
including fitting the Quartermaster self-steering gear. Later that day I was joined by my crew,
Ian McLaughlan.
On Monday the 6th we awoke to a strong south-westerly, driving rain and a very
gloomy forecast. We completed storing, and as the weather was so unfavourable I landed to
get local repairs at the dentist. However, as the afternoon progressed, the skies cleared and
the wind moderated, and the barometer began to rise. By 1755 the forecast was not so
gloomy, and we decided to sail that night. We had a splendid sail down the Crouch and out
up towards the Sunk L.V. under No. 1 jib and the main. It was a fine evening and the omens,
the forecast, and the winds all favourable. By 2330, having put three rolls in the main, we
were off the Sunk and set course towards the North Hinder. At this time the BBC was very
encouraging with the wind moderating from the west to F.5 and possibly 6.
By dawn, when we made the North Hinder, it began to get much more windy and the
sea much rougher, and by 0630 we fully reefed the main. At this time the weather forecast
was also extremely gloomy. We pressed on, and by 0800 raised the Thornton Bank whistle
buoy about 1½ miles to the south. The visibility about 10 miles and the sea very rough and
quite unsuitable for making a landfall on Walcheren Island amidst the shoals. Accordingly,
I decided that I would make up towards the Hook of Holland, hoping to sight the numerous
buoys and thereby maintain a good check of my position.
By 0930 we were off the entrance to the Oesterscheldt, but this in the prevailing
weather with very steep seas was not at all attractive, and so I continued to press on further
north. By 1100 it was really blowing very hard indeed, the seas very steep and visibility not
so good. We got the main down and ran on before the wind under the working jib. At
about 1115 the storm really struck us with a fierce driving wind and very heavy rain similar
to that in a monsoon in the tropics. The visibility came down to less than a hundred yards,
and we had forty minutes of the most uncomfortable sailing. However, just after noon we
sighted the Goeree light, and were able to shape course straight for it.
Just after 1300 we had the Goeree light platform abeam and shaped up to make the
approach to Europort itself. The visibility was quite good, but the sea was very rough astern
and the opportunities to see a buoy were down to about one mile or less. However, we
sped along at a good 5/6 knots under jib alone, and by 1500 we managed to pick up one of
the approach buoys to Europort, and altered in towards the entrance.
By 1530 we were in the approaches, and by 1545 were able to pick up the leading
lights burning extremely brightly even by day, and a few minutes later we were on the
leading light transit, surfing in before the very steep seas. Shortly before 1700 we were
actually inside the entrance with an even more "sporting steep sea" and fighting the ebb
stream. However, after half an hour we were off the Hook of Holland, and in calm water.
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Off the Schonen Bank
We had a very pleasant trip c p the river, going through the outskirts of Rotterdam in
a really very brisk breeze, and by half-past six we entered the marina at Schiedam, and were
made most welcome and snug by seven o’clock. Altogether a most successful sail of about
110 miles at an average speed of c,ver six knots. The boat behaved splendidly, she made
very little water, and apart from some slight trouble with the self-steering gear we had no
difficulty whatsoever.
On the 8th, after a good night’s Sleep, we had a very good shopping expedition of
telephoning and postcards and embarking Dutch beer and cheese. After lunch we studied
going north via the canals, but we thought that the prospect was not so good and decided
that we would go down into the Scheldt. Accordingly, at 1600 we got under way, left the
Marina and went down river again, where we got ourselves off the big bridge, the Botlechbruch,
but were told that it would not be open for another hour. We went back down the Oude
Mass approaches, only to find a large merchant ship come through the bridge just after we
got up to the seaward end. However, we were back just before six, and went under the
bridge and then on down the Oude Mass, and were able to get under the Spikenisserbrug by
1830. We then had a very beautiful evening sail and, despite a fairly strong stream, by 2000
we had made Oud Neijerland, and berthed in the middle of the basin.
After a quiet morning shopping and stodng and doing odds and ends, we slipped at
1300 and went down the Spui channel, wind south-westerly F.4 or 5, and No. 1 jib and the
main. It was absolutely idyllic sailing in lovely sunshine. We soon met the Haring Vliet, and
then shaped up and went up to the seaward end, giving our self-steering its first chance to
work in good conditions. We had a quick look at Hellevoetsluice, and then went across to the
Binnenhaven, and found it suitable for access to the sea. After a quick circuit of the basin we
had a lovely evening run with the spinnaker back to Meneerscheplat, and berthed in a
corner of the outer basin under sail at 2000. The Harbour Master soon arrived and made us
very welcome, and we had a most peaceful and delightful evening.
We arose early on the 10th to the noise of the ducks nibbling the odd bits of weed
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around the water line. By 0630 we were under way with a very good forecast and a
beautiful morning. By 0830 we were off the Binnenhaven, and by 0920 we cleared the
locks and made sail under genoa and main, and went up the inner channel, which is well
marked along the front of the sluices, and then up just to seaward of the Europort
development works. The channel was well marked with small buoys until we approached
the Europort itself, when the buoys had obviously been removed, and we had to feel our
way round the sandbanks. By mid-day we were off the approaches to Europort, where
the wind dropped away and we were soon lolloping about in a thoroughly unpleasant sea,
so that by 1300 we had to get going under the ’iron topsail’.
After a couple of hours under engine, and having passed Scheveningen, we were off
Katwyk by 1500, and then set sail close in shore with a light W.N.W. wind F.2 to 3. We
had a very good sail up the coast, but all the time the wind was moving slowly north and
tending to decrease. By 2100 we were off the pilot vessel off Ijmuiden, but by this time
the stream had turned against, and it took us about an hour to make the entrance and then,
in the dark at about 2300 we came across a rather smart fibreglass yacht which was
obviously in some difficulties, and so we gave it a brief tow with the power of a 4 HP
Stuart Turner. After this interlude we entered the lock where a large tug was kind and
helpful and let us berth alongside, and by just after midnight we were secured in the yacht
harbour at the entrance to the North Sea Canal.
After a most peaceful night and a quiet morning, during which we sorted our affairs
out, cleaned the boat and stored from the floating shop, we sailed just after mid-day up the
canal with a light easterly wind. The canal is very wide, beautifully marked and very
pleasant sailing, and even the barges and the ferries did not seem too irritated by us sailing
in the light airs. It was a real holiday, with people on the banks picnicking and thoroughly
enjoying themselves, and even the bridges opened conveniently.
By about 1600 we entered the outskirts of Amsterdam, and then we had an equally
pleasant sail through the middle of Amsterdam with a very pleasant north-easterly light air.
It was almost perfect conditions to see the city with all its very busy marine activity. By
1730 we were off Schellingwande locks, and soon we were inside them, with everyone very
friendly despite excessive crowding. By 1830 we escaped the locks in time to catch the
next bridge, and then shaped up to Muiden. It was very strange to sail for the first time in
the Isselmeer, with the echo sounder rarely showing much more than eight feet, and a good
brisk north-easterly breeze. After about an hour we made Muiden, and found it very
crowded, but eventually, after a great deal of dashing up and down the harbour, we secured
in a very comfortable comer of the Royal Netherlands Y.C. where they made us most
welcome.
After another very pleasant quiet night, only disturbed by some rather early-rising
ducks, we got under way under sail in a brisk north-easterly wind from the middle of the
Marina. It was a very sporting experience, but everybody was extremely patient and
friendly. Once we had cleared the channel we made up towards the lee of Pampus Island,
where the ships used to lie awaiting the opportunity to get into Amsterdam. The brisk
north-easterly wind combined splendidly with the self-steering to give us an excellent sail, and
by 1330 we were off the Maroon light, and by 1530 we entered Hoom, and anchored in the
Brutenhaven, which is a lagoon off the harbour entrance. It was a marvellous setting with
fine trees, a beautiful watch tower and many old-fashioned Dutch barges. One could easily
imagine the years rolling back and oneself in the 17th and 18th centuries. Ian went to
painting stations, and was soon sketching out a splendid picture from our berth.
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We remained at anchor for the night in the lagoon about 50 yards from the bushes just
inside the breakwater, in eight feet and thick black mud. Despite the north-easterly wind of
F.4 or 5 which made quite a noise in the trees, we had a very quiet night and a very calm
one, whereas the boats further in under the trees rolled and were much less comfortable.
The next morning, Monday the 13th we awoke to another beautiful day, and whilst I
went shopping Ian continued with his painting. By 1115 we were under way again with
No. 1 jib and two reefs in the main and sailing very well indeed. By about one we were able
to shake out all the reefs and set the genoa, and by 1330 were off Oosterleik, with a
windmill working in the background. With the wind north-east F.3 we made a very good
passage to the entrance of Enkhuizen south basin by 1500, having passed the approach to
Broekerhaven just before it. We entered the lock and passed under the bridge almost straight
away, so that by 1545 we were off the approach to the town of Enkhuizen, and able to
look in to the harbour and once again admire some splendid 17th and 18th century buildings.
The town and its approaches are almost perfectly preserved as in the days of the Dutch East
India Company.

Enkhuize.
After this quick visit to Enkhuizen, we were under way again under sail by 1630, and
making our way towards Stavoren, still with a very pleasant E.N.E. wind F.3 and a
beautifully sunny evening. At 1820 we altered course to explore a little harbour shown on
the chart as Laaxum, about 3 miles south-west of Stavoren. We made a careful approach,
sounding with both echo-sounder and the lead line, but water ran out about 100 yards
short of the harbour, and we had to turn about¯ We managed this but not without some
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drama. However, by 1930 we were happily on our way again to Stavoren, where we berthed
on one of the dolphins at the entrance to the canal just after eight o’clock.
We sailed from Stavoren at about 0930 next morning, having looked at our German
neighbour’s chart in order to study the passage from the dyke across the sands to
Terschelling, and as we sailed up the Friesian coast from Stavoren, we passed
Hindeloopen and also Makkum, both of which looked most attractive; but we were unable
to stop at either. Soon the wind freshened considerably, and we had to take in a couple of
reefs. However, this did not interrupt our fast passage, and by 1145 we were in the
approaches to the lock at Kornwerderzand.
We had no real difficulty in getting through the lock, and were clear of it again by
1230, when we pressed on and started our way into the narrow channel through the
sands to Terschelling, making an excellent passage along this very well marked channel,
borne along by a favourable stream between the sandbanks, the withies and the buoys, all of
which conjured up thoughts of The Riddle of the Sands. By 1500 we came to the junction
of the Harlingen channel, and soon we were shaping up the channel into Terschelling itself.
This is also well-buoyed and marked, although one needs the local charts. We entered the
harbour at Terschelling, and by 1700 found ourselves a pleasant berth alongside a friendly
Dutch motor-yacht. Terschelling itself did not appear very attractive or very exciting as a
place to visit, and any bad wind from the east would, 1 suspect, make one most
uncomfortable.
We made an early start from Terschelling on the 15th, only to have to contend with a
strong westerly set as we made our way down the channel and on down the west coast of
Vlieland. The wind soon freshened from the east to F.4 to 5, and shortly increased to near
F.6 as we were making our way past Taxel; but by 1500 it died away again to F.3 or 4.
However, the stream by now was favourable and carried us along into the entrance to Den
Helder, where we berthed in the Royal Netherlands Navy Y.C. basin at 1630. We did not
find Den Helder a very attractive town, and it was difficult even at 5 o’clock in the
evening to find enough shops open.
We decided to make an early start from Den Helder the next morning in order to
try and reach Scheveningen. Accordingly we got under way at about 0600 and cleared the
harbour within 15 minutes, the wind easterly F.4 and everything looked set fair for a fast
passage, with even the forecast favourable. However, it was not to be, and as the passage
progressed so did the wind begin to fail, and by 1000 it was down to F. 1 or 2 with poor
visibility.
By 1300 we were off Ijmuiden and still making a certain amount of way under sail,
but soon the wind died completely, and we had to start our engine, which we kept going
until we were off Noordwijk, where we picked up a light air and were able to "ghost" for
about an hour. However, even this fell away, and so once again at 1830 we had to start
the engine and go on until about 2030, when we entered Scheveningen and went right up
harbour to the yacht marina in the innermost corner, where we secured in a good berth,
and were made most welcome and comfortable.
Next morning, the 17th, we did a major store ship and made full use of all the
excellent facilities in the town. In the difficult matter of trying to obtain some waterproof
grease for the stern gland, our Dutch friends could not have been more helpful and
considerate, and one complete stranger kindly took me in his car to the nearest marine
engineers in order to ensure that I got what I needed. We left harbour just before noon,
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with visibility down to about a/4 mile and some fog patches, and the wind westerly at F.2 or
3. We worked our way southwards around the approaches to Europort until we picked up
the new sea wall running south towards the Haring Vliet, and followed it about 200 yards
off. We had no difficulty until this ended and we turned in towards the Haring Vliet, when
the passage became much more difficult in the fog and reduced visibility. However, with
the aid of the echo sounder and our previous passage along this bit of the coast, we managed
to work our way through the sandbanks until we could pick up the appropriate passage
buoys into the Haring Vliet. By 1900 we were through the locks and into the Haring Vliet
itself. We coasted gently up the coast to Meneerschplaat, where we berthed very
comfortably at half-past eight.
After a pleasant night we were under way early with a good north-easterly breeze and
a rising glass, and we made our way up the Haring Vliet south of Tiengmeten Island, where
there is a pleasant anchorage off the eastern tip. From there we passed Stad Aan’t Haring
Vliet, which looked most pleasant, followed by Den Blommel, which did not. Thence to
the big span of the bridge and to the small and most attractive fortified town of
Willemstad; with a moat and wall and which was presumably once the capital of North
Brabant. We had a good look round and provisioned and then left after a very late lunch,
drifting along on a light breeze to the entrance of the big lock system at Volkersleizen.
These are busy and very large locks, and there was heavy traffic. In the entrance we had
to wait, and then had an "interesting" time as we were menaced by a "drowning machine",
an elderly rowing boat with far too much top hamper and a large outboard engine, and
whose crew seemed neither able to handle the engine nor to handle the boat. This all added
to the considerable excitement of our entrance and berthing irt the lock. After we had
cleared the lock we made our way down the Volkerak with a quick look at one or two little
harbours and creeks, then through the narrows at Zijpe, where we got a very good and
favourable stream, and sped past the small town of Bruinisse, which looked rather sad and
neglected. The Noorder Krammer offered us no anchorage, and so we made our way with
failing light to anchorage above St. Annaland in Krabben Kreek, where we found good
holding ground but a very strong ebb running.
The next morning, Sunday the 19th, was a perfect one with very little wind and a sort
of balmy air which made us feel very relaxed. Our berth in the creek had proved most
satisfactory, and certainly at anything but the top of high water springs would be a most
sheltered one. We slipped down the creek amidst the banks on the ebb, and passed one
or two boats who, having taken the ground, were evidently scraping their bottoms. We went
on down the Ooste Schelde, and thence under the big bridge, the Zeelandbrug, at No. 12
pier with plenty of head room. By this time the wind was very light and we were really only
ghosting along. From the bridge we decided to make our way out to the artificial island at
the western end of the Neeltje Jan, where we hoped to find berths or harbours where one
could lie on making a landfall on the Dutch coast from England. After a long flog against
the tide and with little wind, we found the two work harbours, as they are called, most
unattractive and unsuitable as berths except as refuges from a storm. We turned about and
took the tail of the flood back again up towards the big bridge and decided, as the tide
began to turn, to try the harbour at Colijnsplaat. Here we found good water and a
comfortable berth in two metres at mean low water springs. Not a very exciting town, but
a good place to make for after a passage across the North Sea.
After a good and quiet night, totally undisturbed by the departure of the fishing fleet
in the middle watch, we sailed with a pleasant westerly breeze shortly after 0900, but with
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very poor visibility. However, we felt our way through the fog, passed under the bridge
about an hour later, and then shaped up for the entrance to the Veerse Meer. After a
pleasant spinnaker run we made our approach to the lock just before noon, and on
leaving the lock we made our way up the Veerse Meer under sail in very pleasant conditions.
The Meer itself is very attractive, but deep with sharp banks and a great many other
boats. However, the further up the Meer one works towards Veere the better anchorages
one can find.
By 1500 we were off Veere, where we had been told we would find it a most attractive
town. Our expectations were more than fulfilled, and it proved to be another beautifully
preserved historic town with plenty of good shops, restaurants and facilities. After a quick
walk round the town we got under way again at about 1700 and, after some delay in the
lock owing to technical difficulties with the gates, set off down the canal to Middleburg
and Flushing. A light breeze carried us along in great peace until we reached Middleburg
at about 1900, where we had to wait for the bridges to open. The two bridges are operated
by one man, who has to bicycle between them as well as stopping the traffic as appropriate.
We were fortunate to arrive there at the same time as an enormous and most powerful
catamaran barge, which ensured that we got through with the minimum of delay. After
leaving Middleburg, we motored on down the canal, experiencing a great "lift" as the barge
went past us at high speed, and then were carried along for nearly half-a-mile in her wake
by the water flowing in from astern to fill the hole she had made. We berthed in Flushing
in a most crowded marina at about 2130.

Veere
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Next day, the 21 st, we got under way very early and were fortunate in entering the
sea-lock quickly, as a local boatman had just awakened the lock keeper. Shortly after 0700
we were clear of the lock, and with a north-easterly wind F.5 to 6 and a strong favourable
stream, we were soon making a very fast passage down the Scheldt. By 1000 we were off
Zeebrugge, and by 1145 off Ostend. In view of the favourable conditions we pushed on for
Dunkirk, where we berthed at 1600 on the local yacht club jetty. The berth was very
exposed to the wind and the wash of passing fishing vessels, but with a multitude of
fenders we passed a peaceful night. After a favourable weather forecast, we were under
way again shortly after 0700 with No. 1 jib and 4 rolls in the main. We cleared the harbour
entrance just after 0800 to find a rough sea and E.N.E. wind F.5 to 6. In view of the
weather and the sea, I decided not to make my way across the banks, and so we proceeded
down the buoyed channel to Gravelines, where we altered course to make the North
Goodwin light. As the morning progressed the wind eased to F.5 and veered slowly to the
south-east. This ensured that we made an exceedingly fast and comfortable passage in which
the self-steering gear was invaluable, and held a remarkably accurate course in roughish
going.
We were off the North Goodwin L.V. shortly after 1400, made the Tongue light vessel
just before 1700 and then took the last of the stream up through the Edinborough channel.
Thence, it being mid tide, we made our way across the Sunk Sand, passing close to the Sunk
Sand beacon with about 16 feet under the keel, and then in the failing light made our way
up the Crouch against an unfavourable stream. After passing the South Buxey buoy, which
is the last lighted navigational mark, it became very dark with no moon, and it was not easy
to find our way up the Crouch and into the Roach, where we anchored shortly after 2200.
It had been a most successful and exhilarating passage, covering 86 miles at an average speed
of six knots.
On Thursday 23 August, after a peaceful night and a leisurely arising, we made our way
back to our berth at Burnham with a good easterly breeze, and secured to our buoy at
I 100. So ended a most successful cruise of just under 700 miles in most benevolent weather
conditions and with a truly harmonious wind which gave us an average speed of 5 knots.
Maitland Eves writes:
On 20 June our Arpege class sloop Aeolus left Bangor skippered by my son Jeremy.
With varying numbers of friends be cruised, for two cold, windy weeks, north to Stornoway
and back to Crinan, where Aeolus was left for a week.
On 13 July my wife Eva, Jeremy and I reached Crinan by car via the Red Bay ferry. We
cruised up the Outer Hebrides to Stornoway, across to the Summer Isles and back inside
Skye, outside Mull, and through the canal to Ardrishaig. Here Jeremy left with the car and
Eva and I continued home at a leisurely pace. We had revelled in glorious sailing winds, with
bright sun, for the majority of the passages, with only two rainy days out of twenty. We met
many Irish boats including at least six with I.C.C. burgees. All in all a memorable cruise with
the sort of weather one always hopes for.
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LIST OF MEMBERS
If no Telephone exchange is given it is
as in the address.

The letters (H.P.R.) are inserted
after the names of Honorary
Port Representatives

Yacht

Tons
T.M.

Name & Year Elected

Address (Phone Number)

Adams, Peter J. 1970

2 Hopton Close, Eggbuckland,
Plymouth, Devon.

Allen, Harry 1971

6/7 Fair Street, Drogheda,
Co. Louth.
Phone 7621.

Anderson, A. W. 1961

Balmacara, Deanfield,
Londonderry (3348).

Lapwing

3%

Andrews, David O.B.E., M.Sc., J.P.
1959

Belfast Mills, Percy St., Belfast 13
(Office :22451 ; Home: Bangor 60631).

Ocean Dove

8~6

Aplin, Roger 1972

Kilfane, Upr. Albert Road,
Glenageary, Co. Dublin.

Archer, William M. 1965

55 Silverstream Drive, Bangor,
BT20 3LW, Co. Down.

Arnold, R.C. 1955

28 Osborne Gardens,
Belfast, BT9 6LE (667377)

Balmforth, M.B. 1966

116 Hope Street, Glasgow C.2.
Scotland. Ph. 041-221-3466.

Barnes, Dermot 1955

2 Albany Court,
Ballybrack, Co. Dublin.

Cu-na-mara

Barr, Robert, 1969

Heather Lodge, Kerrymount Ave.,
Foxrock, Co. Dublin (893269).

L’Etoile (P.O.)

Barr, R.G.M. 1973

The Cottage, Clanbrassil Road,
Cultra, Co. Down.

Bassett, Major C. S. 1969

53 Rivermead Court,
Hurlingham, London S.W.6.

Gioconda

9

Beck, H.P. 1963

10 Murdock Court, Middlebury,
Vermont, U.S.A.

China Bird

13

Berridge, Lt. Col. R.L. (H.P.R.)
1946

Ashleam, Monkstown, Co.Cork.
(Glenbrook 841022)

Corofm

12

Berridge, Mrs. Cicely D. 1965

Petrel I1

10

9
15

Do.

Beckett, John D. 1963

52 Sydney Ave., Blackrock,
Co. Dublin (889826).

Beckett, Dr. W. K.

5 Convent Avenue,
Fairview, Dublin 3. Tel. 376031.

Begley, William 1950

Hillview Cottage, Shankill,
Co. Dublin. Phone 860129.

Dara

4

Blaikie, James A., 1969

58 Springhill Road, Bangor,
Co. Down (Bangor 2209).

Diff’rent Drummer

Booth, E.M. 1967

Melmore, Shankill,
Co. Dublin (863094).

Venetia

Bourke, John P. 1965

27 Belgrave Square, Monkstown,
Co. Dublin. (805225).

Bourke, J. Roger (H.P.R. Shannon)
1942

Corbiere, Ashbourne Ave., Limerick
(Office: 45444, Home: 45479).

lduna

Bowring, Wing Cdr. J.H. 1973

Mornington, Saval Park Road,
Dalkey, Co. Dublin.

Shindilla

14

Boyd, J.M. 1963

12 Osborne Park, Bangor, Co.Down.

Bradley, Desmond 1957

Moorefield, Church Road,
Ballybrack, Co. Dublin.
Phone 855622 (Office: 533351).

Braidwood, W. S. 1963

3 Dufferin Villas, Bangor,
Co. Down (2382).

Cruiskeen

15

Braidwood, Mrs. 1963

Do.

Bramwell, Dr. B. R. 1969

Killinchy, Co. Down.

Bridges, Mrs. M. C. (H.P.R.)
1936

Bow Hall, Castletownshend,
Co. Cork (36).

Brindley, Aidan C. 1954

22 Nassau Street, Dublin 2.
Phone 778617.

Broderick, K.J. 1943

Kilcoran, Knapton Road, Dun Laoghaire,
Co. Dublin. (803397).

Brown, J. Finlay 1959

151 Seafield Road, Clontarf,
Dublin 3. (335789).

Brown, Mrs. M. 1973

2-~:2 Monastery Road,
Clondalkin, Co. Dublin.

Brown, Richard P. 1970

Bankmore, Portaferry, Co. Down.
Phone: Portaferry 209.

Brown, W. P. (H.P.R.) 1963

212 Shore Road,
Portaferry, Co. Down. (318).

Bryce, Robert G. 1969

St. Benedicts, Thormanby Road,
Baily, Co. Dublin.

Bunting, Peter J. 1962
Vice- Commodore

Faunmore, 58 Demesne Road,
Holywood, Co. Down.
(Office: Lurgan 3611,
Home: Holywood 3744).

Bunting, Mrs. E.A.M.’I969
Burke, 2. F. 1977

4

Dinah 5-0-5

Aletta

Hy-Br:isail

(P.O.)

Sue

20

Aracaty 111

10

Do.

Richmond House, Blackrock,
Cork. Phone 3~730.

Burnes, Robert 1969

1103 Grove Street,
Framingham, U.S.A.

Burnham, Lt. Cdr. E.A., R.D.,
R.N.R., 1969

Wild Thyme, 10 Green Lane, Bevere,
Worcester, England. (Worcester 27630)

Stella

Butler, J.C. 1959

Belgrove, Cobb, Cork. (811342)

Happy Morning

Butler, Sean, Mr. Justice 1957

Bonnie Doon, Coliemore Rd.,
Dalkey, Co. Dublin (806187).

Carr, W. Derek 1972

Portland House,
Downpatrick, Co. Down (2051).

Carr, Mrs. J. E., 1972

Cooya

16

Do.

Chadwick, T. 1944

Lissen Hall, Swords, Co. Dublin.
(Office: 280381, Home: 201220).

Charles, R. 1948

13 Ham Road, Shoreham-by-Sea,
Sussex (Home:3421, Office: CHA 1644).

Franzi

Clapham, John F. 1965

Luscar Cottage, Circular Rd. West,
Cultra, Co. Down.
(Holywood 2933, Office: Belfast 45044).

Phendra

Clark, H.W.S., M.B.E., D.L.
(H.P.R. Portrush) 1951

Gorteade Cottage, Upperlands,
Co. Derry (Maghera 737)

Wild Goose
of Moyle.

10

Clark, Peter A. 1971

The Grey House, Cultra, Co.Down
Phone: Holywood 2312.

Rinamara

20

Clarke, Don, 1965

33 The Strand, Appleeross, Perth,
W. Australia (Perth 646681),
Aghmarta, Carrigaline, Co. Cork

Quiver VII

20

Clegg, J.A. 1963

Craigside, Langley Ave., Bingley,
Yorks.

Sinbad of
Abersoch

II

Cobbe, T.L. 1939

Newbridge House,
Donabate, Co. Dublin (350343).

Coe, R. 1957

Craigie, Monasterevan,
Co. Kildare. (Kildare 25300)

Cole, Derrick 1968

5 Stillorgan Pk., Blaekrock,
Co. Dublin (881240).

Collins, H.A.B. 1963

Clanallen Manse Road,
Kilkeel, Co. Down.

Collins, J.B. 1954

Mulberry, Glenamuck Rd.,
Carrickmines, Co. Dublin.

Cooke, K.L. 1959

"Salia", Dublin Road, Sutton,
Co. Dublin.
(Office: 771801, Home: 322348).

Courtney, Ross 1948

Ross More, Claremont Rd., Howth,
Co. Dublin. (Ph: Office 44686, Home:
323090).

Bandersnatch

13

Clarke, S.H.R. 1967

Cox, James F. 1970

78 Blackheath Park, Clontarf,
Dublin 3. (Phone: 339593).

Coyle, Michael F. 1971

St. Jude’s, Dunleer, Co. Louth (29)

Cresswell, R.S. 1949

Lynton, Dalkey Ave., Dalkey,
Co. Dublin. (803163).

Crosbie, E. 1957

Woodlands, Montenotte, Cork (52420).

Cross, T. Fergus 1940

Montenotte House, Lr. Montenotte,
Cork (Office: 20595, Home: 22396).

Cudmore; Fred 1947

Westcourt, College Rd., Cork
(Office: 24019, Home: 42662).

Cudmore, Justin R. 1966

Clover Hill, Well Road,
Douglas, Cork.

Cudmore, Fred (Jun,) 1966

Clover Hill, Well Road,
Douglas Cork (31060)

Cudmore, Peter F. 1966

Westcourt, College Rd., Cork.

Cudmore, Harold, 1956
Rear-Commodore

Cartriff, Douglas, Co. Cork.
(Office: 24019, Home: 33016).

Cudmore, Mrs. Mary 1970

Do.

Cudmore, H. (Jun.) 1959

Do.

Setanta

10

Namhara

10

Cudmore, Ronald 1964

31 Ballinclea Heights,
Killiney, Co. Dublin (852453).

Cudmore, Richard B. 1966

Merlin, Maryboro Hill,
Dcuglas, Cork (Phone: 33625).

Ann Again

Cuffe-Smith, Capt. W.R. 1970

Braccan, Deerpark, Howth,
Co. Dublin (Phone: 322428).

Leemara

Cullen, M. 1971

Grianblah, Palmerston Park,
Dublin 6 (Phone 977002).

Cunningham, Brian 1967

31 Windsor Gardens, Largs,
Ayrshire, Scotland.

Curtain, W.A. 1971

Highlands, Asborne Villas, Stoke,
Plymouth, England (Ph: Plymouth 51909).

d’Alton, M.M.A. 1’956

Kilda Lodge, Killiney,
Co. Dublin (Office: 61481)

Glenshane (P.O.)
(Glen)

Dalton, Brian 1967

15 Hancock Road, Weston,
Mass. 02193, U.S.A.

Finola

13

Daly, Dominic, J. 1968

Currabinny, Carrigaline, Co.Cork

Tumbelina

12

Davey, D.W.H. 1969

Pier House, Cultra,
Co. Down. (Holywood 2287).

Dawes, Miss K.P. 1963

9 Courtenay Place, Lymington,
Hampshire.

Deane, Douglas 1965

Churchbay, Crosshaven, Co.Cork

Dcmpsey, LA. 1973

Inwood, South Strand,
Skerries, Co. Dublin.

Denvir, Miss Joan 1956

Mount Bernard, Cobb;
Co. Cork (811504)

de Quincey, Roger 1969

Baltimore Hill, B~ltimore,
Co. Cork (52).

Devenney, E.K. 1973

4 Vernon Park,
Bangor, Co. Down.

Dick, John R.W. 1971

Shango, Near Blessington,
Co. Wicldow.

Dickinson, L.B. 1969

3 Carisbrook Tee.,
Bangor, Co. Down (2164)

Dineen, Patrick A. 1965

The Old Rectory, Croom,
Co. Limerick (Office: 44604).

Donegan, Patrick, T.D. 1968

Darinda

Emmy
12’ National

Seaboard

10

St. Etchans, Monasterboice,
Drogheda.

Whirlaway

16

Dorman, Dr. J.K.A. 1971

Sketrick Island, Killinchy,
Co. Down (Ph: 370).

Maid of Skye

Doyle, Denis N. 1956

Lauriston, Douglas Rd.,
Cork (23706)

Moonduster

Doyle, Frank, 1966

Do.

Doyle, John G. 1967

Patchwork, Killarney Road,
Bray, Co. Wicldow. 862779 ¯

Doyle, Thomas F. 1930

Ardmannagh, Glenbrook,
Co. Cork (841199).

Doyle, D. Conor 1966

Sonata

21

Anasu II

17

Do.

Drysdale, Miss Hazel 1971

29 Cabinhill Park,
Belfast BTS. (Ph: 653575).

Doff, J. C. 1946

Ard-le-Mar, Church Street,
Skerries, Co. Dublin.

Duff, J.M. 1949

Drumbaragh House, Kells, CoA~leath
(Ph: 190)

Dunn, Aidan 1963
HorL Secretary

2 Nutley Road, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4
(Office: 770733;Home: 691158).

du Pont, Pierre, 1969

Patterns, Rockland, Delaware 19732,
U.S.A.

Dwyer, Kevin F. 1966

Inishowen, Glounthaune, Co. Cork.

Dyke, Stanley, W. 1965

Benwell, Crosthwaite Park,
Dun Laoghaire, Co.Dublin (807918).

Elliot, W. Mayne 1932

Burren Carragh, Birr Point,
Ballyhalbert, Co. Down.
(Ballywalter 233).

Ender, Theodore 1972

Northfield, Elton Park,
Sandycove, Co. Dublin (803934).

Eves, F. Maitland 1967

Ganaway, Ballywalter, Newtownards
Co. Down .(Phone : Millisle 213)

Eves, R.M. 1973

The Sheiling, Downshire Road,
Bangor, Co. Down. (5606)

Fane, Keble P. 1970

WiUiamsbrook House, Birr,
Co. Offaly (Phone: Birr 131).

Fannin, Robert N. 1959

117 St. Assam’s Ave.,
Raheny, Dublin 5. (335388).

FarreU, Thomas V. 1969

Glenflesk, Carrigeen Park,
Cork (24866).

Faulkner, J. Dennis
(H.P.R. Strangford Louth) 1960

Olinda, Craigavad, Co. Down.
(Office:Belfast 744261, Home:
Holywood 2783).

Faulkner, Mrs. J.K. 1969

Hornet

Aeolus

Gallivanter II

28

Do.

Felix, Bernard 1963

19 Bd Victor-Hugo,
92200 Neuilly Sur Seine, Paris, France.

Skreo II

10

Fielding, Dr. R. J. 1956

Skellig, Monkstown, Co.Cork
Phone 841428 & 51848

Ballerina of
Skellig (P.O.)

12

Fielding, Mrs. C. 1971

Skellig, Monkstown, Co. Cork
Phone 841428

Ballerina of
Skellig (P.O.)

12

Finnegan, John J. 1966

9 Belgrave Road, Monkstown,
Co. Dublin (806150).

5-0-5

Fisher, J.D.F. 1969

Rathturret, Warrenpoint,
Co. Down. (3667)

Fitzgerald, C.J. 1944

24 Patrick Street, Cork.

FitzGerald, David H.B. 1966

Mount Pleasant, Loughrea, Co.Galway
Pegeen
(Home:Loughrea 148; Office:Tynagh 214)

6½

Fogarty, John J. 1967

8 The Crescent, Midleton, Co.Cork.

Nora Sheila

5

Foley, Albert 1972

Saltaire, Dalkey, Ave., Dalkey,
Co. Dublin (805259).

Estelle

5

Foley, Brigadier P.F. 1969

Garden House, Baltimore, Co.Cork (4 I)

Englyn

7

Foley, Mrs. Barbara 1969

Melisande (P.O.)

DO.

Fowler, Robert J. 1969

Raglan Hall Mews, Raglan Lane,
Ballsbridge, Dublin 4 (684117)

French, Miss D. 1934

Rathmacknee, Killinick,
Co. Wexford (Murrintown 24).

Sogndal

La Bretonne

5

Fryer, Patrick J.H. 1969

Craighdu, Vice Road, Dalkey, Co.Dublin

Fuller, T. 1936

Grianan, Skibbereen, Co.Cork (6)

Geldof, Robert 1968

18 Crosthwaite Pk.,
Dun Laoghaire, Co.Dublin (802818).

Glaser, Dr. Otto 1972

Thalassa, Baily, Co. Dublin
(Home :324797; Office: 65191).

Tritsch-Tratsch II

30

Glover, Dr. W.E. 1963

2 Coolong Road, Vaucluse, Sydney,
2030, N.S.W. Phone: 337-2889.

Melite

12

Gogarty, I)esmond
(H.P.R.) 1960

"Lamlash" Mornington, Drogheda,
Co. Louth (8740)

Corran

5

Comes, H.R. 1967

12 Main St., Crawfordsburn, Co.Down

Ain Mara (P.O.)

Gordon, Hugh 1965

I0 Barnhill Ave., Dalkey, Co.Dublin
(Phone:Home 805515 ; Office 45551)

Gore-Grimes, John 1973

Shack, Baily, Co. Dublin

Green, Mrs. Margaret 1963

Plymouth Hoe, Stoney Road,
Dundunald, Belfast (63175).

Green, Dr. Chris H. 1964

Do.

Shandara

10

6

Helen

11

29

Green, Dr. Michael, 1964

7 Sycamore Close,
Woodingdean, Brighton, BN2 6 SJ.

Greer, P.H. Ll.D. 1951

22 Greenfield Road, Sutton, Co.Dublin
(Office: 771801 ; Home: 313195).

Helen of Howth

Greer, Howard 1966

Windgate Road,
Howth Summit, Co.Dublin (323731).

Amazon
(Heron)

Guinness, J.H.
(H.P.R.) 1961

Censure House, Baily,
Co. Dublin (323123)

Sule Skerry

18

Roane (P.O.)

14

Guinness, Mrs. M.J. 1966
Hen.Publications Officer

Do.

Guinness, Peter 1963

Chapel Farm, Great Missenden, Bucks.

Hall, Mervyn J. 1970

5 Sandycove Ave., W.
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin.

Hall, R.C.A. 1952

Lisaniska, Monkstown,
Co. Cork (841083).

Hall, Mrs. Nancy W. 1965

Do.

Hanan, Thomas J. 1937

Kinsale, 6 Roy Court, Mount Eliza,
Victoria 3930, Australia.

Harman, S.T.S. 1949

Lichfield, Ballintemple,
Co. Cork. (31053).

Harris, J.A. 1971

Oak Lawn, 128 Tonbridge Road,
Hildenborough, Kent.
Phone: H’borough 2162.

Do.

Harte, Edward D. 1969

Glencar, Coolfadda, Bandon
Co. Cork. (41286).

Healy, David J. 1971

Unit 28, Watson Towers,
11-17 Watson Street,
Neutral Bay, 2089, Australia.

Healy, Capt.George F. 1968

Shanganagh, Albert Road,
Glenageary, Co.Dublin (801528)

Duckling

Master of Yacht
Asgard

28

Heard, Mrs. Ruth 1967

Stone Cottage, Killiney,
Co. Dublin (803709).

Hegarty, Brian 1957

Cairn Gorm, Baily,
Co. Dublin (323421).

Hegarty, Dermot 1959

2 KiUeen Terrace, Malahide,
Co. Dublin (350603).

Hennessy, Dr. Noel St. J. 1957

Roosky, Co. Roscommon
(Roosky 24).

Aisling

Henry, Dr. George R. 1969

Uplands, The Hill,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin.

Jacqueline

Heron, Barney 1965

Castletown, Celbridge,
Co. Kildare (288349).

Talip

Hicks, Savell O. O.B.E. 1961

Cuan Hills Farm, BaUydorn,
Killinchy, Co. Down.
(Office: Belfast 57251 ; Home: Killinchy 468).

Higginbotham, J.WI 1964

Weatherly, Claremont,
Howth, Co. Dublin (322086)

Mimosa (P.O.)
17footer

Hilliard, C.E. 1961

94 Ballinclea Heights,
Killiney, Co. Dublin.

Firedrake (P.O.)

Hogan, Thomas P. 1967

Monkstown Castle, Co.Dublin (803676)

Angel

10

Hollwey, G.W. 1948

Dunstaffnage, Stillorgan,
Co. Dublin. (880998).

Hollwey, Lt. Col. J.B. 1939

Eski Shehr, Cabinteely,
Co. Dublin (893255).

Tora

6

Horsman, Henry F. 1952

Templerainy House, Arklow,
Co. Wicklow (0402-2349)

Anne Marie (P.O.) 16
Sinloo d’Arcachon 11

Hughes, N.C., F.R.C.S.
1972

Long Meadow, Ballylesson,
Belfast, Ph: Drumbo 323

Taitsing

10

Hunt, C. K. 1963

Guinness Group Sales,
86 Patrick Street, Cork.

Hutchinson, William R. 1969

12 Sheridan Drive, Helen’s Bay,
Co. Down.

Irving, J.F. 1960

Eaton House,
Eaton-upon-Tern, Shropshire.

Saunterer
of Leigh

12

Pampero
of Down

12

Evora, Dunbo Hill,
Howth, Co. Dublin.

Ganiamor

11

Johnson, Terence 1960

Frazerbank, Strathmore Road,
Killiney, Co. Dublin (801160).

Arandora (P.O.)

Jones, A.G.H. 1965

Tithe Barn, Rowberrow,
Nr. Winscombe, Somerset, England.

Kavanagh, Captain Peter 1965

Kerlogue, Railway Ave.,
Sutton, Co. Dublin (323396).

Keily, D. J. 1973

Moorpark, Fountainstown,
Co. Cork. Ph. 831235.

Kelly, Dr. Malcolm 1969

19 Piney Hills, Belfast 9 (660869)

Kelly-Rogers, Capt. J.C., O.B.E.
1953

Spindrift, Shore Road, Portmarnock,
Co. Dublin (Office:46851 ; Home:350028).

Kennedy, Hugh P., Q.C. 1963

7 Mount Eden Park, Malone Rd.,
Belfast 9. (Office: 226941 ;
Home: 660500).

Tosca IV
of Bangor

Kennedy, George O’Brien 1969

Drumsna, Co. Leitrim (9)

Brainstorm

Kennedy, T., F.R.C.S. 1973

Blackwater Rocks, Saintfield Road,
Killinchy, Co. Down. Phone 470.

Marula

11

Kennedy, Mrs. B. 1973

Blackwater Rocks, Saintfield Road,
Killinchy, Co. Down. Phone 470.

Kiley, Joek 1969

15 Bosworth St.,
Boston 02108, U.S.A.

Kilkelly, Lt. Col. R.P. 1954

Cavalry Club, 127 Piccadilly, London W.1.

Kilkenny, Joseph 1971

Gray’s Lane, Howth, Co. Dublin
(323442).

Kinmonth, Prof. J. B. 1966

70 Ladbroke Road,
London W.11. (727-6045).

Phalarope

15

Kirby, Tom 1971

Parkgarriff, Endsleigh Park,
Douglas Road, Cork.

Knight, R.D. 1971

3 Roby Place, Crofton Road,
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (809468).

Lyrae llI

Knott, H.B. 1964

Marlay, Proby Square, Blackrock,
Co. Dublin. (881063).

Pamela

Knox-Gore, Col. W.A.C.D.S.O.
1954

3 Windsor Terrace,
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (805378).

Irwin, D.M. 1973

The Cairn, 278 Seacliffe Road,
Bangor, Co. Down.

Jacob, Basil B. 1956

Beacon Bank, Mill Road,
Mornington, Drogheda, Co. Louth
(041-7840).

Jameson, J. Patrick 1968

8

Jolie Madame

8

Kyle, Stirk 1971

8 Talbot Park,
Bangor, Co. Down.

Landon, Capt. E.G. 1959

Crannog, Banagher, Co. Offaly.
Home: Banagher 24.

Large, Richard T. 1958

Rosehill House, Carysfort Ave.,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
(Office: 61236; Home: 880574).

Lawless,

Peter D. 1964

Heydene, Westfields,
N.C. Road, Limerick (45007).

Conseal

Mokav

5

12

Lee, Reginald 1961

Sydney Lodge, 93 Booterstown Ave.,
Booterstown, Co. Dublin.

Lennox, George A. 1969

8 Norwood Gardens,
Belfast 4 (656989).

Sarita

Lemass, Frank 1971

Greenfield, Glenageary Hill,
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin.

Faigh an Bealach

Leonard, Alan G. 1964

Craigaveagh, Sketrick Island,
KiUinchy, Co. Down.

Wishbone

Leonard, Miss Elizabeth M. 1967

16 Saxe Coburg Street,
Edinburgh Eh 3 5 BW, Scotland.
Phone: 031-332-6121.

Leonard, Gerald B. 1964

Craigveagh, Sketrick Island,
Killinchy, Co. Down.

Leonard, Mrs. K. 1971

Sketrick Island, Killinchy,
Co. Down (579).

Love, Clayton 1950

E1 Caribe,
Currabinny, Co. Cork. ’

Love, D.B. 1963

El Medano, 75 Avondale Rd.,
Kiiliney, Co. Dublin (809460).

Love, Mrs. T. 1963

Seabank, Clifton Terrace,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin (801314).

Love, Clayton Jr. 1971

Clayricarde, Blackrock Road,
Cork. Phone 33977.

Love, John P. 1972

White Oaks, Blackrock Road, Cork.

Luke, Derek 1959

9

Do.

Galcador II

Fionuala

13

Windward, Strand Road,
Sutton, Co. Dublin.
(Office: 753351 ; Home: 322507).

Gunfleet II

10

Luke, Dermot 1955

15 Asgard Park, Howth, Co.Dublin.

Eventide

Lyden, Brendan P. 1968

Carrigaline, Co. Cork.

Lyness, Mrs. Maria 1972

Apple Wood, Glen Road, Craigavad,
Co. Down. Phone Holywood 2730.
45 Upper Leeson Street,
Dublin 4.

McAuley, F.D.M. Ch., D.O.M.S.
1961

5

Macauley, W.P. 1963

Ballyward House, Manor Kilbride,
Blessington, Co. Wicklow.

McBride, Dennis 1972

34 Belgard Heights, Belgard Road,
Tallaght, Co. Dublin.

McBride, Edward D. 1970

9 Park Road, Waterford.

McCann, George 1968

Rathmore Ave., Bangor,
Co. Down. (Phone: Bangor 62035).

McConnell, J.C. 1958

McConnell House, Charlemont Place,
Dublin 2.

McConneU, John H. 1965

120 Ballinclea Heights, Killiney,
Co. Dublin.

McConnell, Mrs. M. 1959

37 Castle Park, Monkstown,
Co. Dublin.

McConnell, Stafford C. 1971

16 Parkview Mansions, Harold’s Cross
Road, Dublin 6.

McCormick, W.H.D.
(HPR) 1956

Brooklyn, Greencastle, Lifford,
Vinga
Co. Donegal
(Home: Greencastle 5; Office: Deny 5014).

McDowell, J.R. 1963

IA Meadow Way,
Crawfordsburn, Co. Down.
(Office: 28221).

McFerran, K. 1931

Dangan, Carrickmines,
Co. Dublin (893153).

McFerran, Neil 1965

The Peak, KiUiney,
Co. Dublin (803556).

McGonagle, Liam 1959

Hilltop House, Windgate Road,
Baily, Co. Dublin.

Iaonara

34

Mcllwaine, A.D. 1960

Barra, Crawsordsburn, Co.Down

Sheenan

17

McIlwaine, Mrs. Y. 1963

Heather Bell

Rosheen Bawn

Do.

Macilwraith, George H. 1970

Doonaree, Loreto Park,
Cross Douglas Rd., Cork (33577).

McKee, Michael (H.P.R.) 1962

104 Seacliff Road, Bangor,
Co. Down (Office:22734, Home:2692).

McKenna, David C. 1964

Aviemore, 24 Hythe Road,
Worthing, Sussex, England.

Mackeown, J.A. 1959

57 Leeson Park, Dublin 6
(67964)

Antoinette
Korsar

McKinley, Fergus 1953

Beechfield, Sydney Ave.,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin (888376).

Sarcelle

McLaverty, C. 1961

77a Brownhill Rd., Chandlers Ford,
Eastleigh, Hampshire
30 Deramore Drive, Belfast 9

Dauntless

McLaverty, K. 196I

52

Dolphin

Durward

2½

2

McMahon, James 1973

"Rathlin", 32 Orwell Park,
Dublin 6. Phone 972391

McMillan, Alistair 1968

"Treborth", Corr Bridge,
Howth, Co. Dublin (324042).

McMordie, H.M. 1972

Colin Road, Dunmurry,
Belfast (3319).

McMullen, L. 1940

11 Almoners’ Avenue,
Cambridge CB1 4NZ. Phone 47020

McNeiU, John C. 1971

Ladybird Cottage, 49 Warren Rd.,
Donaghadee, Co. Down (3649)

McSweeney, Patrick 1968

"Dunmuire", Woodview,
Douglas, Cork.

Macken, J.J. 1949

White House, Dalkey Ave.,
Co. Dublin (806897)

Echo

11

Kilderkin

Pride of Kerry

Arleen

14
3

(Dragon)

Mackey, K. 1964

6 The Close, Mount Merrion,
Co. Dublin (881352).

Madden, Arthur G. 1961

Hazeldene, Marina,
Blackrock, Co. Cork (31348).

Madden, Dr. J. 1971

Derrylea, Menloe Gardens,
Blackrock, Cork. Phone: 33439

Maguire, B.C. 1950

Northfields, Blackboys, Uckfield,
Sussex. (Ph. Framfield 593).

Maguire, Edward D. 1971

Mullaghbeg, Killyleagh, Co.Down

Triad

Maguire, M.J. 1958

Willow Brae, Castlepark Rd.,
Sandycove, Co. Dublin (804140)

Arandora (P.O.)

Maher, Patrick J. 1959

Ballinglanna, Douglas Road, Cork.
(Office: 25252; Home: 33966).

Fafner

Mahony, J. A. C. 1958

Cloghroe House, Blarney,
Co. Cork. (85121).

MaUagh T.J.S. 1957

2 Clonskeagh Road, Dublin 6 (971013)

Mac Lir II

8

Marshall, A.H. (H.P.R.)
1963

Rockmount, 20 Warren Road,
Donaghadee, Co. Down (3553)

La Petite
Mamselle

5

Martin, Brian M. 1966

I 1 Jordanstown Road,
Newtownabbey, Co. Antrim.

Solitaire

6

Martin, F. D. 1954

2 Eaton Brae, Corbawn Lane,
Shankill, Co. Dublin (863410)

L’Etoile (P.O.)

Masser, K. A. 1966

Edros, Baily, Co. Dublin.

Pintail of Kew

Mellon, D.E., M.D. 1947

5 Vergemount, Clonskeagh,
Dublin 6. (973075).

Janet

12

Miller, C. G. 1955

Shortalstown, Killinick,
Co. Wexford (Murrintown 8)

Calloo

4

20’ Sloop

15

Minchin, John 1960

Currabinny, Carrigaline,
Co. Cork. (831296).

Mitchell, E.D. 1959

Carrowdore Castle, Millisle,
Co. Down. (Millisle 234).

Mitchell, P.D. 1956

106 Lancaster Rd., Freehold,
N. Jersey, U.S.A.

Mollard, Robert E. 1969

27 Sion Road, Dalkey, Co.Dublin.

Montgomery, A.M. 1957

Brocca, 5 North Avenue, Mount Merrion,
Dublin (Office: 56701 ; Home: 881045).

Montgomery, E.J. 1955

78 Northumberland Rd., Dublin.
(Office :61201 ; Home:67852).

Moore, Godfrey B. 1947

18 St. Catherine’s Park, Glenageary,
Co. Dublin (881045).

Morck, Dr. P. B. 1958

Frankfort Lodge, Merrion Ave.,
Blackrock, Co.Dublin (880852).

Morck, Mrs. P. C. 1962

Windrose

Maid of Malin

Do.

Morehead, R. 1950

leeward, Marina, Blackroek,
Cork (33297).

Windward

Morris, Arthur 1961

Clonmore Glebe, Piltown,
Co. Kilkenny (Fiddown 8).

Evarne

11

Morris, R. Wall 1958

Villa Vista Marina, La Capelania,
Venalmadena, Malaga, Spain.

Morrison, R. lan 1957

Spindrift, Carrickbrack Rd.,
Baily, Co. Dublin (323106).

Querida II

20

Morton, Rear-Admiral, A.S.
1970

110 Ashley Gardens, Westminster,
London S.W.I. Phone 828 1588

Sungfoon
Nebula

5
5

Mosse, W. P. 1964

Denedin, Bennetsbridge,
Co. Kilkenny (5)

Acari

11

Mulhern, James T. 1958

Hillside, Upr. Mounttown,
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin.
(Office:77592; Home: 801420).

Mullins, John 1972

Killeen Glebe, Dunshaughlin,
Co. Meath. (046-25208).

Bonnet Rouge

11

Mullins, Peter 1971

Ashley Coltage 2
31 Clyde Road, Dublin 4 (689751)

Murphy, W. J. 1963

15 Cleve Hill, Blackrock Road, Cork.

Murray, Capt. Brendan, 1964

Fingal Strand Road, Sutton,
Co. Dublin. (322083).

Myles, Norman

13 Crannagh Park,
Rathfarnham, Dublin 14.

Nixon, James 1971

Rock House, Carroweigh Road,
Dundonald, Belfast.

Nixon, W. M. 1963

29 Evora Park, Howth, Co.Dublin.
(Home: 323929; Office:301200).

O’Brien, John J. 1971

Windflower

8

O’Byrne, T.E. 1951

43 Seapoint Avenue,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
Thorndale, Beaumont Park,
Ballintemple, Cork. (32614).

O’Ceallaigh, C. 1959

46 Killiney Rd., Killiney,
Co. Dublin. (852619)

Julia

5

O’Ceallaigh, Mrs. M. 1963

Do.

O’Connor, Daniel 1971

Kotor, Vico Tce., Dalkey,
Co. Dublin (801186).

O’Connor, Dr. M. 1957

58 Fitzwilliam Square,
Dublin (67136).

Odium, Peter D. 1942

Priory Lodge, Grove Ave.,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

Verna
40
Wee Namara (Dragon)

O’Donoghue, Dr. R. F. 1971

Tinballa, Montenotte, Cork.(53871)

Gigha

O’Donovan, W. J. 1947

1, Ashton Park, Blackrock Rd., Cork.

O’Flaherty, Michael 1968

Glenlion, Brennanstown Rd.,
Cabinteely, Co. Dublin (896465)

O’Gallagher, Malachi, 1968

12 Cypress Lawn, Templeogue,
Co. Dublin.

O’Hanlon, R. H., M.D. 1940
Commodore

8 St. James’s Tce., Clonskeagh,
Dublin 6. (62080).

O’Hanlon, Mrs. B., M.D. 1962

¯ lnisfallen

Cuilaun of
Kinsale

28

Meermin

23

Do.

O’Hanlon, Andrew 1969

16 Clonskeagh Rd.,
Dublin 6 (62080)

Firefly

O’Keefe, Ray, P. (H.P.R.)
1937

Landscape, Drinagh,
Wexford (Phone: 22980)

Pipa

O’Keefe, Dr. Maurice 1972

54 Main Street, Kinsale, Co.Cork.

Olver, John R.N., 1971

1 Martello Ave., Craigavad,
Co.Down (Ph. Holywood 2147).

O’Mara, Stephen 1960

"Monaleen", Torquay Rd.,
Foxrock, Co.Dublin (Home:896009).

O’Neill, J. Russell 1964

24 Killeen Drive, Bangor, Co.Down.

O’Reilly, John 1965

9 Eden Quay, Dublin (47040).

Orr, Arthur S. P. 1970

Evergreen, Old Holywood Rd.,
Belfast (Home:63601 ; Office :57261).

Orr, S. A. 1973

4 Carisbrooke Terrace, (4534)
Upper Clifton, Bangor, Co.Down.

D.S.C.
Capt. RN. Retd. 1969

Knocknagreana, Milford,
Co. Donegal (Phone 73).

Osborne, J.A.,

6

Oisin

1 1

Fairy O.D.

Seg~a

6

Osterberg, Paul 1949

The Old Manse, Hillsborough,
Co. Down. (226).

O’Sullivan, Jeremiah 1964

9 Rock St., Tralee, Co.Kerry (91)

Geraldine

Park, Dr. David 1969

The Croft, Cunningburn
Newtownards, Co. Down.

Capella

Park, Mungo 1955

Corrig Breac, Baily, Howth,
Co. Dublin (322210).

Tam OShanter

13

Patton, Henry A. 1969

Kilnburn, 33 Warren Road,
Donaghadee, BT21 OPD. Phone 2517.

Mist of Malin

15

Payne, J. Somers 1969

4 Camden Tce., Crosshaven,
Co. Cork (831128)

Melody
Nat. 18’

Perrott, Thomas R. 1965

Kenmare, Kill Lane,
Foxrock, Co.Dublin (895831).

Pearson, J. D. 1950

Craig View, Howth,
Co. Dublin. (322276).

Pierce, Dermot 1968

126 Harley St., London.

Porteous, James 1968

Bunnyconellon, Myrtleville, Co.Cork.

Pritchard, John P. 1966

The Coach House, Helen’s Bay,
Co. Down.

Pritchard, Mrs. Mary G. 1966

Orana

12

Aspasia P.O.

12

Cecille

13

DO.

Purcell, D. J. 1937

3 Marlborough Rd., Glenageary,
Co. Dublin (801849).

Radley, George 1971

The Brake,:Cobh, Co.Cork.
(811394)

Reddy, M. J. 1973

Punch Oak, Holmpatrick,
Skerries, Co. Dublin.

Riordan, Cashel 1947

The Paddock, Templelawn, Blackrock
Road, Cork (33554).

Roberts, T. 1973

The Residence, Kilbroney,
Rostrevor, Co. Down. Phone 470

Robinson, Dr. G. 1960

15 Belgrave Square, Monkstown,
Whimbrel
Co. Dublin. (Office:805581 ; Home:807207)

Robinson, A. 1973

Hillmount, Annalong,
Co. Down. Phone 213

Roche, Charles A. 1972

Ballingard, Delgany,
Co. Wicklow. (874572).

Roche, T. H. 1935

Petrel

3½
3

Heather
of Moume

11

Ros-na-Greine, Avoca Ave.,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin (881093).

Neon Tetra

2O

Rogerson, Frederick 1969

Creevagh, Dundrum Rd.,
Dublin 14. (Office: 63949).

Happy Return

Ronaldson, Charles E. 1967

1 Fifth Ave., Baylands,
Bangor, Co. Down (5681).

5

Ronan, J. G. 1956

Cuskinny, Cobh, Co.Cork (811370).

Rudd, D. S. 1971

Busherstown House, Moneyall
Birr, Co. Offaly.

Tregalla

Russell, John F. 1965

34 Killinakin Rd., Killinchy, Belfast

Macfin
Enterprise

Ryan, David F. 1973

Dublin Road,
Skerries, Co. Dublin. Phone 291438

Ryan, Dermot, J. 1971

Ashdale, Castle Close, Castle Park Rd.,
Sandycove, Co. Dublin. (803585).

Ryan, Senator Eoin 1957

81 Park Avenue,.Dublin 4.

Ryan, Frank, 1971

55 Beech Park Ave., Foxrock,
Co. Dublin. (894026).

Tryphena

10

Seanlan, Edward P. 1966

Dravington House, Hamble, Southampton, Flarepath
Hants., England. (Ph. Satchell Lane 2270).

12

Seanlan, Mrs. D. E. 1971

15

Shalade

Do.

Selig, Ivan 1965

5a Windsor Ave., N.Belfast 9
(Office: 33878; Home: 666064).

Sewell, Richard G. 1969

7 Edith Tee., London S.W.IO
(Phone: 352-7367).

Thalassa

Shanks, T.R.J. 1972

14 Massey Ave., Belfast 14
(Ph. 63809).

Maimourne

4

Shell, Leonard 1968
Hon. Treasurer

"Portelet" Haddington Pk.,
Glenageary, Co.Dublin. (Office :60532).

Gailey Bay

5½

Sheppard, T. Lt. Comm. 1957

Derrybawn, Military Rd.,
Ballybrack, Co. Dublin (853371 )

Greylag of
Arklow.

12

Shepherd, Gerald J. 1958

Arderne Cottage, Utkinton, Tarporley,
Cheshire (Ph: Tarporley 668).

Simms, R.J.A. 1969

31 Waverley Dr., Bangor, Co.Down (3563)

Sisk, H.B. 1973

Sandscale, Lr. Dodder Road,
Rathfarnham, Dublin 14. Ph. 908839

Standfast (P.O.)

33

Smiles, Alan 1958

28 Fifth Ave., Port Washington,
New York, U.S.A.

Smullen, Brian P. 1968

12 Eden Park, Sandycove, Co.Dublin.

Smullen, John D. 1961

Sea View, Corrig Ave.,
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin (809601).

Smyth, B.T. 1960

40 Balmoral Ave., Belfast 9 (66386)

Wynalda P.O.

10

Smyth, F.B. 1964

646, Howth Rd., Dublin 5

Rebel

Smyth, Karl 1964

20 Hamilton Rd., Bangor, Co.Down
(60906)

St. Michael of
Cape Clear

16

4
16

Smyth, W.A.
(H.P.R. Cultra) 1960

11 Balmoral Ave.,
Belfast 9 (665265)

Wynalda P.O.

10

Somerville-Large, P.T. 1946

Vallombrosa, Bray,
Co. Wicklow (862216)

Gannet

10

Speidel Noel 1968

"Coolmaine", Malahide, Co.Dublin

Malaise

9

Starkey, R.V. 1939

I 1 Sandford Ave., Marlboro’ Rd.,
Donnybrook, Dublin (971107)

Bonita

6

Steadman, David 1967

123a Sydenham Ave.,
Belfast 4 (656145)

Dolphin

8

Stewart, Alan C. 1959

44 Birchwood, lnvergordon
Ross-Shire, Scotland (741)

Stewart, Rynn 1968

12 Silchester Rd.,
Glenageary, Co. Dublin.

Stevenson, John A. 1964

Hill View, Cliddesden,
Basingstoke, Hants.

Sullivan, C. St. J. 1955

9 Avondale Rd., Killiney,
Co. Dublin (805877).

Sullivan, Michael R. 1967

Eglantine, Crab Lane, Blackrock Rd.,
Cork (Home:32734; Office:26731).

Sutton, Eric P. 1968

Laurentic, Knoekrea Pk.,
Douglas Rd., Cork.

Taggart, A. G. 1970

7 Manse Rd., Bearsden,
Glasgow, Scotland. Phone 2183 (Office)

Taggart, Thos. N. 1966

Cuan Cottage, Skettrick Island,
Killinehy, Co. Down.

Tayler, Warren J. 1962

53 West Point Edgbaston,
Birmingham 16.

Thompson, S. F. 1956

Chartwell, Douglas Rd., Cork.

Tierney, John 1960

Aisling, Knapton Rd., Dun Laoghalre,
Co. Dublin (804391).

Tomlinson, Michael 1962

Elmleig!a, Neston, Wirral, Cheshire

Tomlinson, Mrs. Molly 1965

Harmony

Marie Victoire

12

Kirlnew

PeUegrina

12

Cygnet of
Mourne

13

Do.

Tughan, D. 1969

16 Maralin Ave., Bangor, Co.Down
(60432)

Tyrrell, Aldan 1971

21 Holroyd Rd., Putney, London S.W.15.

Tyrrell, John (H.P.R.) 1940

Inver Dea, Ferrybank, Arklow
(Home: 2452; Yard: 2403).

Vickery, Ian 1972

Vickerys Hotel, Bantry, Co. Cork.

Villiers-Stuart, J.H.I.
(H.P.R. Helvick) 1961

Ballynaparka, Villierstown nr. Cappoquin,
Co. Waterford (Villierstown 4).

Villiers-Stuart, M.F. 1957

Loughside, Greenisland,
Co. Antrim (Whiteabbey 2245)

Winifreda of
Greenisland.

Virden, Jonathan 1968

The Hollies, Uxbridge Road,
Stoke Poges, Slough SL2 4PX, Bucks.

Sharavoge

Walsh, R.T. 1950

65 Merrion Rd., Dublin 4 (691385)

building

Walsh, William 1968

Maryville, Crosshaven, Co. Cork
Office:52358; Home: 831261

Querida

Watson, Neff (H.P.R.
Wicklow) 1962

North Quay, Wicklow
(Phone 2492)

Vivi
30 sq. m.

Watson, Richard R. 1962

29 Balkill Rd., Howth,
Co. Dublin (322472)

Watson, Mrs. Patricia 1966

13
5
15

Do.

Wayte, Ronald A. 1968

Villa Nova, Dundalk Rd.
Carrickmacross, Co.Monaghan

White, Michael L. 1969

70 Clifton Rd., Bangor,
Co. Down (Bangor 4681).

Whitehead, David 1972

31 Brookville Park,
Drogheda, Co. Louth.

Wilkinson, J.N. 1956

Glenhedr., Howth, Co.Dublin (323063)

Lefla (17footer/

Wflby, K.A. 1964

Flat 4, Hurstdale, Devisdale Rd.,
Altrincham, Cheshire.

Shortwave

9

Williams, W. Peter 1968

The Whins, Magherascouse,
Comber, Co. Down.

Laragh

4

Wilson, P. 1964

Gribton, 12 Ralston Rd., Bearsden,
Dunbartonshire, Scotland.

Nan of Clynder

Wingfield, Robert T.1969

Anchor Cottage, Anchor Yard,
Knavesborough, Yorks.

Wolfe, J.M. 1959

Robbs Wall, Malahide,
Co. Dublin (350505)

Wood Wolfe, C.F.W. 1958

Bridge House, Skibbereen, Co.Cork.

Workman, J.R. 1954

53 Malone Park, Belfast (665815)

Ceara

Wylde, Cemmdr. A.L. 1961

South Shore, Sheridan Drive,
Helen’s Bay, Co. Down (2208).

Carrick Witch

Wylie, Ian E. 1972

49 Hawthornden Road, Belfast
BT4 3JW (Ph. 650374).

Hallowe’en

Aquarius of
Tonbridge

Gay Gannet

12

